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PREFACE

Population, programmes have been going on since the 1950's in many
countries 'of Asia and fhb. Pacific. These programmes have been directed tP
diffeient target groups including those of the but-of-school youth and adults.
"Since they were plannedand implemented by, the Ministry of Health assisted
by non-health perionnel who were responsible for the motivational aspects,
they were largely clinic-oriented with heavy emphasis on birth control.

In the course of time, however, prograniming authorities realized that
total dependence on the clinical approach was not an effective means of

'achieving national population goals. This realization led to the search for more
effective alternatives. Integrating population concepts with non-formal educa-
tion .azic other developotent-progammes was thus' considered as one of the
new strategies that could be tried to achievethese goals. Thus the need for
population education programmes. An inliioftaitf prerequisite for the imple-
nientation of this strategy is the large-scale mobilization and utilization of the
services of field staff and field workers of all concerned government, semi-
government and,voluntary agencies and organizations.

In the beginning, -only a few programmes accepted the idea of inte-
grating population education in them. Over the years, efforts have been made
to provide orientation in the -concept and scope of population education to the
staff of those programmes. Experience has shown that field workers; even
after a short in-service trainitik, find it difficult to relate population education
concepts with their own disciplines and the daily,, lives of their clientele.. In
order to help in partly overcoming this problem, this manual has been developed
with the help of a team cif specialists. The team, in addition to otheAreferen'ce
materials, relied heavily on the reports of regional workshops attended by partici-
pants from 12 Countries in the region. The contents of the aietherefore
based on the thinking and experiences of about 100 key personnel from 12 coun-
tries involved in the planning and implementation of population education and
other development programmes,'

, .

,,The Manual aims at 'providing practical examples of strategies, approaches.
and Materials integrating population education into varipus development pro-
israrnmes. In addition, It 'could serve asta ready reference for use by field
workers in planning, implementing and -evaluating out-of-school population
education prograTnmes. The term field workers as used in this manual refers-
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to the personnel of various ministries/departments and all other agencia and
ganizations, Voth governmental and non-governmental, who are actively

-invorved In or undertakingcpopulation education.programmes and other awl-
opment programmes at the field level, They may be programme organizers,

06upervisors, district_ co- ordinators, adult education woriZersccommunitir develop-
k ment workers, agrictIltural extension workers, health workers, teachers or

Others. ,.
's

: . .
The examples -o£ curricula, materials'and evaluation instruments provided

in the manual are prototypes, and field' workers are -expectet1 to adapt them
to \suit the specific)ocai needs anti requirements.

.
The Unesco Regional Office for Education in Asia and the Pacific aoknowl-

edges with appreciation the help of the team of specialist's who4participated in thy
development of this manual, nan-tely: Dr. Obdulia F. Sison, College of Agriculture,
UniverSity of the Philippines at Los Bafibs;*Mr. Marcos S. Ramos, Office of Non-
formal Education, Ministry of Education and Culture; Mrs. Rosa C. Mendoza,
Pqpulation Education Program, Ministry of Education and Culture; and Miss"
Dionisia R. de la Paz,' Population Institute, UniVersity of the Philippines System.
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CHAPTER ONE

NATURE AND SCOPE OF OUT- OFISCHOOL
POPULATION EDUCATION

The rationale .
I

.

World population-has been growing at an Unprecedented rate. This greatly
accelerated increase started to.happen just recently. Prior to 1900,' the population
of the developed regions of North America, Europe, USSR and the Pacific wa's\

-growing at a faster rate than the developing regions of Africa, Asia and Latin
America. However, since 1920 the populatiori Of the developing nationsrh.ave
been growing faster than, the developed nations.-.The estimated population in the
less developed regionsIrose from 2 billion in 1960 to 3.28 billion in °1980. On the
other hand, the population in the developed regions increased only from 1 bilhori
to 1:13 billion during the game period.' i 4

The total population of the 38' countries in Asia (excluding USSR) and , N

Oceania was estimated at 2.4 billion or.55 per cent of the world total bf 4.33 hil-'
lion in mid-1979. Six of the ten most populous countrie\s of the world, namely,
China,'India, Indonesia, Bangladesh, Pakistan anti Japan are in-this ke0on. The '
rate of population growth in this regiod is 1.8 per cent which means an addition
of about.43 million people anlivally. This large number would not be a reason
for concern, if food Supply,. employment opportunities, housing, educational and
health s4vices, energy and othex resources are growing at mate faster or even at.a
rate' commensurate to the growth of population. But such is generally not the case.
Unplanned population growth imposes sevqre'stress. on the natidn's agricultural
lands, forests, aquatic resources, grassland, energy sources and on social services.

.With a Population of about 2.4 billionjn the 'region,. increasing at about 1,8 pe?
.cent annually, it, is nOt surprising that niany euepeopl ill-fe51, ill-clothed, ill- -

sheltered, unemployed and underemployed, and uneducated and illiterate.' (-)
%; l

In Asia alone, Which makes up slightly more than 50 per cent of the total
world population (andlwhich contributes 75 per cent to theital population of . .
the world's less - developed regions), three2fourths of the population,are suffering

- from poverty, malnutrition or undeniutrition. A Significant proportion are Hilt*
at mere subsistence level. .. v.

.1. Philippines. University, Manila. 'Populaiion Institute. Profiles, pioblems, prospects.
Manila, 1974. p.9,

.
2. Opening Remarks of Dr. Ansar Ali Khan in'the Regional Workshop on the Development of

Curricular Materials for Integrating Population Education in Non-Formal Education Pro-
grammes, organized by Unesco ROEAO at Los Banos, Laguna, Philippines, 3721 Novem-
ber 1980.
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Population education in non formal education programmes

The seriousness of the population problem in Asia and the'Pacific is
fYing with the continuing rapid population increase This rapid increase in popu-
lation makes it difficult for the goyernments.aihese countries to .imOiovethe
living standard of the people and .their quality of life. Whatever economic gains
have been_achieved are nullified by the rapidly grOiving population who have to be
provided increasingly with essential social services thus leaving very: little for capital
formation and.investments. Thereare some projections Which indicate that at the
present, rate of population increase and consumption many 4ital resources will be
exhausted by the end otthecentury. .Whether techrmlogical advances can find
other resources,.as a replacement or substitute for theS'e exhaustible resources with-
out adierseiy affecting plant and animal life in the environment remains uncertain.3

The population problem§ in the region are' not only limited ô rapid pow;
lation growth as it impinges on the economic and social develOpment efforts of
many. countries. In addition, there is also the problem of rapid urbanization as a
result of inaustrialization and rural Migration to urban alto. Rapid urbanization

;ha contributed.to the growth of slums, overcrowding, unemployment and inade-
quacy of w4ter, electricity, sewerage, transport, housing and other vital

a

social ser-
vices in' many cities.

.
Recognizing the serious9ess of e population problems, most countries in the

Asian region have ad,opted'populati n polities. designed to influence the size, )
vowth, composition or-distribution.of population in theirdcountries. One'of the
earliest measures taken by many countries to implement their national population,
policies was family planning. Family planning, is a direct measure intended to in- )'

fluence fertility behaviour in order to control the rapid increase in population.
Consequehtly, family planning program me§ have been, launched in many countries
in Asia since the fifties and sixties. Some of these programmes have included:an ,
information-education-communication 'aF) component as an integrarpart in addi-

Lon to service delivery. For thet most part, the IEC\componen't of many pro-
.

, grammes targets the adults by communicating to Awn oversimplified messages of
complex population issues such as "a small family is a happy lamily," through
generally the use of mass,media. This simplistic and iridostrinative approath

coupled with such fadtotsas high level of illiteracy amongthe people, low status .
Of women, social ankrpligiops beliefs and values, and the absence of any social
security, has'resulted, with few exceptions, in the failure of many family planning
programmes started in A.sian countries.4

As a resultof this failure, itlas been increasingly recognized that population
, prograinntes entirely based on 71e simplistic indoctfinative aspect of EC would

- . not be sufficient to ensure success. These programmes should have a strong aim-
ponent of education in which the children, the adults ancrparents onomorrow,
are likewise targeted..

In most Asian countries, children under'15 years of age constitute about .40
to 45, pei cent of the population. In the next few decades, their attitudes towiard

. .

r.

3. Unesco. Regional Office for Education in Asia and Oceania. Training manital in population
education. Bangkok, 1979. F.11:

4. Ibid.
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_ - Nature and scope

!tinily size and their reproduotive behaviour will determine the pace of population
growth.

- . .

It has been generall y- accepted that the success of a popula,tion programrie in
r curbing the accelerated growth of population depends to a large extent onthe

attitudes and values of people regarding' family size. It is therefore of crucial im-,
pOrtance that positive attitudes and values ward family'size and other population
issues be 'developed. And nowhere can yoli find amore favourablE climate to ' \
effect these attitudinal changes than in the childhood-and adolescence years where
minds are more malleable and open to new.impressions. Education cii be a most
dynamic and influential tool for inducing' such changes. ,.

As a result of the recognitionlliat education is an effective instrument in
bringing aboui-Changes in attitudes and behaviour among children and adults, many
countries,in the Asian region have taken interest in developing populatioh educa-
tio'n programmes, Initially the population education programmes in most Asian

.... countries were implemented through 'the Wrmal school system to supplement and ' .

complement the family planning programmes as -an intervention scheme to control
the rapid increase in population. 'As such they were only directed toward the in-r
school' staidents Covering atio4t 50 per eent of the agetroup;wfth no provisio'n for
the remaining 50 per cent left dirt, drop-outs and pushed-outs of ,the formttl .1.

soiloor system. Recently, population education programmes in a number of Asian
., .

countries have been efxtended to the out-9f-school south and adults. . .. .,
; '

.
0, .1 , i

. The concept of population eclucatio
4 41

p
Ponulation education is a' relative new innoyatiye programme iri- education.

1' 4,0 - d.

There is no one definition of what population education is. Some define popu- .
.

lation educatiorkby statingAat it almsto do, while i2thers gfine it by giving a .
.

listing of its conlents.. Definitions also differ in terms of specificbehavioural oui:
comes. While some definitions aim atachieving acceytanceof,a small family size
norm, for instance, other definitions aim .nonirective or open -ended behaviour-
al. outcomes such as saational and responsibl "tudek_and behaviour toward family
site and 9thempopulation matters. To illustrate the diversity in the perception- of
What p6Pulation educatidn is, a few definitions are.liven below.

The 1970 Bangkok Woikshop on Populatioand Family Educatidndefined

. I $ - # ,

An educational prograrnmes which provides for a study of the
- population situation in the family; community, nation and world

with the purpose of developing in the students rational and\ respon--
sible attitudes and behaviour toward that situation.s.. . -

- In the Intensive Training Programme in Population Education conducted by
the Departmeirit of Education of. the Philippines in 1972_ the following definition
of population education was evolved: . . .

.

population education as:' f

5` Asian Regional Workshop on Population and Family Education, Bangkok,,,7Septeinber - 7
October 1970. Final report. Bangkok, Unesco ROEA, 1971. p. 103:

.

3
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Population education in non;formal education programmes

Population education is the process of developing awareness
and understanding of population situations as well as viational
attittutV and behaviouf toward those situations for the attain-
ment of qtality life for the individual, the family, the community,
the nation and the world.6 ,

The *differelit perceptions cif population education have given rise to some
misconceptions regarding this field.. Contrary to Some popular misconceptions,
population. education has not been conceived to curtail individual freedom in the
choice't;of family size. Neither has it been designed to further decrease the number',
of cultural minority groups in some countries. Furthermore, it is not synonymous '
to birth' control, Sex education or family planning.

The fact is population education is an educational programme designed to
make people aware of the professes of population changes au4hese.are affected by
Various biological and socp-cultural,factors and as these change affect the many
aspects of life that in turn determine the qUality of life atfthe micro and macro
levels.

Population education is a partof the overall national development efforts to
improve the individual and national quality of life. this quality of life can prob-
ably be achieved only through the concerted efforts of all people in'the society
rather than of a few select groups.

, The general goal of population education is to involve people in a learning
proCess that will enable them to broaden their understanding of population-related
issues and develop in them appropriate skills to define and analyse these issues so
that ultimately they will be able to make rational and responsible decisions re-
garding these issues in a *ay that is personally meaningful and socially relevant.
Implicit in this approach is the idea that population education does not present -,'" ,
the individual with readY-Made decisions and courses-Of action whichliaVe to be
accepted by them: Rather he chooses the decisions and-courses of actions after
he has analysed the population situation and problem in the light.of the'various
factors that can change the natifinal. and indiVidual quality' of life: "k ..'.,- ,

The ultimate goal,therefole, of population edudatiof is to obtain ;better --
quality of life for`everyone regdrdless df religious, ethnic, linguistic and/or social
affiliations, and hence a better quality'of life for the nation and. the world.
. , N ...

&.5.1t , 'r -The content of population education .
-, .1:,.: ::-

. ..,.. .

As of now there are no empirical evidence to show that the teaching 2f any
.particular content in population education will produce the desired results but

7 population education experts in many countries agree that the teaching of certain
contents will most likely lead to the, realization of the goals of population edu-
cation.. ., .. .

. ,.._ t,,,, ..
-Though majority of the ailtho4ities in population.pducation agree on most of

the topics there are some disagreement on the inclusion. of controversial topics
6. Philippines. Department of Education. 'Population Education Program. Population edited=

tion in the Philippines: planning for the future. Manila, 1972. p. 5.
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Nature and scope

like sexuality= human reproduction and family planning. The issue involved is not
so much whether these topics are relevant to population education since unques-
tipnably they.are for a fuller understanding of fertility behaviour but whether they
might jeopardize the acceptance of the programMe in iountries where people, have
some reservations or conservative attitudes regarding these topics. AIE inclusion
of sexuality, teproductive'system and family planning in the content of a popu-
Idtion education programme shipi therefore depend on the sensitivities of the
particular, country for which the programme is being planned.

. ,
' An analysis of the population education curricula in countries with population

education programme's will show that while there afe no identical content outlines,
N1ereis a grea,t deal of commonality about them so that one can identify the cen-

t 1 concerns and emphases of population education. This is because the curricula
in population education in these countries have been developed to suit the socio-
cultural situations...,as well as the educational needs of the country while at the
same time respecting the sensitivities of the target clientele. The content outlines,
of various population education programmes also reflect a combination of content
selected and drawn from various areas such as demography, sociology, anthropo-
logy, rural clevelopment, home economics', health and nutrition, social welfare,
literacy and, adult education, labour education, hence the multidisciplinary nature
of such contents.

Vet,

Selecting and outlining population education content for out-of-school pro-
grammes in population education presents some difficulties which are not encoun-
tered in the content selection for in-scho4population education programmes. .

These diffiCulties stem from the fact that the target audiences of out-of-school
population education are so diverse in regard to needs and characteristics such as
age, marital status, educational attainment, language, employment or occupation,
literacy level, interests, religion, socio-economic status, reading and media habits,
etc. This diversity of the target groups is compounded further by the fact that
they May be captive or volunteer audience, and may be available, for population
education for varying periods of time. Their availability of time may range from a
single exposure of an hour or so,.to several hours of instruction spread over days
and weeks.? ,

In thelight of these diversities, it is clear that no uniform curriculum content
can be planned for all the various target groups Of out-of-school.population edu-
cation programmes. What would be appropriate for one group might not be appro-
priate for another. What seems advisable then is to select a content for a full and
comprehensive course on population education that would require. 15. to 20 hours
of exposure onsone hand a d to lay down the content for a variety of learning
packages of one to two hou s' duration. Because these contents will have to be
chosen on the basis of the problems or needs of specific target groups, there
might be some shortcomings with respect to the coherence and continuity of
contents. /
7. Unesco. Regional Office for _Education in Asia and Oceania. Development of Out-of-School

.Population Education Programme: a synthesis. Bangkok, 1980. p. 17. -
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Population education in non formal education programfrne$

In majority of out-of-school population educatiOn programmes, the selected
content has been focused on (1) population-related events and their repercussions
on both the quality of life of the family and wi the development of the society;
and (2) prevailing folk demography and its repercusSion on fuiure quality of life.8

At the Consultative Seminar on Out-of-School Education Programmes in
Population Education etganized by Unesco,atTangkok in 1975 the following cur-
riculum contents were suggested for a comprefienSive and fully-structured program-
me of population education:

1. ,Iiem ()graphic processes;,.

2. Biological, social, cultural, economic 'and-psychological determinants
. of the population processes;

3. Consequences of population changes upon the quality of life of the..individ-
ual, the family, the nation and the world atlarge

4. National policies and 'programmes in relation to population education.

The seminar suggested that the topic on consequences should be the core or
minimum-content of an out-of-school population education programme. Assuming
that there is only an hour or two available for population education instruction, -at

'least one selected aspect of Quality Of life, as it is affected by family size or popu-.,
lation size may be taken up.9

This objective has been partly achieved by a number of countries in th'e. re-
gion which have well conceived integrated non-formal education and other devel-
opment programmes with population education as one of its major components.
These non-formalteducation* and development programmes,** generally, have

'government and pOlitical support and are aimed at the ftnp*ement of educational
level of the .participants up to the fertility, threshold values,beyond which resear-
chers show, families tend to have significantly smaller family size.*** Other.coun-
tries in the region have either, taken steps or-are in the process of incorporating
population education conceptS into their non - formal education and development°,
programmes. Integration is not seen as an added burden, but rathei, a beneficial

4 8. Unesco. Population education, a contemporary concern. Paris, 1918. p. 87.
9. Consultative Seminar on Out-of-School Educational Programmes in Population Education,

Bangkok, 20-28 October 1975, Population education for out-of-school youth and adults,
a report. Bangkok, Unesco ROEA, 1975. p.f t
* Non-formal education is any systematically planned and organized educational activity/
.* programme cafried on outside the framework of the formal school system to provide

selected types of learning to particular sub-group4 in the population, especially to the
oft -of- school children, youth and adults. (In this manual, the terms non-formal-edw,
cation and out-of-school education are used interchangeably).

Development programme refers, to any'planned enterprise undertaken at the local, sub-
national and national levels designed to promote the economic, social and cultural
groWth of the community and the nation at large.

*** Family size refers only to the number of children in' a family, excluding the parents
of these children.

**
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Nature and scope

addition making these programmes more relevant' to every day living. Adoption of
suchban operational strategy for the promotion of population education seems to
have more chands of success. Some of the examples of country programmes
which have foiloWed this approach are listed below:

Country . Project/Programme

Afghanistan 1. Functional Literacy Progranime ,

India 1. Population Education Ptojects of the University of
Madras

2. FamilyLife Educatibil Pr ect (Uttar Pradesh Literacy
House, Lucknow)

Integrated 'Child DevelopMent Services Scheme

1. Integrated Rural Development Programme

2. Functional Literacy Programme

1. Population Awareness and Sex Education Project (PASE).

2. Agricultural Approach to Family Planning Project of the
International Institute of Rural Reconstruction (IIRR)

3. The Home EconoMics and Food Production Programme
of the Bureau ,of Agricultural Extension

-1. The functional Literacy Programme
.

Having3one through the foregoing pages, you may have discovered that the
discussion in this Chapter was limited to the rationale and need for, as well as the
nature and scope of population educatiOn in the context of non-formal education
and development programmes. Clirification of this conceptual framework was
considered essential prior to embarking upon the development of any out-of-school
population education programme. The next Chapter has specially been designed
to help field workers to familiarize themielveS with the strategies and approaches
of programme development and their roles in this process.

Pakistan

Philippines

Thhi land

10.
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' A CHAPTER TWO
r

PROGRAMME DEVELOPMENT FOR °Ulf-OF-SCHOOL
POPULATION EDUCATION

°
e

Any System* attempt to promole out-of4chool population education starts
with the preparation of a plan which shoWs the focus or emphasis, priority con-,
cerns and scheme of the educational pro t-amine to be pursued. A good piogram-

' me does not just happen.' It has to be developed. Programme development,
therefore, pives the way for ameaningful system for 'directing the educator's
efforts to attain certain specific objectives that are formulated to help out-of-

.

school learThers find more,satisfactiOn in educational experiences for which they
. Would have practical use in improving their lives.

Designing a programme for out-Of-school population education is a challenge
to, the field workers. The process is one in which the target clientele is a very im-
portant participating component. The programme is one which people, with their
distinguishing unique personalities,,needs, interests, experiential backgrounds and
envirotment peculiar to their ways of living must find- useful and satisfying to
them. Analysing situations, synthesizing facts, making sound decisions as to what

action. to take in the educational process require certain skills and techniques on
the part of the planners: Because of 'the complexity of the teaching-learning situ-
ation and the importance of the job, to be done; the processes of planning and
programmellevelopment are exciting and gratifying activities. Trial and error can
be frustrating and costly. But systematic planning and programme development
invariably lead to the discovery' of: better courses of actions, the determination of .

relev!ant specific operational objectivej, and the solutions to problems likely to befacelle target clientele. ;,

Prograrnnie development strategies and approaches

A.-Planning strategies

Planning for out-of-school population education is not itgrdficantly different
from any other out-of-school educational programmes. Planning at two levels,
macro and irdei."6, is, generally recognized for out-of-school population education
programmeS. Ain example of macro aiming is that which takesplace at the
national level. Such a plan sets general targets and guidelines, alloCates national
resources to the educational sectors among others and provides a reference base
for decisions on national priorities.1 This plan, however, is not an action plan.
A macro plan has to be "translated into a series of micro-action Plans. These plans

I. Unesco. RegiOnal Office for Education in Asija.anci Qceania. Population education: a
. source book on content and methodology. Bangkok, 1980. pt. 106.

S
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Programme development

are the products of micro-level plannihg. The micro approach to planning, also
known as'the 'environment-based' approach,2 involves.planning at the local coni:

'munity level. In this process, the local situation (a community for which an out-
of-school population education programme is intended) is examined to identify
problems and needs of the target clientele, set goals and objectives of the prbgram-
me, mobilize resources (both human and material) and assign priorities, to program-
me activities. Micro planning is building an educational programme 'on site.'3

The majority of experts on out-of-school population education, agree that a
combination of macro and micro approaches will be a desirable strategy for plan-
nips out-of-school population education programmes. The translation of a macro
i fi.la into a series of micro-action plans thquires both competent planning from e
top down and a planning process from the bottom up. However, flexibility must
be observed throughout the planning and programme development processes.4 .

The field workers must be knowledgeable and appreciative of both approaches.
e Moreover, because of their direct involvement in the planning of micro-level plans

that are specific problem and action-oriented, they must develop certain compe-
tencies and skills for planning micro-action programmes at the community level.
This approach generally operates on the principle 'of involving local people in plan-
ning, implementation and evaluation of a programme that is intended for them.
The experience has shown that the micro appro ch helps develop a sense of res-
ponsibility, confidence and self-reliance among th .people in the community 'and
motivates them to undertake activities as these are geared to the solution of their

,problems. \:
Having conceived the role and scope of macro and micro approaches for \

planning out-of-school population education programmes, the next question for
..

the consideratio of `programme planners is whether the programme of populationth
education in the out-of-school sector should be designed and planned as a selt-
reliant, indepen ent programme 'emphasizing only population education or should
it bean, integr ed programme-of economic and social development with consider-

N
able ernphasisplaced on population education. This problem about the nature of
an out-of-school population edutation programme was discussed in detail in a
Regional Consultative Seminar on Population Education for Out-of-School Youth
and Adult 's. In thisseMinar, the participants from nine Member Statei in Asia and
nine United Nations.Specialized Agencies and Non-Governmental Organizations un-
animously recommeridenhat out-of-school population education programmes
should be integrakpd with other programmes,of development carried outby differ-
ent agencies in each country. Thespecific recommendations of the Seminar for
Planning were as follows: -. i
2. Ibid. .
3. Grandstaff, Marvin. Alternatives in education: a summqry view of research and analysis on

the concept of non-formal education. East Lansing, Institute for International Studies
in Education, College of Education, Michigan State University, 1974.

4. Unesco. ROEAO. op. cit.



Population education in non-formal education programmes

i. The national authorities should incorporate out-of-school population
education as an integral part of an overall programme for development;

2. The planning approach should be one of combining the ele is of
macro and micro planning, to the extent that such combihatio is
possible. For this the national authorities should endeavour to
build a two-way communication system;

.

3. While drawing up a programme for out-of-school population educa-
tion, the principles of co-Ordination should be kept in view so that
the programme does not run counter to already existing programmes.
Moreover, the' authority should ensure that'relevant in-
formation has been obtained from and disseminated to all the agen-
cies /departments, government, and non-government, which are in one .

way or another responsible for out-of-school educational programmes.
Provision should exist for periodical mutual.consultations.5

The above recommendations have influenced6the prevailing planning strategy
in the region. However, in discussing the relevanCe of population education con-
cepts to the contents of development programmes and the modes of incorpora-
tion, the participants of the 1978 Consultative Seminar on Future Directions of
Population Education felt that

population education for outof-school sector acquires more relevance
when interwoven into areas that preoccupy or interest the learners or
are viewed as a solution, if not remedy to their day -today problems.
It is for this reason that population education has been integrated in
various non-formal education programnies including literacy and adult
education programmes, labour training and education, agricultural
extension, food and nutrition campaign, skills development, social
welfare environmental education, urban renewal, manpower
development, and rural transformation and development.6

B.,Micr planning approaches

The out-of-school population education programme, lice other programmes
concerned with the improvement of the standard orliving and the general welfare
of people must be so developed as to help solve problems and meet the- needs,
interests and aspirations of the individual, the family, group and the community.
The programmes should therefore' be individual, family, and community-based, if
such programmes are to be meaningful. .

It is alio impdrtant 'that ,the field worker at the village level should under-
.

t\and thelelationShips among the individual, the family, and groups within the
coin unity; and hoW the community and the nation are affected by population
proble s. The field worker, therefore, must have the ability'to develop a sound
village programme with the. people. Among the approches that a village worker
might bear in mind are briefly described on the followiirg page.

5. Unesco.' ROEAO. Population 'education for out -of- school... op. cit. p.12-1.3....
6. Unesco. ROEAO.. Future directions on regional sect 1 programme in population educa-.Mon in Asia and Oceania. Bangkok, 1978. p. 18.

1,0.
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'1. Individual app.frodch. In this approach, the field workers begin by con-
tacting individuals personally. If the field workers are knowledgeable
about some local leaders or some outstanding individuals in the village,
they should make it a point to visit them in their home or on the farm/
factory. One should guard against making such visits an imposition on
them. During the first visit, the field workers wield try to establish
friendship'and credibility. Latpr, the field workers may provide infor-

. mation and advice, if this is sought by the target clientele. Individual
projects can then be started based on their needs and interests. Such
projects should be simple to ensure success, i.e. result in improvements
in their lives.

2. Family approach. This approach involves all'members of the family. The
field workers should becaware of the influence that members have on
each other, particularly in the decision-making pattern of the family.
For example, if decision making in the family is shared by husband
and wife in matters pertaining to home and family and even farm oper-
ations, the field workers should address his educational progranime to
both husband and wife. If the field workers' entry point for population
education for the housewife is fOod and nutrition; a farm activity or
some other interest activity could the entry point for the teaching:
learning activities designed for the husband. The young members of the
family should also be invited in population education activities,through
work or play activities._ These could be starting points for initiating
changes for improving family and village life.

3. The\special interest or group approach. Women's associations, farmers'
and youtlAgroups or associations, and workers'..associations provide
opportunities for group discussion on topics which matter to them and
their community. Such groups can even be informal. As the field
workers listen tb'their,conversations and discussions, they would be
able to identify common problems and needs that the people express.
Much can be accomplished if linage people discuss, .plan, and act to-
gether., The field workers' role is to plant ideas, encourage people,
analyst the situation, assist in planning'and ensure action resulting, in
satisfaction among the peoplewith.whom he Works,7

4. The integrated or village approach. At the village level, thefield .

workers should recognize the fact that they are part of '6" team working
together co-operatively to actbmplish the goals of the,out-of-school
Population education programme. Therefore, it is important that they
wOrk closely with representative's of other developinent program/nes'
of both government and private agencies in developing an integrated
programme aimed at meeting the needs of all the population in the
village. A. common underistandih of the go* to be attained must be

7. Bajewa, G.S. and K.G. Bhandari. kldking prdcticul educaional extension programmes, in
community development. NeW Delhi; Directbrite, of t )(tension, Ministry of Food and
Agriculture, Government of India, ;

.1
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t

established for everyone, on the team: It is necessary to' lay down a
complete plan of thd educational programme that is intended for
the village.- .

. .

- 'The characteristics of the work iituation of the field workers determine
what approach or approaches they shoiild apply,in a 'particular area when planning'
with the people. . '. .

1

. .
1Whatever the approach or combinatiCui of approaches may bd followed by,

the field worker, the basic guidelines and the process for eidlving effective-pro-
grammes would rem in the, same. .

Programme-development process ,

Programme development is a continuing and repeating cYcje of steps or
% cedures that frequently overlap with each other.. There is no short cut to the
I process. 'Each step has to be accomplished because each one affects the next..

There are no fast rulis that can be followed to accomplish each step, as details
must be worked out to fit a givjh situation'. The experiences of the field workers
and the target clientele as they work co-operatively together are among the basic
factors that-will determine the phasing of the 'programme development process.,

'A brief description of the major steps and the procedural guidolines that one
should bear in mind are presented in:the following pages:

Schematic presentation of
.,

the_O cess .

;...
.

.

..4.
.

.Preparing a . Implementhis they
Plan of Work .. . .

Plan Of Work
III .

Programme.
-11 Ohjectives

tuation
'Analysis:
Identifying Problems/Ne,eds.

;

Evaluating
Ar Accomplishments

.

'D
Reconsideration:.
Re -Examining the
Situation

- : _r, :- ,The diagram -indicailis Oaluatioros one of the six steps: In,fact, it is .a
built-in process withthe assumption that each step is.-being evalUated and the..
results of this evaluation beconiing the basis for deasfizin, planning and action.... - . . ,
as one moves from one; step to ai)other ill tile. prograrnme development process. . -, 4

.. 4., .._ t. ..,,, ..Step I. Situation analysigt,-;:- ..,
4

Sound prOgramme development starts with the analysis of the actual situation.
Irv, analysing the situation, Ilie fieldiWorker should use facts gathereil on the situ-
ation through_ a 'combinatiOil- Of varibtis means such as review of existing documents,

12
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.observations, meetings with local laliets,..aiiii4lelc1--00ikers and specidlists, infor-
mal consultationiwith groups in thlpflAttity:widaorganifed surveys to identify
significant need's and interests of tketirgel;efiere sotio-demographic charac-
teristics of the community. There 4' whele:tlie target clientele does not
express its problems or needs althou if( \b`d oil:Viable to the programme
planner.. The field viorkerS, through full 0 ;the target clientele, and
using educational processes can help the,taigaliino come aware of their
problems in the context of their lives. In th,i,s,r.egt,ir findiug through surveys .
becomes a'teaching-learning process for the taiga, vp tpl'e , :tip va u se they begin to. ,P..
become aware of problems in their situation ap A ,try.qTibations that are
asked of them. This becomes a particularly. valla. bleiedutitional expeiience for
the people as they themselves take part in the falitt:findinkactivity.

,--, vF .,
It,is recognized that a need implies a gap be en what is and what ought to

15be. By studying the situation (the comitunityliii *0which is the target of the .

programme), what is can be determined. Exaqlplas Of the kindsof inforthation
that a programme planner may need to analyse What is' are':

1. Sociocultural and religious characteristics, e.g. (a) the people involved
- and their religious affiliations, number, age, educational attainment,

housing, nutrition, health, sanitation and ofhei demographic characteristics,
(b) organizations in the area - social, religious,, cultural, economic, and
political.'

. 2. Physical conditions, e.g. land, use, soil .types, 'Nor crops, area,planted,
yield, livestock, machinery, equipment, elip.,' 4

3. Economic conditions, e.g. (a) land ten e system, labour supply and cost,
prices of agricultural products, transpor tion, markets, etc.,(b) existing

. - development programmes inclUding those n population-related inatters,etc.
4. Facilities and assistance available in the com munity..

0

- Programrne det7e-ropment-s

yJ

5. Other pertinent background information on
on'the kind of programme being planned.

ea ,invOlved depending

Once the problems and needs have been identified in e local situation they
must be prioritized, taking-into consideratibn the problems thtaffect the great
majority of the target clienteleand which have ui be, attended t within a given
,time. An effective programme cannot be alt things to all people a /he same time.
Tliefe-Imust be a system of priority.

Another important element that we should kepi mind is the at that
earlier in the process, preferably, at the needs'assessment,stage, there should be an
agreement on the procedure to be followed in the progranfrite development pro-
cess through meetings of field workers, local leaders, specialist's and other \knoi,V1-*
edgeable persons in the community so that all concerned will understand the step
by, step procedure and their roles and functioatigit at all the stages.

Step II. Formulating programme objectives .

.

As in every'educational activity, the objectives ofout-of-school population-
. education are directed at producing change in what people know,awhat they feel,

w 13
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Population education in non-formal education programmes

and think and what they actually do. Generally speaking, the 'objectives are based
on the judgement of official leaders or the people themselves and knowledge

. generated by research and experiences of knowledgeable people such as subject
specialists, experts and'others about the needs, interests, problems, resources and
aspirations of the target audiences and their community..

Because objectives express the ends toward which the educational efforts are
directed, a great deal of thought must be put into their formulation. Thus, the
field worker must be concerned with how to formulate 'sound objectives'.

Objectivss can be categorized' as sound if they are:
. Dynamic and likely to OrOmote
2. So'Cially desirable.

3: Achievable, in terms of the maturity of the gioup and available resources.
4. Developmental, leading to constantly higher levels of achievement. -
5. Del-m*1e in terms of behavioural changes,in people - changes in knoivl-

edge, skills and attitudes.
6. Evaluative, 44., they permit gathering of evidence of actualprogre,ss 'Of

the people:
7. Specific and clearly worded.8

In a nutshell, an educational objective can be said to be sound only if its
statement, besides other things, provides information about the following three
major components:

1. The audience to be reached.' .

2. Tie contentsor subject matter to be covered.
31. The behavioural change or what changes in knowledge, attitude,

skills, awareness, interest, understandings, abilities that need to take
place in the people concerned,

Objectives may be classified as long-range, intermediate and immediate (mea-
sures to achieve the long range objectives). In between the long-range and irnme-.
diate objectives are intermediate ones. For example, the long-range objective of
out-of-school population education programmes is "to improve the quality of life
of the people." Intermediate objectives may be expressed .in terms of what can,
be done to improve the physical and social well-being of-the, family. Example:,
"To enable mothers to develop awareness and understanding of the importance of
child-care for the improvement of quality, of life." Within this walext, an imnie-
diate objective would be, among Others,'ai follows: "As a result of the teaching.
learning activity, the mothers should be.able to explain the effects of a large
family on food and nutritional requirements of the family members."

,
The field workers arrive actlib immediate objectives through full discussion

with.the target clientele and analysisof the actual situation. The immediate

., t .8. Kelsey, Lincoln D. and Cannon E. Hearne. Co-operative extension work. Ithaca New York,
Comstock I>iblishing Asiociates, 1963. p. 130-131.

... -

9.1Chan, Ansir AB. Curriathan developmeetin out-of-school popukaion education. Bangkok,
Unesco. ROEACC1986: mimeo. ,
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Programme development
. ,

.

objectiVe_is the working level objective. Working objectives must be educational
that is, an activity must result in a change of behaviour on the part of the intended
`audiences. Winking objectives involve economic and social outcomes.. Economic
outcomes may be thought of in terms of increased income, increased output to the '
faetory, increased yield of vegetable gardens, lice farm, etc. Social outcomes are
identifiable in terms of better education, health, clean home surroundings, more
participation of local leaders,.etc.P The prbcess of attaining these outcomes, how-
ever, is fundamentally one of education.

Step III. Preparing a plan of work

In a programme development process, statements of situations highlighting
. .

.significant needs, and problems of the people, and the long-range objectives to be
achieved within a specific period of time are generally followed by a definite plan
Of work. Sometimes a plan of work is also called action plan., It is so because a

'Plan of work is a,itatement of the activities to be implemented by the field-workers
either through their.own efforts, or in collaboration with other departments, during'
a specific period of time to achieve the stated programme objectives. A well
thought out plan of work includes the following inform ation: .

a) Who is to be served . Target 'audiences'
b) What is to be done. Activities

. c) Who is to do. it Field worker himself or a resource person
from some other agency

d) How it is to be done Teaching methOds.and leaping experiences
e) When it is to be done Dates and duration
f) Where it-is to be done Venue where the activity'is likely to be

carried out.

g) How results are going to. be measured Evaluation. ,
4

The experiences in the region haVe shown that the plan of work even though
prepared on the basis of above-mentioned criteria faces implementation problems
unless the field worker at the time of its Preparation take a realiStic and rational -
account of the availability of human and material (financial and institutional) re-
sources. It is thus advisable for the field worker to assess the availability and com-
mitment of such resources before finalizing the plan of work. A suggested tabular
form that can be. used for writing a plan of work is given be_low.

. ,
.

Plan of Work

a) Geographical area:

b) Summarized situation statement:

c) Programming area:

d) Target audiences:

é) Long-range objectives:

At

15
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Village, sub-district, etc.

Out-of-school population education
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Specific
educational
objectives

-

.

Activities
Methods and

learning,
experiences

Dates
and

duration
Venue

Responsible
persons/

organizations

Evaluation methods
and accomplishment

indicators
x

,

.

.
. .

.

A '

,

.

.

.

Step IV. Implementing the plan of work

This is the -stage where u plan of, work mutually developed with a clear under-
standing of the procedures and the roles to be perforiuedby all concerned individ-
uals and agencies has to be put into operation:. Eaperience has shown that one of
the preliminary steps to be taken in the implementation of out-of-school popula-
tion education programme like. other educational programmes is the mobilization
of planned human and material resources. This will call for an inter-agency co-
ordinated-action which is apparently a very sensitive area. It would thus be advis-
able for the field' workeis to calla meeting of all concerned to review once again
the plan of work with the aim to study the availability of resources committed at
the time of preparation of the plan and make adjustments in it if necessary. -'
Periodic meetings of the individuals and agencies involved in the programme will .

be helpful in keeping the plan of work up to date by incorporating new develop-
. .ments. As a result of these reviews, and meetings, adjustments may have to be

made in certain aspects of the plan such as the calendar of activities and events,
methods and materials, subject matters, and sharing of inter-agency responsibilities.
A clear understanding and mutual trust in the capabilities and potentials of each
participating agency in the implementation of the planned activities-,are- extremely
important to ensure smooth implementation of he out-of-school population' edu- ,
cation' programme.

$

Step V. Evaluating the accomplishments

Out-of-school populition education,\like any other educational programme, is"
expected to contribute to the social and economic-development of the target clien-
tele. But how can population educatorslellN.thether or not the objectives of an
out-of-school population educattcin programme have been attained? They look for
indicators or evidenCes that a change in the :right' direction has taken place in the -

target clientele as a result of the teaching-learning processes. These evidences ofd
success are expressed_ in terms of observable behaviour or results of behaviour.

The- success of the population educators' work with out-of:school population
.is thus judged' by_ the extent to' which they have created vnew.outlook in the tar-
get clientele such that a change in behaviour takes place in the participants of the
teaching-learning process. For example, 'although it may be of interest to know

..,
16
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Programme development .

how many times a field worker had tarried out home visitations to the target
clientele, in the final analysis, what is important as an indicator of behavioural
Change isthe actual p'ragtice of the concept that is expected to be learned by the
learner (target clientele). .

.a
In general terms, the following are some examples of social indicators ofsex-

'pected outcomes that can be subsumed under the four broad headings. Other
cillegories,are possible. This list is by no means'exhaustive:

'1!.

- 1. Physical improVement- g

Adequate food (kind andfluality)
- IMproved health-and nutrition of family members
- Adequate housinig .

- Clean home .surroun

2: Social' development
-= Improvement-in social iPatus of t e family

Development of local leadership to assume leadership roles in their
respective communities to prolide continuity of the programme- amil}r' and child welfare,

- Effect of recommended practices on the system of values, cOde of
conduct ihat$oirernindividual and group behaviour, kinship orb
religious

- Positive ,,attitude toWarcls, th!Prog amme

3. EConOiniedevelopnient
Increase-in incorne.-:', \J-
Adoption'ratg.ofthetncome-genetating practices being recommended- Participation of increased participation of targettlientele in gainful
employlnent 9

° 7 '!V ,4.Integtative
-:*Extent to which local' in' tive 'has been generated and involved in

the planning, implementation; resource mobilizatiOri and evaluation
-of the programme

,
- Extent to which agencies worked together co-olieratively and

_

co-brdinatively.

..,=.yidetices of changes are not readily observable in human beings-. However,
::Ovidtlipe -of success in attaining outcomes is indicated by what a persqn does,not

nterAY by -What he says. A field worker should'lOok for evidence of the success
of the objectives in terms ofobservable behaviour, or results of behaviour. He

_asks- thespestion: Have the target clientele (fart hers, homemakers, youth, etc.)
done anything as a result of the teaching- learning activity? Has there been a
Change in the status or way of life since the teaching-learning activities began?

.petermination of indicators of educational experiences is a vital step in plan-
ning for, nd defining the objectives of the teaching plan. The analYsis'of the
teaching plan iii-terms of what the field workers intend to do4(specific objectives);
what is intended to-be taught (subject matter); how the educatiofial work is tp be

17
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done (teaching methods or learning experiences); who are to be reached (target
clientele); and what is-expected of the target clientele lo be able to do (behavioural
changes expected' or behavioural outcomes) enables the field worker to anticipate
meaningful and satisfying teaching-learning results as, expressed in desired behaviour-
al changes. This is also a preliminary step in the evaluation process', a topic which
is discussed in Chapter five.

The field workers can syStematize their.method of finding out if the-teaching-
learning activities are contributory to the outcome. This analysis.is appropriately
done during programme planning or during the implementation of the programme.
This makes possible modification in the teaching-learning plan whenever necessary.
If not done during either Of these two periods, it must be done as part of the
terminal evaluatiOn.

° The following is a suggested form to help field workers in the 'identification of
critical indicators that they should look for 'as evidences of, the result of their edu-
cational activities:10 -

S.

Specific
teaching
objective

Subject matters
(what to teach)

,---L-

Teaching methods
(Learning

experiences)

Target clientele
(Who are to be

-I e a ch e d )

Behavioural outcome
(Changes expected in the d'

target clientele)

...

.
...

. ..

.
.. ,

.

.
.

_

\

-

.

Step VII. 'Reconsideration - re-examining the situation

eased on the results of the evaluation in terms of 'accomplishments of the
programme objectives, emerging new probleris, changing needs and aspirations
and availability of resources, the entire population education programme may
need to be reviewed and replanned. The -prpcess to be followed and the people
to be involved for, collecting, analysing and interpreting the data for the assess-
ment of needs awl- measurement of accomplishments will be the same as des-
cribed under Step i (Situation Analysis) and Step V (Evaluating Results). Need-

,' less to say, replanning of the programme need to follow the same steps as that
of programme development process.

The field workers' role in the planning and programme deyelopment process

The field workers perform.a vital leaderihip role in the-planning and,dev,elop-
,

'Tient of out -of- school population education programmes., They are, as their job I

4

-10. Aabroskey, 1..aurel1C7"The place of teaching plan analysis in the evaluation. plan," in Darcie
Byrn (editor). Evaluation in extension. Washington, D.C., Division of Extension Research
and Training, Federal Extension Serviqe, US. Department of Agriculture, 1959.
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Programme development

designation implies, where the action is. They give ideas, encouragement and direc-
tion. They set the stage for individual, group /community action which serve °s as a
foundation for the future,. They are alert to new ideas, new technology and better
methods, without losing sight-of the practical requirements of the target clientele
they relate to. All these are part of their educational work. As professional
workers, they should develop local leaders and stimulate leadership. It is through
these focal leaders That they plan and implement programmes. Through them, the
continuity of the.out-of-school population education programme can be ensured
long after the field workers would have left the community.

The field workers' ability to plan requires thiljriey:

1. understand the function of planning in providing direction and
system to their educational job;

2. possess skill in programme planning procedures; .

3. are sensitive to the target 'clientele's problems and needs and able to
identify them as they analyse their work situation;

4. possess the ability to -formulate sound and significant objectives and
goals and the courses of action to attain them; and

5. possess the skill in involving local leaders in the planning and
vimplemeiiting processes.

The field workers adequately equipped with the knowledge and skills for pro-
gramme planning and development processes and with a clear view of the expected
roles of different individuals and agencies as described in this Chapter, are likely
to come out with'a good out-of-school population education programme. How-
ever, this planned programme would need to be implemented to achieve the stated
objectives. The implementation generally encompasses a variety of activities for
the different aspects of the programme. This Manual, however, is limited only to
those aspects related to the development of integrated curriculum and learning
materials, and programme evaluation. The detailed discussions on each' of these
areas are presented in Chapters Three, Four and Five of this Manua). The -exam-
ples provided and instruments presented in. these Chapters are of course prototype
in nature, and would thus need to be adapted to suit varied loci situations.
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CHAPTER THREE

CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT IN OUT:OF-SCHOOL
POPOATION EDUCATION

The term curriculum in its broadest sense refers to all the planned learning
activities or experiences provided by an educational programme to a group of
learners-oz_target audience. As such it may include objectives, content, learning
activities, materials /teaching aids and evaluation means and tools. In tts narrow
sense a curriculum may refer solely to the core contents or content o6tline of a

'particular programme or field. -
----- .

Although in the past, the term curriculum had been principally associated
with the formal school system, thitrtrttas-now come to be accepted and used
in the 'out -of- school sector. However, in\the ou -of-scIfool sector, the term
programme is interchangeably. used with the t curriculum. Out-of-school
practitioners and workers have a bias in favour of the term programme because
they.feel that it connotes more practicum'or field, operational aspects. On the
other hand;lilanners, administrators and. managers of out-of-school programmes

"refer to, use the term curriculUm becausil they believe that this connotes coher-
ence and continuity in determining educational activities and in assessing their
effectiveness in terms of programme objectives.

Curriculum developmeht process

Curriculum development for out-of-school population education is both a
dynamic and a continuous process. It is dynamic in the sense that the curriculum
is never.static. It has toi keep on growing and changing if it is .to.keep pace with
the changing needs, interest and conditions of the target audience for which it, has
been developed. It should be flexible enough to accommodate new developments
and icipas if it. is ib be relevant and up-tO,date.

Curriculum development should be a. participatory process all the way from
situational analysis through thy,revision. To insure its effectivenessand the sup-
port of all concerned, curriculum development should not be a one-man job.
gather it should be a joint and collaborative effort ofan.interdisciplinary team of
personnel involved in the out-of-school programmes. The experiences and extier-

.tise of programme personnel, staffof other government, semi-government and/or
'voluntaryiorganizations engaged in similar or related 'prOgrammes, community
leaders\ and representatives of the target audience should be utilized in the de' elop-
ment of a relevant and sound curriculum for the out-Of-schdol population educa-
tion programme.

.

It Khan, Ansar Ali. bp. cit., p. 1-2.
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Curricultt.m de' velopment

Whether planning a curriculum for ;school, or for an out-of-school pro-
gramme the curriculum developMent process follovveral general sequential
steps., These general steps are shown in the diagram be1cT2

Elaborating
\, Content Areas

Defining
Educational
Objectives

Identification of Teaching Methods
and Learning Experiences

IV

III

Curriculum
Development

The
ri

Process
II

I
0

SeqUenCing learning units and
V developing prototype curricular

materials for tryout

VI Interpreting tryout results and
revising curriculum for adoption

Situational Analysis and
Problem Identification

Step I. Situational analysis and problem identification

At the analysis and probleth identification stage, the interdisciplinary group
of curriculum developers study the needs and characteristics of the target audience
as well as the situations in their community through different means. The infor-
mation or data collected are analysed to identify their priority needs and problems,
their socio-derriographic profile and the resources available in the community. v.,.

Step II. Defining educational objectives . -

The target 'audiences' prioritized needs and problems provide the inptit for
the next step which is the definition of educational objectives. General as well

tas specific objectives are formulated on the basis of such needs and problems.
The specific objectives which are--aettially the expected behavioural changes in
The learners or target group should be stated clearly and in observable and mea-, mea-
surable terms so that they cail4:be readily' grasped and understood byworkers

---r--- and lay people alike,'and so that they can be easily.. measured and evaluated.
,..k As stated earlier in Chavter -Two, a sound educational objective should ozintain

.
& three essential components, namely: the audience to be reached, the behaviouial

.........
change', in knowledge, attitude or skill' and the content or subject matter. ,.,.._-___ .

Step III. Elaborating content areas ,
The formulation of eduCdtional objectives is followed by the elaboration of

content areas. In this step, the major content areas for a particular prdgramme are

-2. Ibid.
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Population education in non-formal programmes

selected. These are then expanded into sub-topics anti arranged in a logical or
6sychdlog,ical sequence. The pbjectives provide the basis for the selection of the
content areas.

Step. IV. Identification of teaching methods and learning experiences
The identification of teaching methods or learning exigences and activities

is the next step. The teaching methods and learning activities serOcted should be
those that .carry out the objectives in a most efficient and effective manner. They
should elicit maximum participation from the learners and be interesting enough
to hold their attention: At the same time they should be practical and ensure the
utilization of local aveilable resources.

Step V. Sequencing learning units and developing prototype curricular materials
Once the identification,of teaching methods and learning experiences is com-

pleted, selected learning unity or content areas are arranged sequentially and they
now become the content of pilltotype or sample curricular materials which may
be developed in any type or format. Pretesting or trying out these curricular
materials to a sample of the intended target audience is important tedetermine
their potential effectiveness.

Step VI. Interpreting tryout results and revising the curriculinn-materials
As a final step in the curriculum development process.0e tryoutuesults are

analysed and interpreted to be able to identify the coMponeritS or- parts of the
materials that need to'be revised or dropped entirely in order to improve them.
Revisions are then correspondingly made. When materials are ready to be adopted
for use, they are reproduced in sufficient quantity and distributed to the intended
users.

There is no final curriculum. Consequently, the implementation or use of
newly developed materials does not mean the end of the eurriculum developMent

.process. Continuous feedback on the use of these materials and on the changing
needs sand conditions of the target" audience slibuld be gathered by the curriculum
developers. This Teedback.should determine the need for the periodic revisions
the materials and eventually Mph phasing out arid replacement with new o
Thus, the'curriculum development for, the out-of-school population education be-
comeS a continuous ands dynamic process making prtVision for life -long learning.

Sample curricula for selected non-formal education"progranune
In Asia and the Pacific today, various programmes for thi.out-of-kah of

youth and adults are being undertaken by government, semi-government ane\volun-
tary organizations., These organizations as a Consequence, have developed

"suited to their respective target audience. Presented below are samples of cu
ula that range from the simple listing or outline of contents to the more sophisti-
cated type that includes objectives, content, activities', materials and%even evaluation.O

,.*"
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Curriculum de velopment

/
The participants to the 1979 Unesco Workshop in Nueva Ecifa, Philippines

developed a variety of core contents for a number of non-formal education pro-
grammes. Some of theiii are presented below:3

Core contents for food and nutrition
I., IMportance of food and nutrition

A. For better health
B. For bdilding a strong nation

II.. Knowledge of different food groups and their functions
A. Protective and resistance-crediting foods
B. Energy-giving foods
C. Body-building foods

III. Food selection, preparation, preservation and serving
A. Essentials of good food.
B. Preparation of low-cost balanced diet
C. iet for infants (0-6 years) and pregnant'women
D. paring foon for infants

Pre rvation of nutritive values of food while cooking
F. Pre ting food against flies and other insects

Servin food attractively
H. Refatio ship between go6a and adeclnate foodiupplY and family size.

core contents for backyard vegetable gardening- k
I. Importance of backyard vegetable \gardening

A. Supplies fresh vegetables, for the family
B. Produces vegetables for better health and nutrition -
C. Promotes proper utilization of vacant space in the backyard
D. Allows for proper use of leisure time
E. Increases family income

II. Preparation of a backyard vegetable garden and care of plants
A. Planning the garden location
B. -Preparation of land . .

C. Selection of seeds and seedlings and planting with proper spacing.
D. Cultural operations "(weeding, watering)
E. Application of organic, fertilizers like compost and-mulching

III. Economics of backyard vegetable gardening
A. Marketing - individual and eo-operative
B. Investments and profits

IV. Preparation and .preservation
A. Making the best use of available .food
B. Preservation of food
C. Short-term storage

3. Mnesco3 Regional TrAing Workshop in Instructional Materials Development for Out-of-
School Population Education, San Leonardo, Nueva Ecijd, 18-29 June 1979. Final
report. Bangkok, Unesco ROEAO, 1979: 23



Population education-in non. formal education programmes

Core contents for poultry (chicken) raising
I. Importance of poultry raising

A. Provides food for the family
B. Improves the nutriAonal,standard of the family
C. Provides gainful employment to out-of-school youth to supplement

their family income
D. Make use of left-over foods

II. Construction of a poultry house,
A. Types of poultry houses
B. Materials needed
C. Construction of low-Cost poultry houses by using locally

available materials

III. Selection of breeds
A. Description of different classes of chicken according to usefulness

1. egg type
'2. meat type
3. dual purpose type

B. Characteristics- of a- good layer and good broiler
C. Sources of chicken for raising

IV. Care and management
A. Feeds and feeding -

1. Different kinds of poultry feeds
2. Selection of feeds
3. Sources of poultry feeds,
4. Preparation of poultry feeds
5. Proper feeding

B. Control of poultry diseases
1. Common diseases of poultry. _ _
2. Sylnptoms of poultry' diseases
3. Preventive measures for poultry diseases.

V. Marketing
A. Markets for poultry products
B. Packing and Jransportation

The following sample turricultiin was developed during the National Field-
Operational Seminar in Literacy organized by the New Delhi Directorate of
Non-Formal (Adult) Education, at Seva Mandir, Udaipur, India on 5 -24 January
1977.

O
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Course. content outline on public health and hygiene nutrition and
family planning fbr field workers

. Problem
-

Specific objectives Content Methodology04
.

Learning experience

Lack of awareness
on the: '04-

1. naritive value of,
food ,..,

2. balanced diet and
its effects on
health

-

,
Lack of awareness
about family 'plan-
ning. ,

._.

.

1. To make the community .
aware of nutritive value of
different constituents of
food-stuffs available in
the village.

2, a) T lop an aware-
".n ss of the ability to

choose better diet
- kom locally availably

food-stuffs.

b) To ntake mothers aware
of the need for a special
diet for children.

c) To develop awareness
in women about the
need for a special diet

c

for expectant and
nursing mothers.

.

1. To make' them aware of
the need for family plan-
ning.

21 To enable them to recog-
nize and realize the contri-
bution of family planning
to better living..

1-

.
.--

Constituents of food and
selection ofbetter diet
from locally available food-

i .
stuffs, , ,

Selection of right kind of
diet for the children, the
sick, the expectant and
nursing mothers, and ,
working adults.

F 4 '
.

,

heed of family planning
for a happy family; e con-
omic, s?cial, health and
attritional implications
of family planning.

Family planning methods.
Fainily Welfare Planning
Centre_

.

Group discussion
illustrating
tblough A.V.
Aids.

Demonstration.

Charts.

Fihns. 1

Need for a family
discussion, obser-
vation, demonstra-
lion through A.V.
Aids. Visit to a
Centre, case
history. Posters.
charts.

.:4

...ti

. ,

,

'.
_

Exhibition of locally available food and
specifying the nutritive value, of food-
stuff.

Discussion on the need forjialanced
diet, preparing tables and charts of
special diet required for children under.
2, expecting women and..nursing mothe
Discussion on the causes of skin
diseases and relating them to determine
deficiency of vitamins.

..

..

.

Discussion about the need, kr family
planning. t
Exposure to the illustrativemateriil
showing the need.
Discussion abofit the benefits of adopt-
ing family planning methods for the
family.

-

O

s.

coo

cs
"cs



Course content outline on public health and hygiene, nutrition and
family planning for field workers (cont'd)

_Problem : Specific objectives / Content Methodology .. Learning experience
.

.....-'

.....--.--/

...--,

.

.

.
.:

;--.:.,

.

.

.

.

,e: .

-3.. to make them acquainted
with the personnel and the
place where guidance fo;
family planning is available.

. . .

. .

.
.

* ..
4

t

.

. .:.
4.

'..
. .

.

.

,

r

.

,

.

,

o

0

...

.

.

,

-l

.

0

.

v

.

.

%

.

,
.

.0 .V' ..

.

.
.

...

.

I.

Visiting a Family Planning Centre.
Sharing experiences of people who
have adopted family planning; listening-

to success stories in family planning. 41

°

4

.. .
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.
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\
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-
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Curriculum development

Copulation education for out-of-schodl is not always integrated in non-formal
education and development programmes. In some instances it stands as a separate
programme for the out-of-school youth and adults and field workers. Samples of
curricula for such target groups are given below.4

Core contents of population education forsural youth and adults

I. Family size

A. Effects of family size on:
1. Production and supply of food
2. Nutrition of family members
3. Mother and child health
4. Ability of parents to provide health and medical care for

their children
5. Ability of -parents to provide attention and guidance for

their children
-6. Ability of parents to provide leisure time activities for the

family members
7. Ability of parents to provide education for their children
8. Family savings.

B. Effects of female age at marriage on family size

II. Population structure,

A. Population situation of the village highlighting population size,.age-sex
structure, birth and death rates.

B. Effects of population 'size and grOwth on:
1. Provision of adequate safe drinking water for the community
2. Environmental sanitation
3. Spread a communicable diseases
4. Employment opportunities for,the village labour force

. 5. Health services, facilities and .supplies
v6. Infrastructure such as roads, school buildings, bridges, irrigation

ditches, etc,
7. Transportation facilities and other social services
8. Status of women.

C. Effects of a young age structure on community services such as
education, health and recreational facilities.

HI. Migration

A. Migration situation in the village which may include migrants'
characteristics such as age', sex; education, occupation, etc.

B. Causes of migration to towns and cities.
C. t ffects of out-migration on the place of orisin.
D. Measures to remedy the unfavourable effects of out-migration on the

village.

4. Ibid.

r
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Population education 'in non-formareducaticm programmes

IV. Family planning

A. Family planning methods

B. Counteracting rumours on side effects of family planning methods
C. Available family planning services and facilities in the village or

nearby places 0
D. Available reading, materials on family planning and their sources.

During the Regional Worldhop on the Development of Materials Integrating
Population Education in Non-formal Education Programmes, organized by the
Unesco ROEAO at Los Banos, Philippines on43-21 November 1980, the partici-
pants made a stu-vey of the knowledge, attitudes anilvactices relating to popu-
lation education of a sample of village farmers, mothers and out-of-school youth.
Based on the data gathered from this survey, the group decided that the pro-
granime of pOpulation eduption for this target audience should includethe
following contents. . ,

Core Contents of Population' Education for .1
Out-of-School Youth and Adults ,"

L Basic concepts of population dynaniics
A. Births

Deaths
C. Migration

IL Factors contributing to large family size
. A. Early marriage
B. Sex preferenCe
C. Other pronatalist values

III. Effecis of large-size families on:.
. A. In me

B. Sanitation'
C. Nutrition
D: Others

N. 'ConseqUencei of large families on:
A. the community
B. the nation

Measkes to solve population-related problems
A. Population education
B. Family planning
C. Increasing food:production t

. D. Providing income-generating activities
E. Others--

.

0

An example of a population education curriculum for out-of-school field
workers is presented on the following pages: 5

5. Sub - Regional Group Training Courd in Population Education, Bangkok, 18 August - 5 Septem-
ber 1980., Report. Bangkok, Unesco ROEAO, 1980. p.3143.

28
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Curriculum on basic population education concepts for
,,put-of-school field workers

a

- Objectives Concepts Main ideas

A.,To develop under- 1. Pi9,pulation
standing of popu-
lation education co 2.
concepts'as 4 corn-

6 ponent of adult edit-
: cation programme..

B.Tolrele:develop
athide.rstanding of the
interdependence of

,ON) population situ:
ation and the 'quality
Of life,

C. To mote
un erstanding of the
relatiorishiP be-
.tween population

, and different aspects
of development

Demographic'
concepts

a) Census
b) Composition of the

population
c) Dependency ratio
d) Population change

I. birthi'
2. deghs
3. migration

3. Population -

situation

1.4Population refers. to people living in
a particular area at a given time.

2. a)'Census is the counting of people
in a given 'area at a given time,
showiripage, sex, and depen-
dency ratio..,

b) Population can be classified ac-
cording to some characteristic'
like age, sex; education, occupa-
tion., religion, place of Tesidence,
etc.

c) Dependency ratio shows the
number of children and old
people in relation to theoo-
dubtive adults.

d) Population growth is dependent
upon births, deaths and
migration.

POpulation situation refers to size,
growth, composition and distri-
bution or population, fertility,
mortality and migration trendi.

Methods tnd materials

*1...Dialogue,discussion with
the use of audio-visual aids.

2. Question and answer
field survey
study of census data and
vital statistics
self-study.

1.

3..Dialogue, discussion, audio,
visual aids, self-study, survey.

41
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5

Objectives

0

4.

0

Concepts.

4. Ponulation and.
development

5. Population and
change_

6. Population and
environment

Population policy

O

of

Main ideas

4. Interrelationship between popu-
lation and ;social, economic, edu-
cational, health, ecological and
family welfare developments.

5. a) Determinants of population
change in the past and the
present e.g. socio - cultural values,
standard of livifig, educational
opportunities, participation of
women in the labour force, age
at marriage, immigration and
emigration.

b) Population change has an impact
on socio- economic development.

6. a)Food production, management,
and utilization.

. -

b)T.he addition of unwanted and
unhealthy matter pollutants
into the environment.

c)Mental,physical and social well- \
being of people. .

relating to population size
and family planning.

Method and materials

4. Dialogue, discussion, audio-
visual aids, question and
answer, problem solving.

5. Discussion, fielc projects,
cal studies, observation
visits.

6. Dialogue, discussion,
audio-visual

Observation

Denionstration
Survey

7. Discussion, self-study.

43
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Concepts Main ideas Method and materials

8. Concept of population Population o may be
defined as an educa nal pro-
cess which helps peop to under-
stand the implications o opu-
lation factors on the well-being
of the individual, the family and

,,the society.

b) Population education involves
the study of the probable causes'
and conseqbences of population
change. These causes and conse=
quences may be biological, social
economic, political or cultural
in nature.

8. Dialogue, discuSsiontaudio-
visuataids

Role-playing

.Survey
Exhibition

education

9. Quality of life 9. a) If there are more people, more 9. Dialogue, discussion with
a) Balance between popu- resources are required to meet audio - visual aids.

lation and resources their basic needs. Question and answer
(renewable and non-

b) Resources are things that people Field projectsrenewable): -4;)-

biRelationship between
use, e.g. water., land, energy, air,
food, etc.

_ Role playing

population and
I. Standard of
2. Essential services.

c) Standard of living refers partly to
the well-being of the individual,
family and community.

Survey

Study of census reports

Self-'study for inferring
vs. 3. Decision-making.

d)1Essenjial services include health, relevant data
education, transport, houSing,
energy, provision for jobs.
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Objectives Concepts Main ideas Methods and materials

D. To help understand
and acquire skills in

, Using educational
techniques to ensure

..
wider participation
of learners in popu-
lation related /3' rob-
tem-solving. .

E. 'To help improve
interpersonal (Oral),
written and visual ,.written

'

skills.

.
.

-

.

.

.

.

10. Adult educator as

-

-

e) The.individual is aware of the
population situation and makes
decisions about them,

10. a) The field worker is_the agent
for social change.

b) His role is that of a catalyst
and facilitator. .

c) He should have the capacity
to adapt himself/herself ac-
cording to the changing needs.

111 An effective compunlication is
that:

a)Whichinfluences the listener
in a positive way and winslim
over to the side of the commu-
nicator t 0- a

' ..

.
b) There acre three main immpo-

- nents in the similest commut
nication model:

I ,
.

. 1. the comMunicatoolsource
2. the channpl/medium

- 3. ceiver

c) S required-in effective.
communication are related to:
4. listening, rationalization 1 .

and arriving at conclusions"

.
..

,

,

.
10. Role playing, demonstration

use of mass media,,discussior
techniques,-problem-solving.

_
,

11. Dialogue, discussion related
to p pulation issues.

- .
. '

i .

° i ° :
Practicalixercises for gaininl
direct experience on distor-
tion filterition and misinter-
pretation'. . . .

Role playing and discussion.'
Small group discussion. -

.. ..

,G, '

,

_

change agent .

, 1

-
. .

,

11. Oral communi-
cation skills

.

-

r

,

,

, .

.

. ,

O

1
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Objectives Concepts Main ideas Methods and materials

A 3
4

47,

*

f..

12. Visual communi-.
cation skills

5. initiating and conducting
discussion

6. logical presentation of facts
and figures

7. conducting dialogue on
rational basis

g. explaining facts in.4unple and
effective manner

9. objective reporting
10. involving learpersilsteners in

the discussion`
11. establishing interpersonal

relafidnship.

12, For good communication, one requires
some elementary IcrAiledge and skills
of lettering, graphics and use of colour.
These skills are required to be develop-
ed in, the areas of:. ;

a) preparation and use of simple
'visual aids

b) use of waste aterials for Bevel-
6 voping simple 1 aids ,

0 making effect e'of blackboard
d) involving learners in the develop-

ment of visual materials.

12.

4

Demonstration and
discussion

ExhibitiORs
Observation:
Practical experience in
the use of blackboard
for simple line drawing,

Care will be taken to
:relate all experiences to
population /

5

z
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Objectives Concepts Main ideas Methods and materials

13. Written communi-
cation

13. For vtriting effectively one has to
have command of the language used - -

in the area. Other writing 'skills are
related to:

a) clarity, brevity and simplicity.
b) sequencing the messages lo ically.
c) using graded approach for de el,

oping language skills.

d) having elepIntary knowledge
of linguistics.

e) using graded approach for the
presentation of ideas and facts.

f) legibility in writing.
g) encoding, decoding and inter-

preting in simple language.

"if

13. Disc'ussion `and
demonstration.
Practical experience
in writing simply
and effectively.
Practice/exercise in
presenting population
concepts in simple
language

Presenting mo-
graphic dat in the
orm of charts.

s



Curriculum development

.
Curricular approaches for integrating population education in
out-of-school programmes: ,

The experiences of soirie countries have shown that population education fir
the out-of-school becomes more meaningful and effective when integrated in on-
going non-formal and development programmes. However, the concepts of inte-
gration varies from programme to programine and from country to country. In
general, the integration of population education into various development pro-
grammes has been done by different countries and programmes following either
one or combinatiOn of the integration approaches described below.6 ,

Separate unit approach

This approach calls for the developmerit of a separate unit in population
education and making this unit an integral part of the curriculum of an,ongoing
development or non-formal education programme. This approach is mostly found
in the training curriculum Tor field functionaries, and in some cases, in the curric-
ulum for out-of-school youth and adults. An example is the Curriculum on Basic
Population Edudation Concepts for Out-of-School Field Wor4kers on pages 29 to 34.

Infusion approach

In this approach' the curriculum developer identifies separate population
education topics or concepts and infuses these in the related. specific topics in
the contents of the development programme. While this approach allows for a
relatively wide coverage of population concepts, the inter-relationships between
and among the isolated population. educatioh concepts cannot be clearly seen.
Moreover, this is rather a difficult process to follow as it rewires a high level
of professional competency to-identify relevant population education concep
and the topics in the content of the non-formal programme which can serve as
their natural plug-in points. Unless the plug-in points in the programme are related
to the population education concepts to be integrated, the coherence and unity of
the newly developed integrated curriculum will suffer. This approach is currently
being tried inzarious countries in the region especially in the areas of literacy and
rural development programmes. Examples of curricula prepared following this
approach have beenp,resented on pages 53 to 85.

Core learning kit approach .

This approach differs from the separate unit and infusion strategies in the
sense that it does, not advocate the integration of population education ' units or
concepts into or 'within any other disciplines or programmes. Instead the advo-
catescafes of this approach identify common areas of interests and needs of various
groups of target audience. They determine sets of relevant population education
concepts and then develop then into a series of learning activities and materials.
Theselctivities and materials ate finally compiled into the form of modules or
guides 'referred to as 'core learning kits'. Field workers of various agencies are
trained in the contents and use of these kits. They are however instructed to

6. Khan, Ansar 'Ali. op. cit., p. 8-10.
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adapt them to varying socio-cultur 1 settings. The Population Centre foundation
of the Philippines is trying this ap However, the core contents of popu-
lation education fox' rural village youth and adults given.pages 27-28 if trans-
lated into a series of learning activities, materials, etc., cait-be a good example of
this approach.

The preceding discussion shows that there.is no one curricular approach for
integrating population education in the non-formal education programmes that
has been accepted and adopted by all the ,countries in the Asian region. There
are hardly any studies or researches to prove the superiority of one approach
over the other. It may be therefore advisable to tr§ any of these approaches and
modify it in the light of the local needs and conditions aa experiences gained.

Development of integrated curriculum for out -of- school population education
4 The, adoption of any or a combination of the curricular approaches for inte-

grating population education in non - formal education prOgammes requires the
development of integrated curricula for these programmes. To clarify the con-
cept of what an integrated curriculuin is, the following definition is hereby cited:

An integrated curriculum is a curriculum composed of
components of more than one disciplines/areas such as
curriculum for functional literacy, integrated rural devel-
opment and integrated human resource development.7

To ensure the systematit development of sound and relevant integrated cur-
.

ricula sonic guidelines are necessary4 Guidelines may be in the form of principles
or in the form Of steps or procedures to be followed.

Principles in the development:of integrated curriculum
Some guiding principles for the development of an integrated curriculum

are given as follows: 8
a1. An integrated curriculum should be \based do the needs/problems

and characteristics of the target audience.
2. It should be relevant to national development goals.
3. It 'should be suited to local conditions.
4. It- should be flexible. .
5. It should make use, of available' local resources.
6. Its development should be a continuous process.
7, Its dOv'elopmnt should be interdisciplinary and participatory.

r. .

Ideally an integrated curriculum should be developed on. the basis of the
oneeds/problems and characteristics of the 'target audience and woven into the

cpo7. ginesco] Regional Training Workshop in Nueva Ecija. Final report. op. cit., p. 29.'
8. Lanest27 Regional Workshop on the Development of Curriculum Materials Integrating Popu-

lation Education in Non-FormahEducatidn Programmes, Los Banos, Laguna, Philippines,
3 =21November 1980. Report. Bangkok, Unesco ROEAO, 1980.
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fabric of local condition's- to be meaningful and relevant. At the same time it .

should reflect national developmentiAls to be able to,contribute towards their. _
'realization. It should not be rigid such-that it discourages the inputs of new
knowledge and development as a result of the newer findings of researches and
studies and the chariges In.11)e'social milieu. As much as possible the use of local
resources should be maximized to facilitate implementation. In the process of
development, an hiterdisciplin*y and/or inter-agency team or committee repre-. senting4vailbus related d. lines or prograinmes as well as representatives from
the target:audience sho ± lie involved. No single individual.or agency can develop
an integrated curriculum at can most effectively answer the multifarious needs
of the out-of-school dpopulation. Besides, the.participation of agencies or individ-
uals concerned: in a non-formal education programme will ensure support. for it.

The procedural guidelines in the development of integrated curriculum

These procedural guidelines indicate- the actual steps or procedures to be
followed in developing the integrated curriculum. These steps dovetail the general

'steps, followed in developing-any curriculum except for the fact that several other
general and detailed steps have been added.

After ,selecting a, service area or community to be targeted and developed the
development of an integrated curriculum may proceed as follows:9

1. Analysis of the situation
a) Review of available publications or literature about the community
b) Interview of local leaders 'and workers
c) Survey of the needs and characteristici of the target audience:
' I. Preparation of survey instrument
2. Pretesting, revision and reproduction ,of survey instruments
,3. Administration of the survey instrument.

2. Analysis and' interpretation of data
a) Identification and prioritization of problems/nee of the

target audience
b) Getting the prfile of the target audience.

3. Formulation of curriculum objectiVes.

4. betermining the contents of the non-formal programme where
population education is to be integrated.

5. Deteiminineth e population eduCation, contents that could be
integrated into the non-formal educaticin programme. '

6. Identifying the entry or plug-in points in: the non-formal programme
content for integrating population edticatiOn contents.

7.1,isting,dbwn the specific population'education contents opposite or
below the related programme contents (the entry pbints).

8. Identifying the teaching methods or learning activities that will
achieve the objectives.

9. Ibid.
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9. Determining specific curriculum materials to, be developed for°
selected contents and learning activities.

10. Identification of evaluation, means arid 'development onnstruments
for determining extent of achievemeftt of the objectives.

. 11. Development of the Selected-curricular material /s.

1. Analysis kof the situation

The firS't step that the curriculum developers have. to take is to make a situ-
ational anaiysis of the target audience and their community. Thfir problems or

-need areas, socio-demographic characteristicsas well as the phy`tital conditions
under which they live and the existing resources in the community' should be
identified. The houses, land, ongoing non-formal education and development pro-
grammes, health, edbcational, religious and recreational facilities and services in
the community should be noted. Such demographic characteristics as potation
size, growth and structure, family size, age at marriage, migration behaviour and

'birth and death rates should be looked into. It is also ugeftil to find out their
socio-economic characteristics such as language, religion, occupation, civil status,
income, education, literacy level, visual perception level, media habits, reading
materials and knowledge, attitudes and practices related to population education
and some problem areas. The problems of the target groups which may be on
literacy, health, food production and supply,emplonent, vocational skills prep-
aration, income-gerierging projects shou1,4 also be identified.

'; The needs and characteristics of thetarget audiences as well as their physical
living 'conditions may -be identified and determined through readilig of documents,
'reports, records and other publications about the community, interview of local
'leaders and field workers, occular inspection of the community, and formal ma-. .
vey,, or a combination of ahem. Interviewing the village leaders besides serVing-as
a source. of information gives the 'added .advantage of getting their support and
co-operation. ''Occular inspection of the community will provide dala on- the
physical conditions and environment.

Conducting a formal survey of the community requires determiningtt4
sample respondents 'and- preparing, pretesting, revisingeAproducing and admin-
istering of,survey instruments. Theinstrument to be used may be arkinterview
questionnaire or a checklist. Examples of such instruments are given as follows: 11

'a) INTERVIEW OUESTIONNAIRE ON POPULATION EDUCATION

To be addressed ft adult respondents for gathering basic information and
their, knowledge, attitude and ppctice about Population programmes

PART I. GENERAL INFORMATION -

Name

11. OnesccrWorkshops, Nuevilcija and Los Banos, op. cit.
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Sex : Age

* Religion :

Curriculum development

Educational Attainment.,

Civil status :

Age at marriage :

I / Single

/ / Married

/ I Widowed

/ Separated

if married, number of children total

male

female

Major occupation f

_ Main source of income :

Other sources of' income :

.,Annual income.

Number of persons in fh household :

0-3 years 13-17 years
4-6 years 18-2(1 years

10-12 years 21 years and over

Persons

)ialect used. in. the home
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PART II. KNOWLEDGE, ATTITUDES AND PRACTICES

r
1. Have you heard about population

education?

2. o you think you and the other members
if your household should, know about
population education?

.17")
3. Do you have any reading materials on

pop'ulation,education?

4. Would you be.interested,,in reading
materials on population education?

5. Do you believe that population education
will,improve the quality of life?

6. Do the field /government workers include
population education in their lectures/
discussions/sessions?

er:

7. Do you have any knowledge about
\ family planning?

NOTE TO 11lTERVIEWE: Ask question 8 (a)
to married respondents only.

8. a) Do you practise familyilanning7
b) Do you approve of family, lanning?

9. Do you feel embarrassed when people
talk about family planning?

10. Do you lielieve in early marriage?

11. a) Do you favour a small family?

b) How many .childien do you think con-
stitute a small family? children.

12. Have you thought of the number of children
you would like to have?

13. Do you believehat a 3- children family
is an ideal family? '49

14. Do you Ihink preference fOr a particular' =

sex of a child leads to larger families?

Yes No Don't
know

No
comment



15. Do you think more'children create problems
fof the family to provide for:

transport?
food?

nutrition?

housing?

health?

education?
employment?

environment?

:16. Do you think migrating to the cities will
always improve the life of the people?

17. Do you believe that rapid population
growth causes problems?

18. Do. you listen to radio broadcasts?

19. Do you attend cannunity meetings?

Curriculum development

Yes NO' Don't
know

No )
comment

PART HI. PROBLEMS, NEEDS AND SOLUTIdNS

1. What pressing problems do you have in your family?
NOTE TO INTERVIEWER: Rank problems'acifording to importance.

2. What problems do_you have in your community? -

NOTE TO INTERVIEWER; If the respondent is unable to give an answer,
probe. For example, you may ask the respondent if they have problems
on water, health facilities, recreational facilities, etc.)

3. What do you think are the possible causes of the problem's in your
'community?
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4. What efforts are being done by government and non-government agencies ,P
to solve the probletht of the community?

5. If given the chance, what activities would you like to be introduced in
your village to,help solve the community problems?
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;ti-o) QUESTIONNAIRE ON POPULATION EDUCATION

To be addressed to the out-of-school youth for gathering information
about their background, aspirations, knowledge and attitude about population
educatiorititogrammes.

I. Basic information

A. Identifying data:

1. Name:

2. Age:
'.34

3. Sex: Female Mate

4. Education:
(Highest grade/year completed)

5. Family size:
(Number of siblings)

6. Surviving parents: Father F-7
° "(Please check) 'Maher / /

7. Position in the family: Eldest

Third child

Youngest

Second child

8.
(Religious affiliation)

9. Organization affiliated:

B. Activities currently engaged in:
44,

1. Economic:

(Activities) a (Estimated Income)

2. Community improvement adiviiies (Give examples)
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3. How did you carry out the various community improvement
activities mentioned' above ? Please elaborate.

4. Economic activities you plan to undertake in the future.

5. a) What are your recreational and sports activities?

Recreatibnal Sports
1. 1.

2. 2.

3. 3.

b) How 'often do you participate in these activities?

Recreational Sports

1. 1.

2. 2.

3.. 3.

6. What recreational and sports facilities are available in your
community? (Please enumerate)

Recreational Sports

C. Knowledge about population programme

1. What do you think are the reasons why others do not
practise family planning?

2. Do you think your community is over-populated?

Yes N.o Why?

44
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4. .

3. Do,you think rapid increase in population would affect the following?

a) environment 1-7. Yes -- r7 Nit'
b) employment 17 Yes / / No

c) food supply E-1 Yes C] No
,-; .

d) health services w /____/ Yes C] No --
. . e) housing C7 Yes /.= No

..,

f) natural resources C] Yes Lj No
4. In your opinin what are theqnoblems affecting the youth in your

barangay? ',,,s.. ..,

II. Beliefs and attitudes

A. Have you heard about:

1. Population education?
2-. Family planning?

C] Yes

E-1 Yes
E3 Po

B, From ;vhom/where'have you heard of: 1. Population education,
2. Family planning?

"(Write (1) for population education and (2) for family planning)

neig:hbour radio

school print media

friendi .others (specify)
se.

C. What is your idea of population, education?,

D. Are you in favour of population education?

Yes No 1. yr, Why?
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E. What types of reading materials do you have at home?
(Please check)

comics

magazines

newspapers

c leaflets

books

Nrc.
,...,-.
ts others (specify)

F. What kind of reading materials do you like to read?

\
..

III. Aspirations:
. \

..,

A. What do you think is the ideal age at marriage for

1. males?/
Why?

years
.

,.r
2. females?,,-

Why?

years

No.

B t,What is your preferred,number of children?
. Why? , ..

,

- .
C. What do you plan to deb:, improve your family's welfare?

1 1

.

Interview Queltionnaire on Nutrition Knowledge and Practices
(Ask of Married Women only) '

4 1 \ 4

Part I. Socio-Demographic Information \
. 1. Respondent No.:

2. Age:
,

'3. Education:

46
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4. Occupation:

5. Gross\ family income (mini al):

Curriculum development

6. Number of living children:

Part II. Nutrition Knowledge and .Practices

1. What is your understanding of good nutrition?

0 eat' food .

0 eat alanced diet

El eating expeniiVe foods

2. What is malnutrition?

condition that results from failure to get proper
kind of food the body needs

D -condition that results from failure to get proper
kind and/or amount of nutrients the body needs

L7 unhealthy physical condition

3. What brings about Malnutrition ?

0 eating inexpensive food

0 excessive amount of food

0 insufficient nutritious food

4. What are tile effects ofmnalnutrition?

O impaired physkcal/mental growth

0 poor eyesight

0 hypertension (liigh blood pressure):

0 others (specify)

tf

5. Who -among the following .are most easily affected by malnutrition?0 lather

ptegnant mother

0 lactating imother

pre-school child

grown-up child

6. Check the foods required by pregnant women in larger amounts:
milk

meat

47
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0 rah'
sugar

7. Which of the following and how, many glasses of each is
recommended daily for a growing child?

0 soup glasses

D sop drink glasses

0 glasses

8. Is milk, good for body building? Yes No

9. Suppose that a member of your family is anaemic. Which of
the following foods would you give him?

liver

0 sugar
O. fruit

10. What nutrients aie provided by food?

11. What" foods are the good sources of:
Vitamin 'A:

Vitamin C:

Iron:

Calcium:.

Protein:

12 a) What .are the functions of the different nutrients:
Vitamin A is good for

0 the eyes
the gums

D the skin `. .

b) Vitamin C is good for

D the gums
prevent colds

rj.` digestion

13. Which of the following would be most easily affected by
s maiiiutrition?

0 large 'families with low, income

large families with high income
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. Q small families with high income

.14. What is good about breasttfeeding?

healthier babies

D helps spacing of children

0 inexpensive and convenient
D healthy moth/r

15. What are the nutritious foods you give your. children in your
regular meals?

4

41")
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16. If you were to\ have more children, could you still be able to provide
the same nutritious foods? Nes No
Why?

17. What are'the government programmes in your community on
nutrition?

d) QUESTIONNAIRE

To collect general information abOut the village

. "3. (General, ¶Socio- Economic and Demographic)

-1. Name of village:
-2. Land area:

. -

3. Population' a. Male: Feinale:'
i. Religions: .

. Major occupation:

6. Major sources of income: ..
,

7. Ni. Of employeI persons (15-65 years) .

unemployed ' (15-65 years)

$. Government agencies working in development programmes in the village
a)

b)

.c)

d)

4
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9. Non-government agencies working in development programmes
in the Village:

. 10: No. of persons attending school:

11. 146. of persons not attending school:

0s3 years;,'' 13-716. years
4-6 'years 17:20 years
7-12 years

12. Literacy:
1"

' a) No: of literates
b) No. of semi-literates
c) No..of illiterates

'13. EducatiOnal facilities:

:14! Non-Formal Education Training Centres:

A5. Non - formal education programme:

. al Name of programme

b) Agency conducting

c) Target audience
d),Enrolment
e) Courses offered
f) Reading materials
g) Readingimaterials with population

education added

4 6. No. of programmes which have population education
integrated:

\17. Barriers to family planning:

a). Religion: '

b) Social:

,c) Economic:

d)
e) Others (specify):

18. Growth rater

19. Recreatitn facilities:

-1>

50
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2. Analysis and interpretation of data
Analysis and interpretation of data calls first for the tat g and tabu-

Ilation of the responses. Simplesercentage analysis of responses to individual
items may be enough. Correlatiai-of individual socio-demographic character -i
istics such as,age, religion, education, etc., to some responses may also be
undertaken. 'Frequency analysis can also be resorted to.

From the analysis and interpretation of data, the profile of the target
audience as well as their problems, knowledge, attitudes and practices can be
identified and determined. Sometimes, it is not possible to work on all the
identified needs-of the target audience due to some constraints. In such a case
it is necessary to prioritize the prDblems and select the most pressing on'es to
work on.

3. Formulation of curriculum objectives

1111Having thus identified the broad problem areas, the t step is to
foi'mulate the educational objectives in the light of these problem areas.
General and specific objectives that consider the target audiences needs in
relation to population education and the non-formal education programme
should be formulated. A detailed destion of formulating objectives is
already given in Chapter Two of the Manual.

4. Determining_ contents of non - formal education programme

With the objectives providing the direction, the contents of the non-formal
education programme where population education -i to be 'integrated should be
laid down if this has not yet *en predetermined. Major topics of the content
and their sub-topics should be listed and arranged following a logical sequence.

5. Determining population education contents
. ,

° The identification of the population education contents follows., The
inforniation on the extent of the target audiences knowledge, attitudes_and
practices on population education as well as their needs along this line should
determine the selection of population educalion cOntents and their_emphasis..
These core contents may be given in topic form or in concept/statement form.

6. Identifying entry or plug-in points

To make the inteation of population education natural and not forced,
. .

. the non-formal education progr(mme content should be analysed to identify
specific topics which are closely related to specific topics/concepts of popu-
lation education. These identified specific topics iti the content of the non-
formal education programme should be the entry points for the integration or
Infusion of the identified related topics /concepts of population education..

7. Listing population education content's opposite or.below entry points

To guide the users of the integrated curriculum on where and' when "to
teach the identified population education topics/concepts, thelatter should be
listed or written down opposite, or immediately below the related non-formal
education prograinme topic where it should be integrathd. ',
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8. Identifying teaching.inethods or. learning.activities

The yarning activities selected should be those that will carry out the
Objectives and at the sanie time interesting. Activities that require individual,
group '4k mass approach may be selected. Activities that require face-0-face
contadFr otherwise may be used. ActiNhties may also ke' those that require
the use or non-use of materials or teaching aids. Specific types of learning
activities are lecture-discussion, sharing of experiences, listening to resource
persons, observation and field trip, small group discussion, brainstorming,
question and answer, reading of printed materials, listening\to radio scripts
or tapes, demonstration, experimentation, measurement, coMputation, role
playing, folk media and others.

9. Determining specific materials to be developed

Specific teaching aids and materials may be suggested to enhance and
supplement the effectiveness of the selected teaching strategies. In the absence
of available materials, specific motivational, instructional and/or follow-up ones
may be determined 4o be developed.

10. Identification of evaluation means

The means for evaluation, including the instruments, may be included in
the integrated curriculum to be able fo assess whether the objectivps have been
achieved and to what extent. Informal evaluation such as observation and/or
inspection of finished products, practices and behaviour may be suggested.'
Formal evaluation such as paper-and-pencil tests, may also be used but for out-
of-school target this type of evaluation may not find much favour.

11. Development of selected curricular materials

The development of materials will be discussed in detail in the succeeding
achapter.

Samples of integrated\ curricula

The following samples of integrated curricula on various non-formaLedu-
cation prOgrammes infusing population education may help personnel of non-
formal education programmes develop and/or adapt similar ones for their
respettive target audiences. These samples were developed by the participants
of the Unesco workshops on materials development integrating population
education in, Nueva Ecija, Manila and Los Bailos in 1979 and 1980 respectively.
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1. Course content outline foe population education and civic
and. citizenship development for-, the out-of-school clientele

Objectives Civic and, citizenship
development content

Populatioik edUcation
contents (enrichment)

Motivational and instruc-
tional materials/strategies

A. General

Provide opportuni-
ties fpr the develop-
ment of upright citi-
zens and worthy
members of society.

B. Specific
1. Identify the duties

and responsibilities
of an individual
for the betterment
of the family and
the country.

rFtinctional literacy
a) Civk and citizenship

development

1) Role in the develop-
ment of a morally
wholesome and
spiritually satisfying
community

Love of God
LoVe and respect
for parents and
one's fellowmen
Value of life
Rights; duties and

.obligations of a
citizen.

A

1.1 \Structure of the family.
1.2 Human reproduction.

-(moral aspect).
1.3 Responsible parenthood.
1.4 Preserving family

solidarity.
1 Filipinos and their ral

values related tp ferti *ty.,
1.6 Family size and its

effects on
a) some functions and

expectations of family
members

b) interpersonal relation-
ship.

1.1 Discussion.
1.2 Film showing.

1.3 Listening to resource
persons

1.4 Community assemblies

7 #
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Objectives

2. Analyse the significance
of physically and intellec-
tually healthy members
of the community.

3. Appreciate the values
derived from involve=
ment in community
activities by joining
local organizations and
participating in socio-
economic assemblies.

Civic and citizenship
development content

2. Role in the development
of a physically healthy
community

a) Physical fitness
programmes.

b) Literacy-musical
presentation.

c) Sports leagues: ball
games, tennis,
bowling.

3. Role inithe development
of an emotionally mature
and socially developed
community.

a) Joining civic organ-
izations such as
scouting, youth
activities,

b) Participating in socio:.:
civic assemblies of the
community.

Population education
contents (enrichment)

2.1 Human s9xuality vis-a-
vis animal and plant
sexuality.

2.2 Psycho-sexual develop-
ment during puberty
and adolescence.

2.3 Physical and biological
characteristics and their
effects on population
growth..

3.1 Social and religious
values that affect the
number of children in
a family.

3.2 Family size and its
effects on the emotional
and social health of
family. members.

Motivational and nstruc-
tional materials/strategies

2.1 Comparative charts.

2.2 Film showing..

2 . 3 Use of resource persons,

2.4 Use of panel speakers.

2.5 Symposium.

2.6 Case studies.

2.7 Problem-solving.

3.1 Lecture-disc-ussion.

3.2 Role playing.

3. Proble ving.

t.,1



Objectives. Civic and citizenship
develophient content

, Population education
contents (enrichment)

Motivational and instruc-
tional materials/strategies

4. Engage in income-
generating projects
for the out-of-school
youth and adults to
augment family
income.

5. Participate in.the
sanitation and beauti-
fication programmes
of the community.

1

4. Role, in the development of
economically stable
community

a) Vocational courses: dress-
making, tailOring, cosmez
tology.

b) Home projects, poultry
and hog raising, etc.

c) Home industries non-
formal classes: electronics,
shell-craft, etc.

5. Role in the development of a
Clean and beautiful community

a) Launch environmental
sanitation drives: trash
recycling, garbage dis-
popl, backyard cleanliness.

3.3 Factors which influence
,.the development of sex
'attitudes.

3.4 Responsible sexual s

behaviour.

3.5 Emotional problems
related to sex drives.

4.1 Food production rates
and population growth
rates.

4.2 Effects tof rapid popu-
lation growth (RPG)
on the:
a) economic development

of the family and
community;

b) standard of living.

.

5.1 Effects of RPG on the

a) environment;

4.1 Graphical represen-.
tation of rates.

4.2 Organization of short-
term courses:

Introduce income-
generating projects.

5.1 Field trips or film
showing of model
communities.

z
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Objectives Civic and citizenship

development content
Population education
contents (enrichment)

Motivational and instruc-
tional materials /strategies

b) Propagation and care of
ornamental plahts.

c) Backyard gardening.

110

b) utilization and conser-
vation of community
resources;

.c) different' community
services.

5.2 Demonstration on 'the
propagation and care
of plants.

Actual involvement in
sanitation drives.-

1 3
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Objectives

1. To improve dress-
making knowledge
and skills to enable
theaudience to be-
conk economically
self-reliant.

2. To developawareness
.of the ill-effects of
rapid population
.growth.

3. To engage in actual
planning and deci-
sion-making
exercises.

2. Course content outline integrating dressmaking and
population education for out -Of- school youth

CONTENTS

Methods/activities Aids for instructionDressmaking Population education

I. Dressmaking tools and I. Favourable conditions
(tools) for achieving
happy and successful
family life.

I. Guided group
interaction

Actual demonstittion
on the use and care
of sewing equipments
and tools.

Brainstorming.

Posters

Exercises

equipment

Importance of appro-
priately selected sewing
tools and equipment.

II. Taking accurate body II. Discussing the effects of II. Picture story. Posters
measurements over-population in one's

community - particularly
on:

, 1. health

Discussions.

Brainstorming.

Role play.

Games

--. Exercises.
Procedures and impor-
tance of taking.accurate
body measurements.

2. Games.,food
3. employment
4. environment
5. family life
6. nutrition
7. housing
8. natural resources.

III.' Basic and foundation III. Importance of planning III. Dressing a model Sets of materials
patterns in true to life situations

definition/value of
G4ided group
interaction.

- -RV dressing and
statue.hnportance and proee-

. dures in making founda-
tion patterns.

planning
planning exercises.

Brainstorming Games.

i6*
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3. Inte

General objectives:

I

ated curriculum for lowland rice roduction and o 'Illation education

I. To help farmers raise the productivity of their farm to ensure that available food is adequate for the needs
of their families. .

2. To develop in farmers awareness and understanding of population problem as t ese relate to their life situation.
3. To develop in farmers an understanding of the relationship between rice production, populati\on education

concept4and family well-being.
'art

Behavioural outcomes:

As a result of the teaching-learning etxperienees, the farmers are expected to:
I. Exercise more care in doing the various steps in rice- farming.

72. Acquire positive attitudes toward limiting the size of their families.

3. Seek the assistance of extension agents and/or family planning motivators and other knowledgeable persons
for problems pertaining to their farms and families.

nt.

o

tO

Specific objectives

CONTENTS To
.

MaterialsRice production Population education

-A. To help farmers become aware
or population problems.

1. Understand that if rural
'families continue to be large,
family members would be
sharing inadequatehotne
space and comfoits.,: \

2. Understand that if rural
families continue to be large,-

1. 'Planning for rice production.
Utilizing available resources.

1. Husband and wife must plan
to have children within their
resources.

A. Posters - the motivational posters el
targeted on the message that a
small family would be more
desirable than a large one.

1. Poster emphasizing the mes-
sage that less number of
children in the family nieans
more opportunities for the
deVelopment of healthy



3 CONTENTS
Specific objectives

family members would be
sharing an inadequate supply
of food.

B. 'Po reinforce farmers' Icnowlp
edge that technical advite and

. assistance from extension agents,
family plant** motivators and
others are available in the baran-
gay (village) to help them im-
prove their farm productivity
and their families' well-being.

C. To enable rice farners to
increase their knowledge on
the wlw of certain practices

-,, *it various. stages of rice
production.

r).
. %..

Rice production Population education Materials

2. Preparing the land.
Ploughing and harrowing.
Thorough ploughing and harrow=
ing Icosen.and separate the soil,
minfinize the growth of weeds;
make roots of rice plant penetrate
the soil better; hence, ensuring
good growth of rice plants.

3. ?reparing seedlings.
.Preparing_the seed-bed.
Application of fertilizers on the
seed -bed.
Selection of high-yielding variety
seeds. ,

The observance of proper practices
in the above stages promotes
&ood plant growth which ensures
a good harvest.

4. Transplanting the seedlings. The --C of high density of
seed per hill. The importance
of per spacing of plants be-
tween hills. If there are too many
seedlhigs per hill and these are
close to each other, the tillerfng
capacity of the-rice plant is re-
du ced; rice plants will grow

2. A good environment is
necessary for the proper
development of children.

2:

3. Babies must be given good
tutrition and care to ensure
their healthy development.

An expectant mother must
be provided with good nutri-
tion and prenatal care to
ensure a healthy offspring. B.

4. Spacing of children = wider
spacing between two conse-
cutive births is important to
keep mother and child
healthy; small number of
children means better devel- '

oPment of healthier children.

children depicting a happy healthy
family of five relaxing in a com-
fortable home, in contrast to the
picture of a large family looking
sick and sad in a sqUalid environ-
ment.

Poster emphasizing the message
that less number of children in the
family means adequate supply of
food for family members; depicting
a small family having dinner around
a well-filled table, in contrast to _a
large family that hardly has enough,
to eat.

Comics .

The instructional material is in
comiehook format. The main
charactdis portrayed are i.young
couple desiring to haye another
child_and an extension agent, who,
through a 'teaching-learning, pro-
cess helps the farmer grow, a good
crop and at the same time brings
into the discussion parallel con-
cepts of population education.

83
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Specific objectives

CONTENTS
Rice production Population education

,000.4.

Materials .

rn0

tall and tin, resulting in poor rice
stand.

5. Weeding
The field must be kept free of weeds
as these compete with rice plants as
regards nutrient utilization.

6. Controlling pests and diseases.-
Appropriate use of pesticides to
protect plants from pest and

.liseases, thus ensuring i good crop.
""Z.

7. Harvesting
- Deciding on the right time for

harvesting the rice -,when majority
or approximately 8() per cent of
the grains on the whole panicle
have already ripened.

5. 'Proper environment and ade-
quate nutrition are necessary
for the development of the
child.

6. The smaller the family the
more chances it has of using
preventive tneasures against
diseases that affect children.

Similarly, the family is
better able to seek medical
assistance fOr the sick.

7. :Good care and proper environ-
mental conditions contribute

to the development of healthy
members of the family, thus
ensuring a bright future for
th,em.

i

C. Comics

The same material as
described above.



Objectives

General objective

To develop an under-
standing about vegetable
gardening tat could pro-
mote self-employment, bet-
ter health and nutrition, and
population education.

Specific objectives
7,

To enable the village
peaple to: r
1. utilize the vacant space in

the backkard for growing
vegetables;

2. produce fresh vegetables
for the family;

3. improve their health and
nutritional standards;

4. explain the effects of
spacing,of cildren.on the
health of them other and
other family members;

4. Integrated curriculum for backyard vegetable gardening
and pimulation education

CONTENTS
Vegetable gardening

I. In of backyard
vegetable gardening

1. Proper utilization of space in
the backyard.

2. Produces fresh vegetables for
the family. .

3. Improves nutritional
standards of the family.

II. Preparation of a backyard
vegetable,garden

1. Preparation of layout plan
of the garden.'

2. Preparation of seed -beds.

3. Selection of seeds and
raising seedlings.

4. Planting methods.

III. Care of the garden

1. Inter-cultural orations
including watering and
weeding.

Population education

1. Population situation of the
Wing;

2. Consequences of family size
on different aspects of life,
such as health and nutrition,
education, employment, cloth-
ing, and income as these are
affected by backyard vege:
table gardening.

1. Physiology of plant growth
in relation to human repro-
duction.

2. Concept of planned garden-
ing and planned family.

3. Parallelisin between essential
-component/requirements of
vegetable growing and their
relationship with family-size,
growth ,,and care of children.

1. Importance of maintaining the
fertility ofand and fertility of
women for producing healthy
generation.

Materials

I. Motivational posters with these
messages

1. Too many children to feed;
keep your family sikiall.

2.. Foibetter health, grow more
'vegetables; have less children.

3. For better lalth, space your
children as ou space plants.

IL Instructional charts

1. Plant growth as related to
hump reproduction.
(Flip chart)

2. Layout of a bacicy
garden, including cr
pattem.

d vegetable
Ping

III. Booklets

1. The story of Barangay Nieves -

highlighting demographic situ-
ations and consequences of

87
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Objectives

CONTENTS
Vegetable gardening Population education Materials

5. discuss the relationship
between family size, and,
production and supply Of
vegetable to improve the
quality of life;

6. utilize leisure time
profitably;

7. supplement the family
income through sale of
vegetable produced
from the backyard
garden.

...

2. Use of organic fertilizers
such as compost and
mulching.

IV. Marketing of garden produce

1. Individual

2. Co-operative.

V. Cooking and preservation

1. Proper methods of cooking
to check loss of nutrients

2. Storage and preservation.
.

2. Need for supplementary food
for over-utilized land and
women giving frequent births.

3. Use of pesticides to prevent
and cure, plant diseases as com-
pared with immunization and

. use of medicines for preven-
tion and cure of diseases among
human beings.

Big family size - no surplus of food
for storage and preservation.

rapid population growth
(illustrated).

(-5

2. Grow more vegetables and be a
healthy. (A guide to backyard `4
gardening depicting relation- s.
ship between family size and
vegetable requirements).

3. Modules on backyard vegetable
gardening.

4. Comics story on vegetable
gardening - 'Boon's Family." g

ES"

C .
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5. integrated curriculum far poultry (Chicken) raising
and Population educatidn

Objectives
CONTENTS

Poultry raising Population education Materials

General objectives

To develop an understanding
about poultry raising that
could promote self-employ-
ment, better health and
nutrition and population
education.

Specific objectives

cas To enable the village
people to:

1. demonstrate skills in
ypoultry raising such as

construction of poultry
house, selection of breeds,

..propet.feeding.; and-eon-,
trol of pests and diseases.

2. help increase
come through poultry
raising. ;

3: improve protein intake of
the family by increased
supply of poultry pro-
ducts.

90

I. linportarce of poultry raising

1. Increases family income.

2. Productive use of leisure
time.

3. Improves protein intake of
the family..

II. Construction of poultry houses

1 Types of poultry houses.

2. Use of available local mater-
ials for making a poultry
house.

III. Selection of breeds

1, Acquaintance with-different
kinds of breeds - layers and
broilers.'

2. Characteristics of good
layers and ood broilers.

Complementary relationship be-
tween poultry raging and family
income, protein intake, and
health of the family.

The need of all living spFcies for
adequate housing spacilig, light-
ing and ventilation for better
growth and health. (Approach
from the point of view ofmeet--
ing the needs,of different
species). -

The reproduction process-of
human beings.

I. Motivational

1. Radio spots and jingles on the
message "Produce and eat more
poultry for a healthy family."

Slogan and sticker.
Theme: for a healthier. to-
morrow, raise poultry.

3. Poster with this message:
"Raise poultry, increase your
income."

II. Instructional

1. School-On-the-air programme a
series of radio scripts on various
aspects of poultry raising.

2.. Booklet on construction of
various types of:poultry houses
(Illustrated), highlighting the
emerging needs of human
housing due to population
growth in the urban areas.

3. Flip chart on human reproduc-
tive process. I

9 3'
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Objectives

CONTENTS
Poultry raising Population education

4, improve skills in
marketing poultry
products.

5. analyse the complemen-
tary, relationship of
poultry raising and
population growth for
improving the standard
of living

tv

IV. Care and management

1. Knowledge of different kinds
of poultry feeds and their
MMES.

2. Selection of feeds.

3. Preparation of poultry feeds
from locally available
materials.

4. Proper methods of feeding.-

5. Management of water,
light, and litter.

' 6. Common poultry diseases,
their prevention and control.

V. Marketing

1. Marketigrof poultry products.

2. Packing and disposal of eggs
and broilbr§.

3.,Selection and preservation
of eggs and dressed broiler.

VI. Economics of poultry farming

1. Facilities available for poultry
keeping.

2. Investment and profit.

sit

1. More care and maintenance of
family members needed by a
large family. .

2. The special feeds needed by
growing chicken at different stages
ofirowth; requirements of preg-
nant mothers, infants, youth,
working members and adults.

4.

EConomics of frequent'deliveries
and raising children, highlighting
expenditures on delivery and bring-
ing up of many children with special
reference to food, education, clothing,
etc.

't3
tt

Materials Bri

s=1.,

4. Drama script covering
item IV, 1-6. I

5. Coniics.book on poultry
raising.

,6. Self-learning materials for
item nos. 1-VI. o

J.J



6e. Integrated curriculum for home economics and population education

_C 0 -1%1 TENTS ,

Objectives

I. Maternal and child care -

General objectives

To gain awareness and under-
standing of the importance of
child care for the improvement
of quality of life.

Specific. objectives

To enable the learners to:

1. explain the importance of
food and nutrition;

2. develop better health and
nutritional standards;,

3. understand the effects of a
large family on food and
nutrition;

4, be awarof the fact that
proper spacing of child-bearing
is important for the health of
both mother and child; and

5. develop higher ,aspirations to-
wards beta'. quality of life for
mothers And children. .

Home

Food and nutrition

1. ImpOrtance of proper food and
nutrition foe:

a) pregnant mother
b)- nursing mother
c) new:born child
d) pre-school child

2. Basic food groups

a) energy-giving foods
b) protein or body - building

foods
c) mineral and vitamins or

protective and regulating
foods

3. Food selection and importance
of a balanced diet

a) definition of a balanced diet .
b) composition of a balanced

diet

4: Food preparation/serving

a) methods of foOd preparation

Population content Integrated materials

Family size affects the
quality and quantity of
food for pregnant, nursing
mother, new-born child,
and pre-school child.

Proper food selection and
proper nutrition will help
lessen the maternal and
infant mortality rate.

Motivational material

A poster of a pregnant mother, in
front of whom is an array of nutritious
food. The caption is: These foods are
for pregnant mothers.

Module (Instructional material)

A module with four frames on pre-
natal, post-natal, infant and ,re-seitool----
child care integrating the pbpulation
education concept that family size 4.
affects the quality and quantify of

, food a pregnant and nursing mother,
an infant and pre-sChool child need.

Comic booklets:
(Instructional material)

1. A comic booklet to show the con-
cept of food preparation integrating
the population education concept
of family size, its effects on the
quality and, quantity of food the,
family gets.
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Objectives

1 \
CONTENTS

Population contentHome economics 7 Integrated materials

.11

\11
food

) proper handling and cserving of

c.) eating habits

5.'FoOd preseryation

a) need for' food preservation
b) method of food preservation

6., Malnutrition

a) definition of malnutrition
b) causes ofTalnutrOion
c) effects of malnutrition

,Health

1. Prenatal care

a) physical care of pregnant
mother

b) proper food needs of the
pregnant mother

c) preparation for the birth of
the baby

Z. post-natalcare

a)-Care of mother after delivery

3. Infant care

%a) Proper way of:
1. feed'

1tathi
clothing the bby

rt

Proper spacing of 'pregnancy
lessens health hazards on the
part of the mother and the
child. \
Traditional beliefs and values
about children cause 1.4rge family
size which in turn lead to ma1.7--7
nutrition and ill-health.

The larger thg family the more
care andmaintenance of family
Tembers are needed. ,

- Too early marriage affect the
physiological readiness of the
mother to bear children.

6

..

2. A comic booklet to show the con-
cept of food' preservation, handling
and good eating habits, integrated

. ivith family size and its effect on
the way the family iaketi cane of.

Le..Motivational materials ,.
Poster: A po ter with the idea of

three children spaced three
years apart before the
mother reaches 35 kears.

Carfoon:

t

o'

to
rzt.

A grandfather and a grand-0k g
mother in a cart being car-
ried by several grand-
children.

Children means security in / 8

old age.
.

Illustrated calendar to show that a
parent haveave time to mon tor
the growth of his child.

Instructional material

An illustrated booklet integrating
malnutrition with the-population con-

. cept of traditional beliefs and values-
about children which cause large
family size which in turn, lead to mill-

- nutrition and ill - health,

(40

f
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, Objectives

0%

4.

CONTENT
Home economics. Population content Integrated materials

1.

.1

11.,ltiusekeetiink «w .e :" .
d

General: objectives'.
1- T0 develop; knowledge and skills

of hOsekeepitig so as to ensure
a happy environment which leads
tofachieving.a better quality of life.

2. To create awareness inhotisewives'
that acquiring housekeeping skills"
could lead tolneOmegelierating
activities.

.

b)
c)

'r
food for the' infant . -- .

conunon'diSeases that
affect in%nts, preventive
and curative meastires

d) monitoring the grawth of
the infant.

e) regular medical check -up.

4. PreschoOl child care /

The management of the family !IL).
resources`to attain good health
will /be easier if the family is ,

small.

Spacing of children is an im-
portant aspect. hich affects
health and financial situation
of the family.

) PhysiOal care of the child 'Decisions on family size.will affect,

- 21ilbcfd.i.udai family for their childreh
4. the educational aspirations of the

3: clothing 4
4

54.. physical fitness!'

---- b)'iletntaVemptional care-. . .
9aiiiltin& ,,' !.
1.. Importance Of proper cook
-, ing arid preparation bf food

2: Selection of foods appro-
iviiiiilke fo the needs of ther
.family . , ,

3. Pkeparation of fool' 4

i

e.

0 is

VP.

1

Family' size'affects'the quality
and quantity 6f foo'd the family
gets. .

Cartoon: :**A sickly father
pulling a cart full
of crying children
while sickly
mother pushes
the cart..

4

*,

I
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Objectives

2
C.0 N T EN T S..

e,

Integrated daierialsHome economics _ :Population con ten t
, . .
.

Specific objectives ° ,

.
.

4. The proper way of coolciiig the
various types of food ,

5. Planning low-cdst and-nutritious I

meals-for the family, '
1 /

, .

,

IStkign

1. Selection of suitable clothing
materials for the family

2. Designing and sewing

3. Cutting and sewing

'4. ImPortance of acquiring sewingss,kill

S. Rempiellingand recyclingof
old clothes' .

.

Home Maintenance

I
.

,

.
.

.
'

, .

-
, ..

. .

.

e

, .,

.
.

Family planning affects the
; size of the family which is

closely correlatedith the
Maintenance and sanitation
of the home and its environ-
ment. -

.

2

. . .

.

,.

' -
°

'

:

' ..

.

/
.

I A.poster showing a happy
family of five in a cozy
and well-maintained.home
`Message: We planned our,
family so here we ire now

.

1.. To develop skills in cooking differ
ent ?cinds of nutritious food.

2. To acquire skills'in.sewing Chithes
for the members of the family.

31 To gain knowledge on proper main;
tenance and upkeep of the home.

4. To develop good habits and attitudes
On home sanitation and cleanliness.

5. To develop knowledge and skills in
the day, to day management of the .

-...-family resource s. :.

6. To develop awareness cI consequences
of a large family size on the basic ;
needs of fhe family.

7. To develop skills foi income generat-
MMg activities so as offiet family
fmanoial resources. .., . ,

,k -

.

.

1. The importance of a well-kept
home . -

2. Orderly arrangement of home
facilities ' ,

3. Repair and improvement of the -,
house

.._

.

.7
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c.

''Objectives

- ..

r C.ONTENTS
Wine economics .

t..

Sanitation

1. Importance of cleanliness in and' around
the home .

1

'2: Ways to keep the home clean, comfort-
able and sanitary

a) proper waste disposal'
b) properdrainage
c) ,proper toilets
d)itorop.er water storagfacilities'

.
1. The importance of budgeting family

Budgeting

resources

- 2. Information on familibudgeting

3. Information on saving.)s

4. Knowing hors to male and keep
a balanced budget. ".

Population content,

s'

The management of the family
resources'to attain good health will
be easier if tie fainily is small.

Decision making is important
particularly in ligadgeting and
nianageinent .of fnancial.resources
of the'family.. is in turn will
also afteCT the f re_plans
fanlily size.

Integrated 'materials

`

11.

A poster showing 3 bags pfl
trioney_z a bag for the

-household needs, a.bag'for,..
the education of the chil'
dren, a b4 for savings.
Message: With a small
fifty one can manage
family resources very well.

Illustrated boOklet
(instructional:material)
An illustrated booklet in-
tegrating budgeting with
the concepts of family size

Q.
and decision making and co

...
their effects on budgeting - ".(3,:. ..
and management of family 't3 ...

financial resources.
co

.-.

1vl3
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1 General objective:

To develop an understanding among mothers akout the. nutrient reqUirements of.
different population groupss.as-they relate to. the quality of gfe of the family,

1U ;i.

I

7. Integrated curriculum for nutrition and population elation

L

Objectives

CONTENTS
Nutrition

4 .

1. To discuss the

7 concept of
. nutrition

-t essential food
nutritients

functions of food
nutrients

sources of
nutrients

/- t

2. To explain 'the food
requirement's of
different 'population
groups such as preg-
nant and pre-school

IP

Concept of nutrition

meaning of nutrition
importance of nutrition'

Classificatiorvof food
nutrients and sources

protein
carbohydrates
vitamins and minerals

Functions of nutrients

body building
"energy giving
body regulating

Nutrient requirements

pregnant and lactating
mothers

pre-scho61 children
d.

Population edpCation
concepts

Deficient food xesults in
unhealthy fpmily which
leads to increased mor-
tality and low job perfor-
mance

TheIlrger"the family, the
. greater' the requirement

for food

Balanced diet makes a .

healthy 'family

Methods /activities

4

Materials/teaching aids

Lecture'discussion with a
resource person.

Have .udience identify
nutritious foods and dis-
cuss its importance.

Discussion with the help
of resource person

Draw, conclusions from
discussions* _

I
Lecture - discussion

Vr

Chart on food groups

Food samples

Pictures- of food

Illustrated booklets on food
nutrients and heir sources

Illustrated`booldet on func-
tions of nutrients

'3

Charts showing nutrient re-
quirements of the vulnerable

-.groups

Jr.

105,
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Objectives
'CONTENTS

Nutrition Population eduCatiOn
concepts

.,Methods/activities Materiaisiteaching- aids
,f

childien and their
relationship to the
,quality of life

3. To analyse the re-
lationship between
breast feeding and
child spacing

t
19

'4 ° 4. To define malnutri -\
tibn and enumerate
its causes, implisa-

' tions on the health
of the family and
its prevention

O

/

1.0

I3alanceci diet

Importance of good nutri-
tion for-a baby'

Methods of nourishing
babies

lireast fecling
artificial feeding
mixed feeding

Malnutrition

Meaning of malnutrition
'Causes of rrialnutrition

Overeating
insufficient am' punt
of nutritious foods:

Ignorance about food
valties

Effects of maintitiiiron..
-impaired physical and
mental growth
illnesses -'

i iusdeptibili0 to
!diseases

Breast feeding delays
pregnancy

Women who space their
children have time to re-
build their health and
nutritional status for
future pregnancies.

Closely spaced pregnancies
affect both. paternal and,
child health

4

Bigger- families with low
income are likely to be
malnourished

t

Module on breast feeding and
child spacing

Discussion with the help of
Prctures showing malnourish-a

sf

Demonstration on prep-
aration of balanced diet

'

Lecture-discussion led by a
nlarried female local leader
explaining the relationship
between breast feeding
add child spacing.

ChAts on the proportionate
ingredients'of balanced diet

Cooking utensi ls and .

equipments

Chart showing methods of
nourishing baby

Leaflet on brealt feeding and
artificial feeding

resource person

t

Film showing

gale playing

b

ed and healthy children

Booklet-of ma lnutritionr,
causes including the effects
of closely-spaced pregnancy
on the health of mother and
child and measures to pre/vent -it.

. '

Film and projector

O.

I
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.Objectives

CONTENTS
Nutrition Population education

concepts
Methods /activities Ma terials/teaching aids

5. To demonstrate
skills on the selec-
tion, preparation

: and serving of
balanced diets

w.

low achievement
performance

4

Meal planning

Selection of food
ingredients

. selection criteria such
as economy; types/
kinds, quality and
food preferences

Preparation of a balanced
.diet

principles of balanced
diet preparation

nutrient conservation

savings on human and
material resources such
as time, energy, etc.

different types of
dishes and how they
are, prepared

0

ti

Planning o amily is as
important as planning of
meals.

The larger the size of the
family, the greater the
amount of food required.

.

Lecture.Niscussion on meal
plannink and the implica-
tions of family size on it.

Discussion on kinds bf
food and qualities to look
for using pictures.

Discussion on principles of
balanced diet preparation

Demonstration and prac-
tise cooking

Radio script about symptoms,
and effects of malnutrition on

a) mental and physical growth
b).0fant mortality
c) premature birth

Pictures of different kinds
of foods

4

Guide book on cooking which
includes the discussion on
meal plantling and the impli-
cations of family size on
this activity. co "Ile

&.3

Utensils and cooking, facilities
to be used in the demon-,
stration



Objectives

.

CONTENTS . e

Materials/teaching aids
Nutrition. V

- .:
Population education

.
concepts

Methods/activities
.

.

. 0

.

6. To demonstrate ways
of utilizing left-
over foods '.

,
.

,

.

.
I

.

/

.

1

.

.

Me ods of cooking such as
bot g, frying, etc.

Serving
.

"."

Amount of food given to each
member of the family

. .*Appearance -

Methods of storing leftover food:

for family without refrigerator

-heating the leftover foods
leaving the lid on
keeping the heated food in a
safe place

--:. for family with refrigerator

store food in a covered con-
. tamer and keep it inside

refrigerator .
Utilization of leftover food -

,

i

Storage and Itilization
of leftover food lictlis
in meeting food require:
ments of family mem-
bers thereby reduCing
food expenditures

.

.

- .

t

.
' '

. .

,
Demonstrate tie appor-
tionment of cooked
food .

.
Sharing of experiences
of mothers on storing
and utilization of left-
over food.

Demonstration on
preparation and cook-
ing. new recipes-out of
leftover foods

,

10

,
.

.

,

...

. .

-

.
-

, ..

Leaflet on the storage and
utilization of leftover
foods , .

-
i , ).

\.
9

... ...
, .

,

,"

4
,

,

-- preparing the leftover foOd into
another recipe ,.

reheating leftover food before
cooking . .
feeding leftover food topets

.

, I
1 1 I
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Qbjedives
CONTENTS

Nutrition'

.

Population education
concepts

Methods/activities MateriOs/teaching aids

A

7. To detnenstrate skills
on food preservation.

dio

4

I. 1 13J. 'v.'

s

z 0,
:0,401

Principles of food
r servation

ethods or preserving
different food

drying

canning

bottling

fermenting

others

Preserving excess foods
helps reduce the imbalance
between food supply and
family size 1

r

Group discussion on the
principles and methods of
food preservation

Demonstration on the
methods of food pre-

servation

-4

Self-learning module on
the preservation of coco-
nut, fish, etc.

4

Utensils, ingredients,
chemicals for demon-

, strating preservation
methods.

,
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Curriculum development

8. The littegrated Dressmaking and Population Education
for Out-of-School Youths.

This integrated curriculum is written for the use of dressmaking trainers in
their:implementation of the Integrated Dressmaking Curriculum for Out-of-
School Youth. This is intended as a guide for their informal group discussions,
follow-up meetings at the end. of every curriculum unit. There are three (3)
basic considerations in develOping this instructional material. These are:

1. Dressniakthg, family and community (life experiences of the
trainees as the foci of groUp ditcussions.

2. Treatment of curriculum content proceeds from the learners'
experiences and knowledge to what they do not know.

3. Suggested methods are rim& flexibleitpallow trainers to use
appropriate occasions or situations in carrying out the disciissions.

At the end of the three (3) discussion meetings with trainees (involving
a total of 3 to'5 hours) each of the dressmaking trainees are expected
to have:

1.. Improved dressmaking knowledge and skills, enabling them to
become economically self - reliant;

2. Developed awareness of the ill effects of rapid population growth;,

3. Developed favourable attitudes toward planning one's family as an
essential component of responsible living; and

4. Engaged in actual planning and decision-making exercises.

'c

75-
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PART 1:

.

Integrated Curriculum for Dressmaking and Population 'Education
for the Out-of-School Youths

Dressmaking tools and equipment and tools (condition's) for achieving happy and successful married life

CONTENTS
. ,

Dressmaking Population "educatiiiiit

'-

Methodology and ,activity

A sewing machine in go:Td work-
ing order and selected sewing tools .
and good equipment can make sew-
ing more fun: They also aid greatly
in producing garments of appro-
priate quality and appearance.

Selecting the most appropriate
tools and caring for them becomes
an important responsibility of a
dressmaker. A beautifill and appro-
priately prepared dress enhances
comfort and protection to the
wearer.

Good tools will save time and
labour The following are the basic
sewing tools:

1,. Needle for sewing machine
2. Pair of scissors (sharp)
3. Tape measure
4. Gauge or ruler
5. Pins and pin tushion
6. Tracing wheels (tracer)
7. Thread

I. Importance of tools

Tools and equipmept are not
only necessary in the production of
ladies,' garment but needed in all
forms of productive endeavours. In
farming, one needs farm implements
such as plough, barrow, work
animals and others before producing
rice. Iri the kitchen you don't only
need stoves,and pots-but Also ladles
and knives before one canprepare
and cook food. Tools and equip -
ment are thus means for the, crea-
tion and production of any desired
product. Likewise, desirable com-
modities can only be produced if
there areTroperly selected instru-
ments and tools to be used.

11. Tools for achieving happy and
successful family life

Happy and successful family life
as a desirable condition. can only be
achieved if certain psycho-social

1. Introduction

At the end of the unit or chapter on
sewing tools and equipment, the trainer .

initiates a group discussion among
trainees.

The trainer sets the tone for grou'R.
discussion by engaging the trainees to
playing group games and.singing popular
songs.

2. Discussion

Group discussion starts by encour-
agieg volunteer trainees to enumerate
and describe uses of sewing tools and
equipment. Trainees shell be encourag-
ed to share their feelings about the im-
portance of sewing tools and equipment
in the production of-ladies' garments.,

3. Synthesis .

Trainers summarizes the discuision by
giving a few statements on the import-
ance of sewing' tools and equipment.

0
^CS

0
et)rsz.

("

Ilsiructional material
r".5

0

-.
0

^CS/
Poster of dressmaking, 11

tools and equipment

Popular song

11,

Refer to content para.
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Dressmaking

ONT ENT.
"P °" '''..)'Pop edu .n. , ..

C-4;151/4..z.-44 .e'i°
. . ,

. 74..e -.N.:, Sik ' .
situations and othiiito4-fa -

are favourable. TheI911,PwiTIM.
are some of the irnportarik-,;.

8. Hard needle
9. Pattern paper

Id. Tiilioes chalk
11. Pencil
12. Tailors square ruler
13. Hip ruler
14: Dressmaking notebook
15. Bobbin

Methodology and activity,.

'tied group interaction

er presents a poster of happy family and
'Nip interaction as they reack0 the question,

factors young people likt ail, `.!yiltat req (condilions and situationsj you con-
out:of-school youths %yip,: livr..soeN hQ1vourabriiii:achieving a happy and sucbessful
would be parents sooner *Ifinfty'lifel" , -
should know. m y ,e . ..

:, .0`,4" Every member'shall be encouraged to share their
1. Attaining emotional. 44,"

maturity . Y---'ideas and concepts of a successful mariiedlife and .
' J i'dthe manner in which it can be achieved.

2. Achieving economic _

. sufficiency ......t ' Group disculsion -ma, evolve on the following:4 , . -3. Developing favourable' a) Behavioural ma ifestations of a socially and
attitude toward. plan- emotionall atured perion
ning one's family as

' b) hidi ions of an economically prepared'positive components 4 young man or womanof responsible living -

4. Others A
,c) Duties and, responsibilities of mothers and or

sr . ,

. . -fathers to family and childien
-," y d) Duties and respongibilities of children' to

2
i . parents .;

A) Duties and responsibilities of families to the
community.
-.$

5. Conclusion

Trainer entoutages volunteer, trainees to summarise
the discussion, and relate the importance of achieving

'those conditions which contribute to a happy and -
'.suCcessfill married life.

Q

Instructiorial materitl

Poster of a happy family

0
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PART II.: Importance of taking accurate body measurements and significance' of
. correct estimates of the, consequences of unplanned familids

C' 0 N TENT
Dressmaking Population concepts . Suggested methodology/activity

I

--4/Instructional materials
(inferences)

A. Taking_ measurements:

Much of the success in garment
construction depends upon the ac-
curate body measurements. Know-
ing the measurements will help
estimate the amount of clothing
materials needed for the garment
and-ensure best utilization of the
cloth.

Care should be taken in taking
the following measurements:

BUST An easy mea sure over-the
fullest part of the body and bust

. outline. The person taldni the
measurement stands behind the one
being measured.

HIPS .An easy measure around the
fullest part of the hip wilt the tape
measure parallel to the

the

SHOULDER - rrotn the base of
the neck to the end of the
shoulder bone.

WAIST A snugmeasure around
the body at the normal waist-line.

'A. Importance of correct population
estimates:

Equally important with the at-
curate body measurements for the
production of ladies' garments is the
accurate count of prospective cus-
tomers from the estimated number
of popullItion in order to have basis
for determining the amount oT sup-
ply.of clothing and other dress-
making materials for their dress-
Making shop.'

B. Effects of rapid population
growth: .

A dressmaker should not only be
concerned with accurate estimates
of prospective customers and
amount of dressmaking supplies but
also aware of the more serious
effecti of a rapidly growing popu-
lation in her locality.

She must realize that rapid in-
crease of population in her commun-
ity adverselt effect:

1. Introduction:

At the end 6f the curriculum period
on "Talcing measurements" the trainer
initiates a group discussion'among the
trainees.

2. Guided group interaction:

After trainees have performed some Poster on body
'ice.breakers such as games and songs, the measurements
trainer presents a poster on.taking
accurate measurements.

Trainees are engaged in describing
proper procedures in taking body
measurements and encourage to express
their views on. its importahce.

9

0

3. Synthesis:

Trainer concludes loup discussion by
emphasizing the important consider-
ations in making accurate body measure-.ments.

4. Population dynamics exercises:

a) Picture story:

A series of pictures depicting
overcrowding shall be passed to all

I

Posters on population
dynamics I

4,5
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CONTENT
Dressmaking Population concepts Suggested methodology /activity

Instructional materials
(inferences)

NECKHOLE - Actual measurement
may not be necessary
MeaSure: 3 inches for average per-

, son
6 inches for stout (or
desired)

ARMHOLE - Pass tape measure
around arm loosely for comfort or
take as far as the desired length of
the dress. f

LENGTH OF SKIRT.- Take it from
waist-line down below the knees or
as far as the desired length of the
dress:

AROUND ARM - A use of the
exact measurement plus 1 inch
allowance,

AROUND Use the same
procedure in taking measurement.
Pas's tape measure around wrist,
inserting 2 fingers.

-4

44

1. food supply
2 sanitation and health situation
3. environment ...4"
4. energy consumption
S. housing
6.: others

C. Implications of population
growth

I'. Effecrs on maternal and child
welfare:

The number of family-inembelt
determine to a large extent the aver-
age of food intake of.the individual -

Members. If the family is small, few
mouths will be fed there by in-
creasing the quantity and quality of
food'served in every meal.

2. Population, food situation and
nutrition:

Family size is closely related to
the distribution of basic necessities
among family members. If the
family is big the income has tache
distributed aniong fewer members,

-hence, a small family can live more
comfortably than a lime family.

.

trainees. Each participant shall tell
a story out of what theysee and re-,
latethis to the actual situation in
their barangay. Avery trainee shall
be encouraged to relate all\possibte_
effects of over-population to the
community.

b) Circle game:

Trainer draws.two dicks of same
size and marked isCircle A and Circle
B. Volunteer participants are-then
called to fill the two circles. Circle A.
is tilled in by three members while
Circle B is fill4d by one member at a

WherLeil'ough members had -fill-
edtircle A They are asked to remain
standing or squatting for 3 to 5
minutes. ,

Members are-encouraged to express
feelings and observations in the
exercise.

DiscussiOn may ;wive On the fol-
lowinwareas:

1. physical disc its of partici- -

pants while performing the
exercise

2. lack of space for participants
to move

4I 4
44P

le)2
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CONTENT\ a.

Dressmaking Population concepts

cr

Suggested methodology/activity
Instructional materials

(inferences)

3. Population and housing:

Rapid population growth causes shortage in
housing facilities. Emergence of slums and
blighted communities are often seen in areas
where there is over population. Example- is
a large family when members start getting
married, they usually settle near their
parents' house and simplify this by huilding
extension rooms -or barong:barong within the
parents' lot.

4. Population and education:

A continuously-groWing population would
require more schools, teachers, facilities and
others in order to be able 'to attend to the
educational needs of the people.

5. Popuation and employment:,

The rapid increase in Population each year
result in the vise of unemployment in our
country:Eot every four new job openings
available, 14 youngsters are waiting to replace
them.

6. Population and resources:

Increase id.pOpulation in the barrio or
community lead to deplete cdInmunity re-
sources such as wood, and water supply:,
With more people building houses, land
allotment will necessarily be less.

3. increase of people M a non-
- increasing land area

4. others? ,

c) Role play:

Five (5) volunteer trainees shall be
asked to role play a poor family of a
tenant farmer with 8 children who is
having financial difficulties in meeting
the food, clothing and educational
needs of the children.

At the end of the role play trainees
observers shall relate their observations
and reactions on the role play using
the following guide questions.

.
Tramer emphasizes that accurate

body measurements in dressmaking is
as important as knowing the possible
conseqbenCes Of unplanned families.
She may add additional information
on Philippines population gr.Owth
rates and others.

Role play

O

0 .4



CONTENT
Dressmaking

CO

4 SI

$

Population concepts Suggested methodology/ad-ferny
Instructional materials

(inferences)

7. Population and economic growth:

It is undeniable that families wi fewer.
children can have better chances oriaving for
future investments on other income generating
projects than families with more children.

8. Population and family life:

When the family is too large, family life
becomes less cohesive and less personal.
There is less privacy in the home and less
attention is given to the family members.
Parents tend to become more overworked,
too tired to find time for children and them-
selves. And because of the large number of
children, time spent on each individual child
would be limited.

i

I.
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PART Importance of basic and foundation pattern and significance of planning
one's future family as essential element of 'responsible living .

CONTENT
Dressriaking Population dynamics Methodology/activity

Instructional
materials

(inferences)

1. Importance of foun-
dation patterns-

There are common
methods of preparing pat-

- terns for the various parts
of ladies' garments. These
are basic to the creation of
appropriate designs of
various types of dresses

co and fitting them to various
'`..) body figures. Knowledge

of making patterns of
several usages is not only
important brit of practical
necessity. These methods
include the preparation of
patterns for:,o

a) shoulder
b) neck-line
c) bust
d) waist-line
e) hips
f) collars
g) hem-line4..I"

4.

.
_I. Importance of blue-prints for construction

or production purposes

Equally important with basic patterns.for
the-production of ladies' garments, plans and
models are necessary to assure the achievb-
ment of the desired condition or product.
However, appropriate plans and models can
only be developed if one has the knowledge

.of the procedures in planning.

.1k Definition and value of planning.

Planning is a process of making a mental
projection of what is to be d6ie in the
future on the basis of needs and resources.
available. It is an essential part of any
undertaking. It is a process -of tetermining
in adVance workable solutions, procedures to
be undertaken and formulation of measures
to prove that every procedure had been pro-
perly implemented. -Thus planning strved as:

1. guide in carrying orit-an activity;
2'. provide direction in solving problems

and meeting needs;
3. guide in an orderly and systematic

way of.doing things.

,...

1. Introduction:

At the end of the unit in "foundation to
assess knowledge gained in making foundation
or basic patterns, trainers meet trainees.

2. Discussion:

After initiating some group games, trainee
encourages trainees to present and describe the
uses of the act of basic patterns they have
prepared.

Each trainee must be able to relate the use
and importance of each basic pattern. If not
all trainees were able to come out with a com-
plete set of patterns, the trainer may ask the
group to give the reasons for not coming out
with the expected output.

Group discussion may evolye on the
following:

a) knowledge of the procedures of making
... -patterns

b)) technique in-making gilt, rolled and
continuous collars'

c) making patterns for different body.figures
such as flat breast, lean breast, fat back,
etc.

College or dress-
making a statue

12.-0



1Vlithodology/activity

I

4

;.-veunr-latid,,delezrnme
-p.

be jai; tuSoudirtabie: and,

whijaii=?fipotfitqffOlVerticri-Vitie-tsa
444:4--;i:iuinC's:OVerlOPlieT.---A person
1614

Nyha.1 to achte:pjliiiaiiiklik?

-Delenitiythigiltesnative_orcciiiiideting feasi-
ble-and'Ociisible!:CiaiSe of- action heeded to
'solve a problent ig_an integral part of plan-
ning:The'pe'rsicilas-th have one okthe
solutions:in mind and weigic these altema:
five; _iifilciPcould best solve the problem.
One his' 16' dOnsidepthe -resources available.

3. Decision making:- Decision making is a
process of arriving at a solution, a device to
solve the problim. It consists of recogniz-
ing what the situation, s and what the
solution,tequires and changes Irani.

4. Implementation:, This, is the.stage wherein
the person puts his dedisioninto action.

00
tr.)

1
. 4

I 1

_Affe i4i via e,-community of -the -inem
the tiairievenumerates-the im-

portant-procedure_s not adeqtatety:leatned by
trainees -aaecliKailie,the initikuidee of par-

=tetri011--1114:rodtielim or-iadiesl-garments. ,
4.131anning ixereise-

_.-=-----a)::Presentation_of exerciser Trainer entourages
group members to perform any of the 41-

- '
, college- = -dower -building.

dressing uglstatur
4,--Trainees formed smaller groups with 5_or 6

members. Depending on the exercise to be
-,performed by all groups, sets ofjnaterials for

use of each group will be distributed simul-
taneously:

"--Acfer'brief
presentation of the instructions for

the exercise the groups will be allowed-only
5 minutes to do the exercise.

b) Dkuising the exercise: After five minutes
.n-m-wi share their experiences/participation
m,the group:activity. Group.interaetion will

, evolve on the following areas:'
,..

.....

4 or 5.sets of
newspapers, twigs,
pastes, pairs of
scissors, pins,
etc.

. ,
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CONTENT

Okssmaldng Population 1ynamics

Anticipation of difficulties in
implementation is of great help
particularly when plans are
long-term duration.

5, Evaluation: Evaluation is a pro-
cess of, etermining whether the
objectives are met or studying
the efforts made to achieVe
the objectives.

O

Methodology/activity
Instructional

materials
(inferences)

1. Goal setting: What was the objectives of the group? How did
the groui,set their goals? Did they set any objective? How
did each of the group members participate in) setting objec-
tives?

2'. Determining alternatives: Did the grOup agree on a specific
procedure to be adopted? What are those materials? Are
they appropriate?

3. Decision making: If there'weie more than one approach
proposed what made the group 'decide on the approach Used?
What were the factors considered? How did the group arrived
at a concensus?

4. Implementation.: What were the steps/procedutles carried out?
What specific tasks and who were the Members performing
each of the -specific activities? Was there maximum partici-
pation? (Individual members should perform their particular,
tasks in the exercise). ,

5. Evaluation: What expectations were achieved? What are the
evidences which show that certain expectations were realized?
What measures were taken to ensure the success of the under-
taking?

' Every trainee must be able to analyse the steps and processes
in planning. Strengths and weaknesses of the groups partici-
pation n the planning process (in the exercise) shall be
identified.

c) Synthesis: Volunteer trainee presents the various procedures
involved in the-planning process.

0
tt

0
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CONTENT
Dressmaking Population dynamics' Methodblogy/activity,

Trainer emphasizes that planning like patterns are necessary
° conditions for carrying out successfully any undertaking.

d) Application:

I.-Trainer may engage trainees in planning a future dress-
making or Other activities. .

Instructional
materials

(inferences)

s .
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CHAPTER FOUR

DEVELOPMENT OF INTEGRATED LEARNING MATERIALS
.

Countries in Asia and the Pacific region have planned and implemented
various types of.development programmes aiming' at the improvement of the
q4lity of life of the individual, the family, the community and the nation. TO.
accomplish the goals of such development programmes they have taken h num-
ber of steps, bne of which is the development and production of educational
materials: -.Experiences have shown that most of the materials were developed
exclug4e1Kailiund the main disciplines without considering population as one
of the major variables for development. It is now an accepted fact that popu-
lation is one of the key ingredients to development. Therefore, the educational'
materials to be developed for all these programmes should be those which en-

, compass the 'contents of the main disciplines and population education. The.
study. of. materials would thus help them, articularly the young adults,
to develo etter understanding of the related concepts, practices, attitudes and

-beliefs for making right decisions on all family matters.
To

Woop

accomplish this objective, the Unesco'Regional Office for Education In
Asia and the Pacific organized two regional workshops' on the deVelopment of
instructional materials integrating population gducation in ,non-formal eduCation_
and development programmes. The participants of these workshops, besides -

clarifying different concepts, developed' Some proto-type integrated motivational,,
instructional and follow-up materials. A brief but related account of the out-
comes of these workshops has been presented below.

Aioa.

Types of learning. materials

. In order to have a common' conceptual frame of reference, these types of
learning materials are defined as follows:.

1. Motivational materials are, those materials designed and developed to
create awareness and interest/urge to acquire additional information about an
idea, programme, project or activity. Examples of motivational materials are:

a) Printed ,materials such as posters, flash cards, cate:ndars, comic
books,llyers, cartoons, flip charts, bulletins, and leaflets.

The first workshop was the Regional-Training- Workshop., for Instructional Materials Devel-
Opment in Out-of-School Population Education held at the Philippine Rural Recon-
struction Movement (PRAM), San Leonardo, Nueva Ecija, from 18 to 30 June 1979.
The second Was,,thel.Regional Workshop-On the Development of Curricular Materials
Integrating Population Education in Non-formal Education Programmes held 'in UP.
tos ttanos,Laguna, Philippines, from 3 toll November 1980.

1111%
;86
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Integrated learning materials

b) Audio - visual materials such as television/radio Scripts, jingles,
sound slides, films, filmstrips; and

sc) Special media materials such a`itheatre, puppet plays and
folk media.

.2. Instructional materials are those materials produced to communicate
concepts, ideas, and contents to identified target audiences such as professional
workers, special interest groups, and, the general public participating in different
devel9pment programmes. 'These materials aredeveloped in various forms as
enumerated under the motivational materials. However, some of the examples
more specific to instructional materials are literacy primers, teacher /instructor's
guides, handbooks, manuals, booklets, learning modules, programmed instruc-
tional materials, and others: ,

3.. Follow-up materials are those materials which help sustain changes in
attitudes and behaviour's favourable to the set programme goals. In general,
these materials are produced to:

a) maintain changeS in attitude and behaviour;
b) develop further changes in knowledge, attitude,

behaviour and kills :
c) provide supportive services to reinforce oenhance

continued use of a practice/idea; . .

d) summarize significant facts/ideas taught earlier
through other materials; and a,

e) correct deficiencies of existing materials.

The three types of materials as mentioned above are not mutually exclu-
sive. They have been defined or classified as such only for purposes of identi-
fication. Motivational materials can be utilized either as instructional or as
follow-up Materials and vice versa depending on the purpose/s for which they
are being used.

Procedural guidelineiliir materials developirifnt - ,

The formulation of procedural guidelines far the development of learning
materials integrating population education in non-formal education programnies
is of considerable significance for the. teaching- learning process. These guide-
lines indicate the actual steps or processes to be followed in the development,

of curricular materials. It is important that a field worker in out-of-school: .

mutation education programme be familiar with these guidelines so that he
can maximize his effectiveness in the development of various' types of learning

terials relevant to the specific needs and interests of the differnt target
:audiencei. ,

in view of the similarities in thetypesand forms of motiyational and in-
1 -- structiodal materials; it is felt unnecessary to develop separate procedural

guidelines for Oacit. It is recognized that there may be some diffetencesIn the,

87
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Population education in non-formal education programmes

degree of emphasis on some aspects of the guidelinesfor the development of
these two types of materials but the general guidelines presented below could
provide direction for both:

r. Secure full information about specific target group(s) and identify their
specific needs/problems. is information may be secured from survey findings,
docUments, interviews With oval leaders, people knowledgeable about the target
groups, etc.)

2. Iiientify specific type (individual/group/mass) and format of materials
to be developed ( motivational /instructional /follow -up).

3. Formulate the objectives.

4. Determine the curriculum contents including peculation education
- content prepare basic course outline.

5. Write the first draft. This may be accomplished by:.
a) An interdisciplinary team or materials developers;
b) Commissioning writers; and
c) Writers workshop.

6. Review of the draft by a panel of experts, i.e.. consortium, peers,
specialists, technical committees.

a) Test validity of technical' components, art work, etc.

7. Revise the material in the light of the recommendations of the above
-'mentioned experts/specialists, etc.

. ,

8. Translate the materials in the language of the, target audience if
developed in some other language and validate visuali.

9. Ile-test/try-out the materials: ,

a)Develop pre-test design (target audience, venue,-type of
instruments, deviation, etc.),

b) Develop pre-test instrument (checklist., questionnaire;
interview guides, etc.)

c) Administer the try-out/pre-test.

10. Analyse and interpret )the try-out results.

11. Revise the material in the light of results, if necessary.
12. Produce and distribute material in multiple copies.

The methodology far the_ development of folloW-up materials will-beA-similar tO..the guidelines toile used in developing motivational and instruc-
tional inateriars but it shall commence only after the post-test of these materials.
the results of the post-test and other information gathered through feedback
Shall serve as, the baseline data for the development of th-e materials.
However, the following gdieral guidelines should be 'considered: .

1. The materials should be prepared to support inter-personal comrduni-
cation such as demonstrations, meetings, guided group discussions'and workshOP;
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2. The follow-up materials shoidd be prepared periodically or
when needed; and

3. The content should be tailored to-,suit the specific learning needs.of
the target audience, built on what was laready learned, skill development
oriented, simple and easy to follow but comprehensive and more detailed, and
provide alternative approaches and information on delivery services.

The above guidelin4..esir 'are only suggestive and must be adapted to the
needs of the country and/or organization involved in the development of
various types of learning materials.

Samples of proto-type .integrated learning materials

The following are some specific examples of the types of learning mate-
rials selected from those developed and produced in the two workshops men-
tioned earlier:

Motivational materials

The motivational materials consist of posters, illustrated calendars, cartoons,
charts, and comics. FolloWing are brief descriptions and the messages of

the .terials:

a ,

stern

oster 1 shows a healthy and happy family of five playing in
a clean surroundings with a vegetable. garden' as a background.
Message - Fox' better health, gro,v more-vegetables and have a.
small family. .

b) Poster 2 shows a forlorn,'sickly family with six children having
very little foods on the tile to be shared by eight mouths.
Message - For more adequate foods, make your family small. .

c)Poster 3 depicts happy family With the parents three robust
children planting vegetables in the garden and observing proper
spacing. The message is, For better health, space your children
as you space your plants.

d) Poster parade, conskting:of four different posters on "feeds and
feeding of poultry" integrating various concepts 6Vvopulation
education and health and 'nutrition. The first poster shows a
woman feeding her chickens with only one kind of feed by
broadcafting in a very unhealthy surroundings. The second
poster shows a non-format education clasion how to identify and
prepare chicken feeds out "of locally available resources such as

leaves, fiSh bones,left-over rice, chopped banana stalks,
and others. The third poster illustrates a more scientific way of .
bekYaidpotiltry raisingrphasizing the use of proper feeds and
feeding as well as houtingl The fourth poster shows the proper
care and-management of poultry, and a happy family of two.
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children, one a school girl leaving for school, and the other a
pre-school boy helping mother to feed the poultry. Message -

A well-fed and scientifically managed poultry brings satisfaction, .

good health and education to the members of the family.

e) Poster 5shows a pregnant woman and the essential foods needed
during pregnancy. Message - Pregnant woman should take.nutri-
tious foods with the right kind and quantity to keep themselves
and their babies healthy.

f) Poster 6 dramatizes proper spacing of children. The message is,
Proper spacing makes the mother and children healthy and happy.

- g) Poster 7 shows the importance of budgeting and saving, and ho'w
to budget the, family resources properly. Message - Plan your
family for a better future.

h) Poster 8 shows a healthy child and thd kinds of foods required
to keep him healthy. Message For good health, give the child
the rightnotirishment:

i) Poster 9 shows a healthy mother and two healthy children. The
message is, To be healthy, have a small family.

j) Poster 10 has two fraMes, one showing malnourished children,
and the other showing well-fed and healthy children. The more
members in the familynthe more malnourished the children-will
be, is,the message.

2. Illustrated calenddr

The calendar shows a child being weighed periodically 4.0 ensure
healthy growth and development.

3. Cattoons
a

a) Cartoon No 1 dramatizes traditional beliefs about children!
Message Are children securities in old age? This is not 'always true.

b) Cartoon No. 2ishows the difficulty of having too many children.
Mesage- Too many children is a burden to the family.

4. Flip chart -

Chart shows the methods of nourishing babies. Meqsage -.Proper
diet leads to healthy grbwth and development of the baby.

5. Comics

A) COMie, No. I - As You Sow So Shall You Reap.
This4§-.the story of a couple with one daughter.
They have their own house and two hectares of land, living a
blissful life. They planned everything they did"together and
sired in the decision making. They also planned the size-of
tlieirlamily-scrtirarttiey-w give their children a better futufe.
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, /b) Comic No. 2 - Boon'S Family. .
.

This comics tells the story of two family friends, one with a
big family and the other with a small family. Boon, the father

. of the big family, was so worried because he could not afford
to send his children to school. He was advised to visit the
health centre but he said it may be too late because he already has
six children. He and his friend analysed the situation and finally
agreecfthat Boon can use his leisure time properly by growing
vegetables and flowers in his backyard so that he could sell the
extra production, save money'to be used for sending the children
to school and for ilieeting other needs of the family. He agreed
to do so and got instructions in backyard gardening. He grew

I more vegetables than his family needed and he saved some money
for the education of his children.

4ir
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Heal-r Y 9eGooFLoves!

you !KNOW Me. CR oz.TOMA9
HAS ALWAyS $16W1 coII:WRIroo.

To HIS.fAt-Ay..46GDLiNGS eveR

gWee you I4AD A TALK Immi
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I GUESS, i-es ESECAu.sE

yOU HAVE GoT TOo
MAW cHILpizet4
YOUR FAMILY WHY
DON'T g-tioU AND YOUR
Wt FE vI.SIT THE. HEALT

CENTER AND SEEK
ADvIcE FROM

DOCTOR?

NOTHING, JUST THINKING
tOuT mycHILOREN.Ti4ey

A NOT Go ItAG TO SC.14c5oI...
ef=c-AuSE We CAN'T AFFORD.

NOT TOO ILA7E! You HAVE
To SOLVE IYoolt PROBLEM
11,44.5i-EAP OF JuST THINKING
ABouT IT. You 14AvE TO 00
ScitetETHING, TO HELPWU

_
I II I I I I

OK, I'LL Fou_ow
YOUR SuGESTioNS
LIFE I5 DIFFICULT.'

OK/I'LL. HELP
you.

I b.. TELL You.fau 4.4Ave A OIG EW-WeA go WHY
DON'T you, Spersto YOUR LEISURE TIME RIZoDuCIN&

VEGETABLES ANO GROWING FLowe9.5 RA-MGR
THAN pRoyuciNG CHU-OREN ? THIS UN HELP

You A LW'.

I DONfl HAVE ANY IPA
ABOUT VEGETABLE GARDENING

ANP GRosiviNe FLOWERS.
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BOON You ARE elor3TE,P10 f3ur
IF You WANT I CAN IIELPY00.--JuST
HAVE A SMAL4ArtergiNT of MONEY
To Buy SEEDS/114EN I wi Lt. TELL.
you I-16N To pLAN T. covie HERE,

Look AT my 13Ac.gyARD GAP-MN .

NO, MOTMOT FT ALL-YOU
OA VS To PREPARE THE

NO Do The MILLDWING:
RANT THE ,SEFS
SEED BEDS \

0 TRANSPLANT TilE SEEDLI
INTO GARDEN PLO-r5.

PLANT THEM AT EQUAL SPACES

Ak- soy* _-'-

emitRAMEE11WAEMP7WADAVA

C)spItINKLE k.KFILIzER. Q WATERT-1/E NAOS 0 WE PESTICIDES TO
AgooND 711E PLANTS AT REGULAR /AT PREVENT RSTS

rior

4'(if
atieviat

1 -1
-4.
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AL-4r
0,1" wolip

OH, tT'S So EASY!
r IvEveR),640.4/
IT (3FORE

NOWITELJ- ME
THE ADVANTAGE"

of iAviNG A
veGETADLE

-OW

YSS ITS vERY EASY,
007 You HAVE TO

TAKE Coop CARE
OF youR PLANTS AS
you TAKE C.opocARE

OF YOUR UtILI:PRE

IF you HAVE A (3ACYARo
GARpetsi vou Dorm- HAVE TO,
guy. youR Y E.GETA &LE S AlVemoge
you CAN SAYE A LOT OF fr/oryEy

I

;vE GE-TA OLES AAE 6-00D
FOR you AND yOUR pAmmy,
FRESH VEGETABL:69 PROVIDE
NUTRITfOUS Foop ESPECIALLY
Fog GRowtNG CHILDREN.
065 iDEsirtitsicec:yu for,f.rr Q.ET
SOME MONEY By sewn('
-r/4g G7TRA VEG ETA aLs.

GOT TO CO NOW.
THAW< crbu ve R.

(quc H./WILL FOLLOW
YOUR SUGGESTIONS

8129

YEAR LATER

'HI, Not; STILL
PRZODUCING MORE
CHtLEREN?

Akt\ RaW
NO NoT EXACTLY,

come AND SEE OUR
6A4.kYAR D.

Cr
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vIcTi HosSArritr INNO oug-
cHiLpREN HAVE Geer.'
f-fELP/NG ME A LOT.

,10111./

t$ VERY
NICE.

01-1 ! coot). %A./MERE

/6 go:oN?

Do you KNow
THAT some-rtmEs 1
GET ql(TRA Molvece

sELLING VEGE-:
TA BLE 5, AN P FLOWERS

HELL SE COMING
Soar.. WOuL.D
YOU LIKE TO WAIT
FOR fftm ?
GIVE Lea° A clima .

'LL. 4,0-ro MARKET TO
5ELL. MY EXTRA vecrerAece
AND FLOWERS. I IL Se BAci<
Sooty.

WHERE ARE
THE CHILDReN?

ALL, OF THEM HAye (0N6
TO ..-V-1100L AND L-MWENIT RETURNED
YET. OW TH'AT3 MY NuSsANG, He

IS CANINE, -So Itik/E TO Go Now. SEE
YOU LOCI" R, _

1! ill., LIJAP
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Instructional-materials

The instructional materials consist of leaflets, booklets and learning
modules. These materials are briefly described as follows:

1. Leaflet

Leaflet - "Breast-feed and Have Healthy Babies"
This leaflet tells about nourishing the baby and the various ways
of doing this such as breast-feeding, artificial feeding and mixed
feeding. It emphasizes the advantages of breast-feeding.
Message - Breast-feeding leads to healthy babies and lesS
pregnancies.

2. Booklets

a) Booklet No. 1 - "Children: What Do They Mean To You ?"
This booklet deals with traditional beliefs about children that
we, in the past as well as at present, still cling to. Some of
us believe that children are God's gift while others may believe
that many children bring- luck. There are also those who
believe that children mean security during °id age. The conse-
quences would be that those who hold to such traditional
beliefs are likely to have a large number of children resulting
'to a lower level of the quality of life.. `The message is that
parents should practise family planning and proper spacing
in order to have few children.,

b) Booklet No. 2 - "Key To Good Family Budget"
This booklet tells about many things besides budgeting. It tells
about the various sources of "income for the family, who makes

4 decision on family expendittire, how to live within one's income,
judicious marketing, planning a backyard garden to supplement
the family income, the practice of thrift amon children. All
these contribute to family savings. The message f the whole
booklet is at the key to effective family budge g is balancing
/family size ith available resources.

.
a) Module No. I - "Breast Feeding and Child Spacipg"

This module consists of seven parts, namely: the importance of
good nutrition .during infancy, nutrients in mother's milk, advan-
tages of breasffeeding, effects of breast-feeding on pregnancy, ,

duration of breast-feeding, amount of mother's milk that the baby
gets, and diet while breast-feeding the baby. Message - for the
health of the baby,*there is no substitute to the own

anmilk. Moreover, breast-feeding delays pregncy.
b) Module No. 2 - "Your.Platiting Plan" -

This particular module contains tips to help the learner decide
on what to plant and how many to plant. It also provides tips

3. Self-learning modules

131
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on how to manage a garden properly. Then it also contains
considerations on planning family welfare and completed family
size. On completion of the module, the learner would have done
his/her planting plan and would have worked through his/her'
family plan. ,

4. Pamphlet : , -1-----

Pamphlet - "Grow Mushroom for Additional Income"
This'pamphlet describles: (i) Time and place of planting; (ii) Mate-
tials for planting; (ii0 Steps in planting; av) Caring for mushroom
bed; and (v) Harvesting. The population education concepts -inte-
grated are family size, spacing, proper care of the family, and in-
creasing income. Message is, "Grow mushroom for additional
income and happiness for the family and the community."

sir
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NOURISHING THE BABY

Q. What are lthe methods of feeding ca baby?

A. There are three ways of feeding a, baby, namely:

a) breast-feeding
b3 bottle feeding
c) mixed feeding

z

I. Breast-feeding
.

Breast-feeding is the natural way of feeding. Mother's milk is the
perfect food for every baby. It contains the right amount of protein.
necessary for the baby's growth. It provides energy-giving carbohydrates
and fats as well as vitamins, minerals and water that the body needs. It
is always ready, safe and free from germs. It never goes sour or had.

Frequency of breast-feeding

Babies should be breast-fed in the night as well-as during the day. ,

FrIquent breast-feeding produces more milk.

Nourishment for a lactating mother

A mother who breast-feeds her child must feed herself with nourishing
food. If she herself is malnourished, she will have less milk for her baby.
A balanced diet is therefore very important. for a JaCtating mother.

Duration of breast-feeding

Babies could be breast-fed for as long as 18 months. However, if a
mother prefers- to breast-feed her baby longer, she may do so.

136
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Weaning

Oiast-feeding must be stopped gradually for the good of both mother
and hild..i If the mother suddenly sto breast-feeding her baby, her
breasts may swell with milk and become)painful. She may also get
abscesses which may lead to other diseases.

Advantages of breast-feeding

A mother wilo breast -feeds her ba by is not likely to become pregnant
-sooner, -as a mother who does not breast4eed her child.

II: Artificial feeding

IVis always hest to breast-feed a baby. -Rut when a mother is working
or sick or unable to-breast-feed the baby, thelUtlioy coulebe put obi
bottle feeding.

Fresh CON'S milk is the next best to mother's mi lk. But if it is not
-'available;powdered full cream milk could be used as a substitute.

It breast-fed baby gets all he vitamins it needs from its mother's
milk. On the other hand, an artificially-fed baby needs vitamin supple-
ments to protect it from illness.

Now much milk to give the baby?
.Artificial feeding often goes wrong because babies do not gel enough

milk. Either the-milkqs weak and watery or because they are not fed
often.enough. If young babies are to get enough food they must be- fed
five times a day with milk of the right strength. They must also get
enough milk at every. feeding time.

"A new born baby needs, 'h Cupful of milk at each feed. Between
birth and five month ,s, babies need between half a cupful and a cupful
for every feed., Babies older than five months need a little more than
a cupful.

Four level teaspoonfuls pf full cream dried milk, half a teaspoonful
of sugar and a cupful of boiled water should be added to make half a
cupful of milk.

/?reparation for bottle-feeding

Feeding bottles and teats should be sterilized before using. A glass
feeding bottle is better than a plastic bottle.

III. Mixed feeding
tMixed feeding is recommended for working mothers. Their babies

could be bottle -fed, during the day and breast-fed in the nighot.

.\
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I his is the story of tv.0 tanujies - Mang D.iro's and Willy's

Mang Duro', family subscribes to the traditional belief that

..hildren rare God's gilts and they bring luck and security to the family

But this belief noriiially lead% to large families and consequently a

lowerfrIg of the quality of life of the children.

On the other hand Billy's tamily believes in having a small family..,

Thus the couple practices family planning and proper spacing of children



f

Let us look at Nang Doro's family. He and hit wife have been
married for 15 years. During the first three years of their marriageN>,
they were very happy, because they could afford to eat good foOd
and provide enough for their twg' young children. Mang Doro was
strong enough to work hard in his rice farm everyday. He could
even hire two workers to help him.

Time seemed to fly faster when they were happy. They always
looked forward to the next day because there were no worries to
burden them.

;
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Now 15 years have passed since they were married. The family became too
large for Mang Doto's wife gave birth every year..They believed that children are God's

..gift and that they should not go against the natuial law. In other words, they must not
prevent birth.

Mang Doro also see the economic value and security in children. He trusts that his
children will look after him and his wife in their old age.. This means the more children
he has, the er he would be in the future.
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Mang Doro and his wife have 12 children now.
The eldest of them is 13 years old while the youngest

6.1
'is only six mOntlis old. Mang Doro could hardly make
bath ends meet while his weary wife worked herself out 00

taking care of their 12 children. She is very sickly and I:4

*plumes cranky. C.%
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Mang Doro's family is quite unhappy now. Their
farm could -not produce enough to support them.' The children
are not in school. They did not have enough food to eat. The
children look very sickly. They do not like to play with other
children. The children, especially the young ones, are malnourished.

*Pt
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Children, during their growing years need,
a lot of nutritious foods. Examples of nutritious
foods are meat, fish, vegetable, fruits, oil, eggs and
rice. If growing children are deprived of these
foods, ratious kinds of diseases.will occur. When
a child is unhealthy and often falls sick, the
<family will suffer too.

s. 1
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It is important for us to know some common lcInds of sickness
attributed to malnutrition. We ought to knrm, too their signs and
symptoms.

People who suffer from shortage of Vitamin B will suffer from
a disease called beriberi.

Some of the symptoms are:

-_---1::'swollen hands and legs
2. dry skin
3. swollen eyes
4. duff /not alert.

Shortage of Vitamin A will cause night blindness.

I



Shortage of nutrients, for xample, as found in egg white and carliohydfates
might the stomach to be wollen, bulging eyes and the victim is often very
thin. The shortage of fruits and vegetables in the diet will cause the lips to be
dried and cracked, the skin around the nose will be dired`rough and spotted while
the eyes would be blood-shot.

These are only some signs and symptoms of malnutrition. It is, very irnzortant
therefore, that e1eryone gets enough to eat. Th t necessarydiet must contain the necessa
nutrients for healthy growth.
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Mang Doro who has such a big fainily, will not
be- able to look-afterthe welfare, of all his children.
Healthy children means a happy)family. How can anyone
provide enough for his family if the children are too many?

in contrast, let's take a look-at Willy's family. Willy,
too, got married 'about .15 years ago. He pilaruied his family
well. tlow he his only three children. They are 9, 6; and
3 yeari old, respectively.

They are a happy family because Willy can provide
enough fir all his children.
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Willy's wife is hellthy. She helps Willy to, pipvide
for his family. Her three children are quite bigNow. Mrs.
Willy need not spend much time taking care of them any
more.-She,has lots of spare time. She spends h6r leisure
time raising goats and poultry around her, home. She sells
them 10 supplement her husband's inckline.. `Willy's family
does not face any financial difficulty.

190
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,Willy and his wife practised family planning. They
spaced their children well. Willy does not think like Mang
Doro.. He thinks that children need sufficient care and ve.

Children' are parents' responsibility especially. when ey
are young. Let us bring them into the world to be happy and
be loved. A small well-fedjamily is surely a healthy and
happy .farpily. .v f
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,
Intraluction: 41. ' .. .

`'.',Baiancing the family income and expenditure to make a happy home is as important
as eating balanced food to provide a fit', and healthy body. How ideal it would be if the size of
the family is small. As family size increases, the money/goods have ,to be shared, particularly
with the birth of another child, as there will be more needs to satisfy every additional
member of the family.

-
. .

-- 1

Money income is just one of the resources.
;

Family resources, abilities and time should
not be taken for granted. Money income, comes to a family in differe4- quantities at differ-
ent :times. The two sources of income that flow to the family are the regular and the irregu-
lar. Examples: salary by the month is a regular income. Returns from crops and contrac-
tual faim work are irregular income:
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a

Every family needs to make a good budget. In many familiq; the mother decides on
this matter. The financial aim of all families a to.satisfy as many desires as possible with
the available family income., The purpose of income management is quite the same for a
fainily ac for an individual. A well mana&ed family income makes dhppy home.
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Although in some families the mother dicides on budgeting matter, there are
. eases whichlather and the children are consulted and they agree on What they

w'ant with their money and decide on theii priorities. :
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To live within one's income however small or big it is, it's necessary to make
plans for its expenditure, . .
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The menus for the family meals must be within the family inccme. One has to
consider the nutritive value of the, food. It is the quality that counts, not the.quatitity.
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To supplement money income, it
would be better for a family to make a
small vegetable garden fdr home consump-
tion. ,

.).
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The plan of expenditure must include
the family's clothing. It would be Wise to
consider the kind of material, number of
clothes for each member:or the number
times each member has to buy ins certain
period of budzieting - weekly, monthly
or yearly.

The family can save if the mother
knowthow to sew, repair of mend old
dresses, and recycle old clothes to some

'other materials-for use by the family.
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Mother should also see to it that school chiklren, spend money wisely. It'ra part
of their training on decisionmaking. .

It is riot only a prattice of thrift but also making sure of what children have to eat
in school that mother has to give them what might be available at home. s
Example: excess bread at breakfast, cassava, bananas or other fruits gathered in the
garden.
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The combined efforts of all the members of the family largely contribute to the
regular savings in their budget. The parent's' plan to have a small family size, their wise
decision on money expenditures, the varied means,to add to their resources,'and the
children's co-operative attitude and behaviour all contribute to family savings.
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SEE! How important the family savings are in
making a GOOD BUDGET!
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Self - learning, Module Nb. 1
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It is hoped- that this booklet will be helpful in encouraging you to
br t-feed your baby.

Populatiori education in non formal education programmes

introduction
The main goal of this booklet is to provide you with Some information

and knowledge on breast-feeding your baby. ,

This booklet consists of 17 parts, namely, the importInce of g9od
nutrition during infancy, nutrients in mother's milk, advantages of breasr-
feeding, effect of breast-feeding oqjregnancy, duration of breast-feeding,
amount of -mother's milk that the bay gets and diet while bteast-feeding the
baby.

"What Can You Do?

V

After completing this booklet you would be able to .do the following:

1. Explain the importance of good nutrition in the
early years of the child's life.

2. Enumerate the nutrients in the mother's

S. Discuss the advantages of breast-feeding.

4. Explain thnt breast-feeding may delay pregnancy.

5. DiscusS the duration of breast-feeding.

6. Get the assurance that the baby gets enough milk
while preast-feeding.

. 7. Enumerate the types of- food needed by the mother
while breast-feeding the baby.

o.
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Some Reminders

1. Reid each part carefully until the end.

2. Pay attention to the illustration.for each part.

3. Answer each question on a separate piece of paper.

4. Aftet anssvering, turn to the back page to check
whether your answers are the same as those written
at the back of the page.

5. If yoU have any wrong answers, correct the mistakes
'and read again the part that deals with this topic.

6. After completing this booklet you nay try to answer
'all the questidns under evaluation.

165
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°

Importance of Good Nutrition -During Infancy
. .

1

41.

Your baby ows and. develops more rapidly during the first year
of life than at anyb er time. The weight of your baby will beltwiceits
birth weight when he 5-6 months and three times when he is one year
old. For example, if your baby weight 2.5 kilos at birth, then he will be -
5 kilos at 6 months and 7.5 kilos at one year. This rapid growth of bones,,
muscles ind tissues can take place only if the baby is.getting enough of
the right kinds of food.

166
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Questions."

1,. A child grows and develops more rapidly,
d the -....___ year of life.. .

2. If the tirth weight of your baby is 3 kilos, his expected).,

Integrated learning materials

Jib

'weigilt in six months time will be

3. If the birth weight of your baby is'2.5 kilos his expected
weight in \ohe-year's time will be

4. If your baby is giten enough of the right kinds. of
foods his. , , will dev op rapidly.
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Nutrients in Mother's Milk

Mo er's-!milk is an. almost complete food for your baby
during the jut six months of his life. It contains adequate
amounts of all the nutrients needed by your baby especially
protein, fat, vitamins A, and C and iron.. If you have enough
supply of mother's milk, most of the nutritional requirements
of your baby are met. When your baby is over five months
old, mother's milky ne will not be enough. Mother's milk
has to be supplemente ith other foods such as broth,

iled eggs, vegetables and ruits.
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3.Questions

1. What is the best food for your -baby during the,
rust six months of life?

Z. Why is mother's milk considered as an almost complete
food for- your baby? 4

3. Do you think mother's milk alone is enough for y.r
baby after he is five months old?

4. What -other foods will you give to your baby after he is
5-6 months old?
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A
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Mother's milk, aside from being the best single food for your baby,
is- advantageous in every way it is the cleanest and safestsincVit. is

< always ready. does not have to be prepared, and it is free from germss.,
'It never goes sour or bad if your baby sucks it straight from the breast. It
has the right temperature and is easily digested compared to that ,of cow's
milk. Cow's milk has a thick indigestable protein which clots in the baby's
stomach. Mother's milk also provides some 'antibodies which: will protect.
your baby from infectious diseases. When you breast-feed your baby you .
have to hold it close to the breast. This will give it a reelhig'of security
and Closeness.

Breast-feeding helps your uterus to return more quickly to its normal
size after you deliver your baby.

4
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QuestiOns

,I. What are the advantages

2. What are the adVantakes
mother? .

3. What is the best way of

1

Integrated learning maieriall

O

of breast-feeding your baby?

.of breast-feeding on the part of the

breast-feeding the ttaby? Why?
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6

In most cases, if you lengthen the duration of breast- feeding you will
be able tq lengthen the interval between pregnancies thus leading to child
spacing. As a result of this, you will have time..tere4ild your-healih and

, nutritional status .for future pregnancies. -6 F
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1
Questions

I. Do you thipk that lengthening the duration
of breast-feeding will lengthen the interval
between pregnancies?

2. What is the advantage of the lengthened
interval between pregnancies?

. s

1r 1

.
..
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Duration of Breast-feeding

N.

You cad breast-feed your baby to at least 12 :imonths and preferably
up. to 18 months. If you think you have reasonable supply of milk you
can feed him even after 18' months besides giving him other foods. In
case of prolonged breast-feeding mother's milk is considered as an important
protein supplement to the foods that you give to your baby.

Prolonged breast-feeding may help prevent mothers fromgetting `",

pregnant sooner.

'Ai
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Questions

1. You can breast-feed your baby to at
)east months and preferably
up to months.

2. If you shave reasonable supply. Of milk
can you breast-feed your baby as long
as possible?

Integrated learning materials
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Population education in non -formal education programyies

Amount of mother's milk that baby gets

.
To find out whether your baby is getting enough mother's milk you

on weigh him at the Rural Health Cenfer or at thq Operation `Timbang'.
If your baby has a normal' weight gain this is an indication that he is well
fed%

Weight-for Age of Filipino Balfv. A

Child's age ,, Weight
month-. in kilo- .

. . Illi, 4.2
.

2 ,5.0
3 ' , 4 . . , 5'.7

6J- 4
6.7 e

6 - , 7.2

8 .' . .,.% .. ./7. ,, . ,. . 7..
9 7.8

10' ,
f, - : 8.1 s

.11' --:,..1- - -8.5 r. .r--
..r ,...' 12, , .... .. '.. :, . b " 8.8

00 lade : Tublicagen }ist....1.3
-</..--

7
Revised 1.5 January 19)4 .

If your child is free from frequent digestive upsets. this may be
-another indication that your breast4eeding 'is successful.

I
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Questions -
WIAL.1

1. Where can youweigh your baby in
your village?

2. What is the average weight of a Filipino ,

baby at the age of 1'

a) 3 months?
b) 12 months?

O
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Population education in non formal education programmes

Diet During Breast-feeding the Baby.

9u3can--be sure that yoUr diet is adequate if it includes the following
fiiods everyday in the amount stated when you are breast-feeding your baby.

ENERR FOO DS
Cooked rice - 6 cups
fat - 8 teaspoons '
sugar - 11 teaspoons
root crop - 1 medium size

130 DLri
meat, fish or poultry - 5 match box size
beans': P!2 cup
egg - one piece
milk - 1 cup

riPP
green leafy vegetables - 1 cup
other vegetables - 2/3"cup
Vitamin C rich fruits - 2 medium size
other fruits - 1-2 medium-size

REGULATORS

A ,

,
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Questions

'1. When you breast-feed your baby you need
body-building foods such as
meat match box size
milk cup

2. For energy foods you need:
cooked rice cup's
fat teaspoons

3. For body regulators you need:
green leafy
vegetables cup

Vitamin C
rich fruits medium size

erinemo

o

.179,
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Evaluation

1. Do you think that good nutrition is Very important
for your baby? Why?

2. What are the nutrients found in the mother's milk?

3. List all the advantages of breast-feeding.

4. What is the advantage of 1
between :Pregnancie?

5. How long can you breast -feed your baby?

6. How do you determine wheiher your baby has
had enough breast milk?

7. What are'the amounts of foods requiredowhen
you' breast-feed your baby? .

hening the intern!

.

O

O
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BACKYARD VEGETABI.E .GARDENING

YOUR PLANTING'S PLAN

A



WADER

r)
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64111001MIIMIliti

This particular module contains tips to help you
decide-on what to plant and how many to plant.
It also has tips for managing youi garden.

It also contairconsiderations on planning your
'family welfare and completed family size.

Upon completing this module, you will have done
-your planting plan.

You will also have worked through your family .plan.

0-1)-



TO HELP YOU
DECIDE ON WHAT TO PLANT,
HOW MANY TO PLANT

Note: If you cannot think
of examples, seek information
from a BAEx-technician or a

lime Economics teacher, a
neighbour with a rgetable
garden.

Consider the following:

1. Different vegetable crops require different lengths pf
time for maturing.

1" ,
Think of two vegetables that illustrate the different,

times for maturing.

. 2. Different crops, consume different ground area. '
4.

Think of two examples that illustrate the difference.

3. Some varieties are more prbductive than others, more
resistant to insect pests and diseases than other
varieties.

Think of examples.

*\ 4. Some crops are more nutritious than others.

IDO you know some examples?

family members prefer some .vegetables to others.

List down'the.vegetables they Prefer.

2:1





-7---- ,. ..,
----_ Take a further look at 'the last point.

'1..1-.<
--- _

It-- - -- is:boaut an important practice in home gardening: .7o

0
RELAY ,PLANTINp

14
to

.o. ,..
to .

-..- 1. Harvesting trops more ,Often tends to increase the
, :..

total yield.- \... S'

.oThis is so because .the life of the crop is lengthened and therefore o
...L

more harvest can be obtained per. crop per-season. e. ,
. g

2. The advantages of longcharvesting period can be achieveld
t

(Z1

o
.z. through relay:planting Of Short maturing crops.

(-1.. 1

1 ,4 . -A,

I:1Relay cropping or intercropping of early maturing
.#

' crOps such as
ZS'

pechay or mustard with -late maturing ones such as sweet corn, o
.7atomato and pepper or sweet corn with potato; cabbage, okra,. o.--,

. sweet potato and ,beansJ ,,,
oo

-...
(Z1

3. For more harvest, concentrate only on those, crops which
respond to' intensive cultivation. / M

rn

,....

.
,

, ()
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Vegetable crops like kadios, malwiggay, upo,
patola, bataw, sigarily4s and fruit cropg like
banana, kalamansi and papaya-can be planted
along the fence.

Malunggay, which is very nutritious, should
be planted in every garden.\,

Katuray and fruit trees that can be used as
vegetables may also be included where the
area allows.

saw
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PROGRAMME ACTIVITIES
111

IN THE GARDEN la

it-

0 ,

. 0 .4z
The use of a limited garden area can be maximized by A

el

proper programming of the activities in the- garden .
throughout the year:

S*..

7

1.1

. First, list down the crops you have decided to ,i_

plant, indicating the months/days required to mature.,

II.
Crops: , Mortths /days required to mature Q.z

01

. 2

S

., .cs. a
1
'N

a
0,
%Then draw up a planting plan similar to the sample

in the following page:

0
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4 Suggested Planting Plan for Small Garden (25 sq. m)

Lot No. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. . Jan. Feb. Mar. _Apr.

1.

Sweet Potato
(5.0 rn)

Tomato/Eggplant/
-.

Bush Sitaoicowpea Vege-
. Pepper (5 A m)

,

...e

Pechay (5.0 m)jtable So)/ Rean (5.0 m)
Pechay.Mustard.

(5A m)

2

Bush Sitao/Cowpea Vege
table Soybeans (5.0 10-

.
. {Vegetable Soybeans Bush

Mustard (5.0 ruel Ampalaya
Pechay (5.0 m)

Sitao/Cowpea
N

.
, Native Squash (5.0 m)

.3

Upland !Cangkong
(.0 m)

Chinese Cabbage

'Upland Kang otl-
(5.0 m)

(5.0 m)-
m)

Bush Sitao/Cowpea-
< - (5.0 1.11)

Pechay
(5.0
Mustard .

.4

1

,

a . ,.,
c,Eggplant/Tomato/

,Pepper (5.0 m)

.

.. .,
Sweet Potato .(5A 3n) .,.

Upland Kangkong
Upland_ t. (5.0 m)

I .

5

.

.

Okra (5.0 m) D

. . Cabbage (5.0 m) /
I Tomato (5.0 ma)

.

h
Tomato (5.0 m) i -.

., . .
-.

o.

Io

a



5 BASIC
ASSIGNMENTS

S

*ID

-.
.

(o

If members of 'the,family are going to help attend to the girden it
,

zQ.
(I

will be good to .speCify who will be reiliorisible for what, at which ii
time. If necessary, prepare two schedules:

a) the dailY,routine

b) the quarterly schedule (every three mdnths)

Both schedules will contain the following information:
. _

Garden
Activity

Starting
Date/Thrie

-.

Completion .

Date/Time
Menter

Responsible

. .

. .

.

. ,

_

1

P

, '
. .

,

1

C
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ADVANTAGES OF
:PLANNING

rt

Write on the space below the advantage's you gained
from careful planning of your home garden.

What other benefits do you anticipate?

BENEFITS GAINED BENEFITS ANTICIPATED

4

o



7 PREPARING A
FAMILY PLAN

I' 011:1

=
.:.

Eiz
, It is never too soon or too late to plan your family welfare. 0,

Ct.
a =

No child .. : If you have not married yet you have the .13,:,..

yet , advantage of preparing a family plait well in oz
advance. *

z
zo

,
A child - : If you already have a child or-two yoti

1 eneed to plan ,±

or two I now toavoid any unplanned pregnancies.

1

Many : If you already have quite a number of children and =a.

' children 1
.want to have just one more 'or no more, then you
really- need to do family' planning. zZS

, its
,--io
ogN

01
c.3

O
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PLANNING YOUR

COMPLETED FAMILY
, SIZE

Even new, think through the decisions you may have to make
about your fpnily size.

1. How many. children do you want to have and feel
you can raise properly? 0 number of

children 'desired

2. What will be the ideal interval or
space .betwten each child?

3. What will Se the adiantage to yo4?
to your wife? to your children?

El average number of
years between each
child

Advantage to you

to 'your wife

tof your children

THINK ABOUT WHAT YOU WILL
NEED TO BE ABLE TO CARRY
OUT YOUR PLAN.

f.



YOUR

CHILDREN'S
SEX

A FINAL
DECISION

Your plans for completed family size will be greatly affected by your
preferences as to the sex of your children.

Go through the following questions and you will see why and how.
I. Do you have a preference as to the sex of your first (or your

next child?) If so, pleas, indicate I /, boy 1-7 girl

2. If you don't get the 'sex you wanted in your first child, and didn't
get it in the next, what will you do?

3. If you have had the number of children you wanted, and they were all
of one sex, would you still try to have another child in the hope of at
least having one child of ajifferent sex? Q yes 0 no

0

A

0

0

(%)

4. If you should allOw_yourself another try (one additional Child to what
you had planned) would you be resigned if this additional child still
was of the same. sex? Q yes 0 no not sure

Would you stop trying and consider your family size completed?'
El stop 0 try again ,0 not sure

Learn about what you need to do to limit
your family size.

The family planning worker in your place will
be available to help you carry out your family
plan. ;



4

MAKE PLANNING
A HAB

CJ

I

The considerations you have made in the preceding
pages, and similar ones relating, to yOur completed
family size, will have to be made continuously over
time.

As' you make and carry out other plans for and with
your family, whether on your garden, your home, your
children's schooling,.recreatiot) or your business, always
review your family plan.

The family planning personnel in your area will be
very happy to help you with whatever plans "y6u may
have about your family size and how to 'carry this out.
They are interested in being of help to you and your
plan for your family's welfare.

00,
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Population education in nortiormducation programmes

TO THE READER

The continuous rise of food cost is due to increase in
oil prices. 411!

. This happens not only in the country but..throughout
the world. In view of this, we have to thifik of other ways
to have an additional source of income. One of these ways
is to plant mushroo,mS.

In this pamphlet, Grow Mushrooms for Additional
Income; can be read the planting and proper care of mush=
rooms. All the informations here are taken from proven
methods and experienceS; of different agencies both public.
and private.

It is hoped that this palphlet willbe helpful to every
farmer who has firm belief oh his ability and intelligence,
his natural diligence and perseverance. 41.

1

IO

1 4
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A. Time and Place of Planting

2

Integrated learning materials

41\--
Mushroom can be grown during summer or rainy season. If it is

summer, select a Rlace that is similar to this:

UNDER THE TRELL.s5

If it.as.rainy, season, select a place that is shaded and free from rain
similar to this:

Any part of the yard that is shaded and free from rain, with good
drainage:

sa
199
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Population education in non formal education programmes

B. Materials in Planting

. 1. Mushroom spawn

Under the Ho-use,

4

S

Mushroom spawn can be bought in Area C, Sapang Yalay, San Jose
Del Monte, Pampanga Agi,icu Rural tenter, dagalang, Pampanga .and National
Science - Development Foiro in San Fernando, Pampanga.

2. friatetials for Ad eds ,0

a) Dried banana, vest
rr

4

Cut one foot to one and one-half feet dried banalia leaner'es
and bundle it.with'six.feet in diameter.,' '.4)

, '

r .
,

1;

0
`/ 0
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b) .'Rice stalks

Negratedlearning materials

.1

Dried rice stalks can be used also as mushroom bg.d. Select dried-

-This helps mushroom grow ease
it

the dried rice stalks as -big as

and a little bit long rice stalk il from its root should not be removed.
-This
the thigh or six inches in diameIer..,

4.4

Aside from dried banana leaves and rice stalks, corn stalks, abaca
bagasse, cane bagasse, Water lily stalks, mongko bagasse, soybean.bagasse
and jute sack can also be utilized as materials for se mushroom bed.

3. Other materials to;

a) Drum or shallow tub

Drum or shallow tub full Qf water is needed for soaking
bundles of dried banana leaves or rice stalks.

KL\II'Lf

201-
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Populationeducation in non/ormal education programtnes

, b) Covers

Any of these can be used as cover of mushroom bed:

Plastic, jute sack or mat

Empty cement bagl

, ,I,01, Ai

al , , , ),,1

Cogon grass, with bamboo sticks to hold it in place.

C Steps. in planting .
1. Select ,a place that is free from too much heat and rain. Spray in-

. secticide to the place where the mushroom bed will be pla6ed.,

202
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2. Soak in the drum the bundle of dried banana leaves until all parts are wet.

3. Spread evenly on the ground the wet bundles of dried_I;anana leaves or
rice stalks. Put another layer on top of banana leaves or rice stalks. Be sure
to have alLend butts of rice stalks placed at one end. You can have at least
six layers. Water well the mushroom bed.

4. Cut a piece of spawn as big as your thumb. Insert the spawn inside the
bundle of rice stalks which is six feet away from the end butts. Spacing is
observed to ensure healthy growth and good quality mushrooms.

'203
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5. After spawning, cover the bed to conserve heat and water. Do not
water for the first five days. Start watering on the sixth day until the mush-
room appear:

Fcw harvest of good quality is much better thSn ma mushrooms of
poor quality. This will be possible only when the spawns are viable and if
the pioper amount is used.

Like in a family, if the children are few their basic needs can be easily
provided. Therefore, they have greater chances of growing properly, physically
and mentally.

D. Caring for mushroom bed

1. Always cover the mushroom bed in order to maintain the
required heat inside it. Cover partially when the mushrooms
start to grow.

Z. Always keeplthe mushroom bed wet.
3. If the inside part of the mushroom bed is dry, water

it but not too much.
4. Keep the mushroom bed away from the reach of

chicken and other animals.

5. If the mushroom bed Ilas insects, spray insecticide around
it but not on the mushrooms.

E. Harvesting

Fourteen days after planting, you can harvest the mushroom. In
harvesting, be sure to include the roots. Be careful not to touch the
other young mukooms. Mushrooms which are about to sprout are
more delicious than mushrooms which. are fully matured. Harvesting
may last for two to three days after which the bed will rest for 7-10
days. Another crop will then appear ready for harvesting. Thii manner
of reproduction will continue for 4-6 weeks after, the bed may be
discarded.'

r 4
44
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, 1
. _

Big harvest means big income. Thi§ income can be spent for other
needs of the family. When the needs of the family are satisfied, the family
becomes happy. Happy families make a. happy community.

4

s'
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Follow-up materials' 1

. 1

There are two radio scripts included uralpr this catedoryAlf materials
described avfollows:

a) Script No. 1: The ind -Never Stops Blowing at a Tree with
Man ranches (A' script on Nutrition)*

This script tells of. t eetinof two friends after a long' separation:
. Miss 'A' who never got married, and Mrs. 'll', who already has five.
children. In spite of the classing of so ma years, Miss 'A' still rooks
young and unwrinklbd but Mrs. already looks old, tired and worried.
She didn't know why she had always been feeling tired lately until
Miss 'A' advised her to see a doctor. The two friends went to see the

-doctor andthe doctor said Mrs. 'B' is definitely on the family way again.
"Ohoncri7notagain'-'2-Mrsi.13-.44y,0.1.Ae:liet youngest child is or
beginning to crawl. At any rite,thedoctor gave-Mrs. `13' the neassa7
advice on how to keep herself healthy and strong while nurturing the
baby inside of her The message of this script is, "Frequent pregnancy
adversely affects the mother's health.''

N

sa

b) Script No. 2: A Village Picks Up
...a

This script tells about so many thing?;: scientific, farming, nutrition,
clean homes and surroundings, vegetable gardenirig and poultry raising, .

traditional beliefs abOut children, family size, family planning, etc., all
expertly woven, into one radio script. In fact this script summarizes all
the important facts, ideas, concepts presented in previous 'Materials.
It draws out a very good analogy-between plants and children. If the
.plants are not fertilized, the harvest will be poor. Likewise, if children
are not given nutritious food, they become a bunch of malnourished
children. It also brings the message that tbo many children become a,

-big burden to the family,

The sample scripts are given. as follows:

206
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Script No. 1

209
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SCRIPT ON NUTRITION

Spot Announcement

Man : The wind never stops plowing at a tree with many branches.

Woman : What do you mean by it? 1"

Scene 1.,:n ialogue _between two friends after a long separation

Miss A : Hey, it's really great to see you! It has been ages since we last met.

Mrs. B : We haven't seen each other since finishing school, have we?

Miss A : That's right. By the waMlow come you have changed so much?
I 'could hardly recognize you.

.

Mrs. B : You know, I got married right after schooling. I was against it.
But my parents won over, and I had to give up going to college.
Actually, there is more in wedlock than it meets the eyes.

Miss A : Don't you think you did the right thing? Look at me. I'm still
single. I should have married earlier so that I don't have such a
lonely and dreary life. It seems everything has a right time to do it.

B f There is nothing to complain about. You still retain the traces of
. yotith on the face. Look, no wrinkles at all.

Miss H Whatever you may say, it doesn't make sense to me. You have at
_least the people to live with. How many children do you have?

Mrs. B : You may be able to guess from all the wrinkles on my face. Well,
this is what Tye got after five children, closely spaced.

Miss A : How nice itistg Doesn't your husband pat you on the shoulder
for having givehbirth to five children?

Mrs. B' : I don't even feel the existence of m-S, husband. Feeding these
kids i% so much of my concern that I have no time to think
about him, and much less about myself:

Miss A : How do you manage to .feed your babies? c-/

`Mrs. B : All breastifed, of course. It is best Dor the baby's health.

Miss 117 : What about you ?, It is you who need good nutrients more Than any
others in order to feed the babies.

. Mrs. B : With, all these kids not properly fed, how can I get my share of
good foods?

Miss A : Are they growing up all right?

Mrs. B : Oh no,Iar froM if If one is sick and up, then another one falls
sick, and so on. What a mistake.that I threw in my lot with early
marriage!

P5:
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Miss A : Now, I imagine how difficult it would be to manage a family of
many children.

Mrs. B : You are still single. You'd better believe my word. I feel as if I
were a tree with many branches. The- wind never stops blowing at it.

Miss A : Oh, come 'on. Don't be serious. You have had enough of trouble.
And there will be your days, that's for sure.

Mrs. B : What's the. use for a woman already down the hill before reaching

I
her prime time.

Miss A : You'll see.

Mrs. B : Yeh, I'll ste,..;)
Miss A : Wait! Why are you in such a hurry?
Mrs. B : I'm not feeling well. It's like a symptom of ...eh... I don't

know what it is. It is like the kind .. .. I had.
Miss A : You mean it again?
Mrs!B : No, it has yet to be seen. I'm now on the way to the doctor.

Good-bye.

Scene 2 : In the clinic of Dr. Antonio
o 40

Mrs. B -Good morning, Doctor!
Dr. A : Good morning, Mrs. B. What can I do for you?
Mrs. B : I've .come to consult you on something that has been bothering,me

these past two months. I have been very weak, it makes me feel
so slow.

Dr. A : Could it be posiible tilt you're on the family way?
Mrs.. B : I'm not certain, Doctor. My period is delayed by two weeks,

but it does happen at times.
Dr. A : We can have this confirmed. Why don't you leave me a sample of

your urine and '11 perform a pregnancy test on it., Nurse, please
give Mrs. B a*st jlized bottle, and please prepare the laboratory
materials for the.pregnan of 'test. 1 i-

Nurse : Yes, Doctor I',11 attend to that. Mrs. B, please come this way.

The nurse gets the bottle with urine from Mrs. B and says to
Mrs. B while going to the laboratory for the test. -

NursR Would you please come again tomorrow'
Mrs. B : Is it possible to see the result in a few minutes?
Nurse : Sorry, you know the principle of "first come, first 'served.",

Look at.these people Waiting in line.
Mrs. B : Could you special consideration to my case? If it is to be

known in a feW hours, I'll stick around here.
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Nurse : What makes ,you so nervous about the test?

Mrs. B : I have a good 'reason for having to be around until it is known.

Nurse : Sorry, I'll See you tomorrow.

The following morning, Mrs. B is back at Dr. Antonio's clini
They exchange greetings.

Dr. A : Congrdtulations! The pregLncy test came out positive!
Mrs. B : Oh no, not again!
Dr. : Why, I thought you'd be glad! How many have yb,u got by the

way?

Mrs B : I have a ilarge brood. Half a dozen now, including this one.
Five children born over a span of seven years. While, my youngest
child is just starting to crawl..

Dr. A : Well, that's life. An 'way, let's attend to your complaints. Yester-
day you told me that you always feel weak and slow. Could you ,

please tell me something about your food habits - how much fOod
you take and the kinds of food you eat.

Mrs. B : My diet is, and has always been simple. Rice and broth'or what-
" tver'is' left on my children's plates.

Dr. A : So, that's the reason why you're weak and slow in moving. You
are undernoUrished. No wonder you're looking pale. That's not
good, especially now that you're pregnant.

Mrs. B : Doctor; what is the medical -term for this condition?

Dr. A .; It is called malnutrition. It's an illness that usually occurs among
children, pregnant and lactating women, It is caused" by either a
lack or an excess of food.

0
Mrs. B : How would you know that a child or mother is malnourished?

Dr. A : That's a good question. But first, let me tell you that there are
many forms of malnutrition and these different forms have differ-
ent symptoms. You can, tell if a child is malnourished' by his/her
weight. Do you know anything about "Operation Timbang?"

'Yrs. B : I've heard about it. But I need to know .more.
Dr. A : Well, it may be ,better to hear from one of our nutrition workers.
Nutrition
WorAer : "Operation Timbing" is one of the nutrition programmes in the

village toldentify malnourished children and to provide them with
necessary nutrients. Thejnutrition worker weighs the child and',
compotes his/her weight to a table showing the expected weights
of children by age. Thelseriousness of the malnutrition is known
by how far the child's actual weight is from this set of expected*
weights. Then, cards of different colours are given which indicate
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the degree of the. seriousness of malnutrition. On the basis of the
cards given, necessary actions are suggested to recover them from

.t1e status of malnutrition.

Dr. A : Now, you see that with Operation Timbang, you can tell if- a child
is malnourished or not:. One other method is by looking for cer-
tain symptoms in the child. A malnourished child would have loose
skin folds in his .arms, thighs and buttocks. His face looks like an
old man's face and his stomach swollen. His hair is thin and falling.
The child looks stout but his weight low for his age. Among preg-
nant wolnen,,the usual symptom is general weakniSs.

Mrs. B : Are there any bad effects of malnutrition?
Dr A. : Oh, 9es, surely. MaIndurahed dhildren are smaller than children

who have not suffered from malnutrition. Also., they usually show
low performance in school and drop out from school. Other effects
include continuous toss of weight and easily affected by infection
like diarrhoea and pneumonia. Among pregnant and lactating
women, poor nutrition results in poor body condition and health.
Malnourished pregnant mothers give birth to underweight babies,
who are'easily affected by infection, which is a cause of increased
deaths among. infants.. Among other adults, malnutrition affectse
their work their ability to do physical activity is lessened.

Mrs. B : Now, I see why my children are smaller and underweight for their
ages, and they perform poorly in school.

Dr. A : That is the reason why it is important that you learn how to' plan
simple nutritious meals. For example, you need not always serve
meat to provide the protein needed by the body. They can be sub-
stituted with beans, and nuts. Leafy vegetables are also very rich
In nutrients. Meals should have protein rich foods like fish, meat,
poultry', fruits and vegetables to provide them with the necessary
nutrients so they are not easily affected by illness.

Mrs. B : Now I see. But with,all the knowledge of nutrition, thOugh, there
is not mudh I can do for my kids in my situation. Knowing is one
thing and doing is quite another. "

Dr. A : Your saying gives us a good lesson that all people must bear in'
mind. The importance of meal planning can never, be overempha-
sized. But it cannot be done in separation from the size of family.
Nutrition planning and family planning should go hand in hand.

t
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Characters:

Mang Tonyo :

. Aling k'iena

Clita :

Mr. Cruz :

Miss Cera" :

'Mrs. Mendo-zit

,Barangay Captain

Narrator

1.,.:Signature. Music

, 2. Narrator

3. Signature Music

"A Village Picks UP"
(A Radio Script)

Follow-Up Material

grated learning materials

Farmer, 35 years old

Mother, 32 years old

Daughter, 7` years Old

Farm Management Technician

School Teacher
: Home Management Technician
: Chief-Head of the Village

: Up and Slowly Fade To:
: Unesco in co-operation with the Ministry of, Education

and Culture presents "The Village Picks Up" a
programme for the villagerg

: Up and Fade To:

O

4. Narrator : Today, we bring you back to San Antonio, atvillage
Pi la, Laguna. Ifesre's Mr. Sison, a farm management

5. Mr. Cruz
FX

7. Mang Tonyo

8. FX
9. Mr. Cruz

10. Mang Tony°.

. 11. Mr. Cru;

12. Mang Tonyo

technician of the area.
: Hello there! Mang Tonyo! (off mike)
: Wading on rice Paddies up and Under.
: Hey! rifr. Cruz! Haven't seen you since planting

time! How are you?

Slowly Fade Out 7

Fine, thank you. Mang Tonyo, it seems you'll have
a good harvest this season.

I think so, too, Look at the rice 'stalks. They're
heavy with gr i s. Thank God! We're not having
typhoons this ye

: You have planted anew variety this season,' haven't
you?

Yes, you recommended that to us. It's a good
variety. Very resistant to plant diseases. The farrrier in
this area owes you a lot.

4
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13. Mr. Cruz

14. Mang Tonyo

15. Mr. Cruz

16. 'Mang Tonyo

: Oh, I'm glad to help! Did you use the new fertilizer
and pesticides we'vaTecommended?

: Oh yes! And I always go to your offiCe for consultation
once in a while.

: So you've heard about the meeting tonight?

: Yes, Mr. Cruz.. My daughter told me dig' other day.about
it.

17.

18.

Mr. Cruz

Mang Tonyo

: See you, at the Village Hall tonight, then. Good-bye!

:* Good-bye, Mr. Cruz. Thank yoU for calling.

19. Music Bridge : Up and Fade To:

,

20. Mang Tonyo : Nice to be home after a day's work irr the farm. (off
mike) Lita! Lita! Oh there you are! Been waiting long
for me, darling!

21. Lita : Good evening, Father! Mother is waiting for you.
Dinner is ready.

fn.
1.% 22. Mang Tonyo : Good! I'm so hungry I can eat a whole cow.

23. Lita : You're kidding again, Father! Do change your farm_
clothes. I'll tell Mother you're here:

24. FX Clattering of kitchen utensil up and fade to:

25. Mang Ton : Oh, something smells good! Are we having broiled fish
tonight?

.
26.. Aling Nena : Yes, broild fish and sauteed vegetables. Come, let's

gat while the food is still hot.
: Hum! And so we've got some vegetable, salad, too.

Nice meal for a working man.

: And good for an expectant mother, too.
: Father, Mother says I can't hai/e two bananas tonight!

She said, bananas are too expensive.

v.. Mang Tonyo

28. Aling Nena

29. Lita

30. Mang

31. Aling

Tonyo : Nonsense, my darling. You'll get my share. Right?
-

Nena. : No, no! Everybody will get his share. I've budgeted
everything.

32. Mang- Tonyo : See, Lita. We, can't win. Mother is an expert. She
budgets our money, food and everything. Hope yoti
gow up like her, hum!

: I shall be like Mother. I helped her prepare dinner, and
I set the table.

Nena She'll grow up to, be a good housekeeper,
-Tonyo *: Like Mom, of course! Housekeeping is never a chore

for her. She doesn't get tired.

Lita.

34. Aling

35. Meng
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: Clattering of plates and spoons. tip and Fade to.
37. Mang Tonyo : Hurt; up, Lita! Don't be fussy with your food.
38. Aling Nena : And you've 'got to finish your hOMework, yet.
39. Lita : But, do I have'to eat this vegetable salad, too?
40. Aling Nena : Of coarse, darling! You need vegetables and fruits.

You're still growing.
41. Mang Tonyo : Pass- the salad, please! -See, Lita. I need a lot of

vegetables, too, because I'm a working man. I burn a
lot of my,calories,w4ile working on- the farm.

Music Bridge :"/Up and Fade TO:
43. Lita Mother, could I bring my doll to school, tomorrow?

Aling-Nena : What fol., Lita?
45. Lita : We're putting up a sand table of a family in .school. I

promised to dress my doll as mother.
46. Mang Tonyo : And how many children; should your family have?
47. Lita : We're putting up a family of five only. Three children.
48. Mang Tonyo : And why three children only Lita?
49. Lita : Our sand table.ts small. It can't hold more than five

members.
50. Mang Tonyo : And you don't want it crowded? Are you putting up a

house, too?
2 51. Lita : Yes, Father. Complete.with a vegetable garden and a

chicken coop.
52. Mang "Tonyo : Good! The school is giving you a good start. Think so,

too, Mother?
.

53. Aling Nena : Ha! Hal..Ha! The school is giving youin idea. Tliis
must be our last baby.

54. Mang Ton : Because, we've already got three? Is that it? Okay
then, we'll have only three - happy, healthy'and well-
disciplined children.
Oh no, is it seven o'clock already?

Aling Nena : Are you going out?
56. Mang Topyo : Yes, remember Mr. Cruz? He came to see me this

afternoon. He ranincW me of the meeting at the
barangay hall:

57. Music Bridge : Up and Fade to:
58. FX Crowd : Men in a Hall, Up and Under
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59. Baragg ay : Good evening, friends! Crowd - Out.
Captain Hope we'll enjoy our evening together. Well have some

sicaring,a experiences and ideas tonight. Mr. Cruz, our
farm management technician, Miss Cera, our head teacher
and Mrs. Mendoza, our home management technician atehere.

60. FX : Applause up and fade to: .

61. ,Miss Cera : Good evening, friehds! HaVe you read the papers, today?
There's an item there about' the bdat people. Do you
know that 25. percent of the'people in the bpat,were
children?

62. FX : Crowd 'Up and Under

63. Men's Voice : To this boat people, children are God's gifts.

64. Miss Cera : ,You're right! To them and to many of us gathered here,
children are God's gift, They are security during old age
and children bring luck.

65. Barangay : Don't you believe in,that, Miss Cera? They're God's
Captain gift?

66. Miss Cera : Of course, they are. And as they are God's gift we've
got a responSibiliti:4-We've got to love and care for them.
Feed and clothe them properly. But when we got too
many in the family, can we give them the best?

67. FX, : Murmuring from the crowd up and fade to:

68. Miss Cera c ,4.
You do agree with me, don't you? And perhaps when
we think of childrep as security in our old age, we'll plan
a big family.

69. FX Laughter up andrslowly fade oUt.

70.4 Miss Cera : They bring luck, too, some say. That isn't always true.

71. Barangay : 4Miss Cera, I think that's food for thought. That must
Captain be one of the reasons why some of us do not see the,

beauty of planning a family. Right?
Yes, yes, Mrs. Mendoza!_

72. 'Mrs. Mendoza : Thank yoU Captain! With the cost of living-today, cart
we give the best to our children, when vie have so many

.4t of them? Yes, Mang Tonyo! .
- 73. Mrin Tonyo : We've got to work to the bones. And we should think

of our health, too., What happens to our, family, if we
get sick?

: Crowd - Murmurs up and fade.74. FX
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75. Mrs. Mendota :

76. Mail's Voice

77. Mrs. Mendoza

78. *FX Crowd :

79. Barangay
Captain

80. Ouz

81. Barangay
Cqptain

82. Mr. Cruz

Integrated learning materials

'That's right, Mang Tonyo. Sometinles we neglect the
fact that we too should be taken care Or. 'We need food
love and care ourselves. Yes, sir!

And we neglect ourselves, because we only think of our
children. We believe they are our investments.-.
Our security, Our investment and we are often wrong
when children grow up.- They too have a 'life to liVe!

Agreeing Up and Under

Shall we think& children as our helpers in the farm?'
Yes, Mr. Cruz.t
And do we all realize that our farms do not grow like
our children? Our rice field does not increase in size.
Yes, Captain.

: Yes, bu't through the help of our farm technicians; we
increase our yield.

: You're right, there. But, don't you think Captain, that
the share becomes smaller for each member as the size
of the family increases? Yes, Mang Tonyo?

83. Matig Tonyo : Mr. Cruz, I think you've got something there. We got a
little gain from our smalpoultry but how that my wife.

:is on the 'family way, we were not able to save a part of
what we've gained. We had.to prepare\ fir his coming.
We had to buy clothes and new things for the new baby,
Men laughing Up and Fade To.

Mang Tonyo is right. Sometimes we reduce fertilizer for
our rice fields- in our desire to give the best to our
children.

Z84.

;..!A-, ..r
`A

FX

85. Mr. Cruz

86. Mrs..Tresa

87 Barangay
Captain

88. Mrs. Teresa

89. ct
90. Rgangay

Captain

.
And often not the best. We do our ,best to give' them the
basic necessities only.

: Taking care of our children is harder than taking:care of
our farms. You n't only feed children, you give them
the food that 1 make them healthy aid intelligent.
You're right ptain. If you don't fertilize your.farm
during a se on, then your harvest is poor for that parti-
cular season. If you don't give your children the nutri-
tious food needed, then you take care of a bunch of
malnourished children through all the seasons.

: Crowd laughing Up and fade to under.
: Well, friends, I think we had atwonderful evening

together. Shall we meet more often?
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91. FX Crowd

Barangay :

Captain,

93. Mang Tonyo :

94. FX :

95. Narrator

96. Signature
-'7Vtusic

And share experiences and a abo added member of
the family. 1

Oh no! I tnk we'll plan our family as we plan for the II
next planting season. Yes, Mang Tonyo.

I -have already made my plans; so how about you
fellows.

crowd Applause Up and Under

You've jut heard the village people of San Antonio, as
they aire their views.. Till next time then, good day to
you all:

: Up and Sloitly Fad Out.
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CHAPTER 'FIVE

PROGRAMME EVALUATION.

; This chapter is divided into two.parts. The first part discusses the concept
and`brinciples of evaluation. The second part presents examples of evaluation
inatruments used at various stages in the life of an out- of-school population edu-
cation programme.

Evaluation can be defined in several ways. In its broadest se se, the term
evaluation is defined as a systematic assessment of the value or worth of some-
thing. This something could be a programme or a segment of a programme, a
-technique or strategy used in field work, educational materials or a situation
prevalent in a particular community or village.

In educational parlance, the word evaluation is defined as "the collection
and use of information to make decisions about an educational programme."1,1000 -

To a fielji worker, evaluation connotes determining the value or merit of
14s teaching-learning activities. .Answers to queries like the following are what
the field worker seeks when he conducts an evaluation. Did I accomplish the
anticipated results or objectives? Did I.employ the most efficient strategies to
meet the objectives? Can the work be further improved given the same amount
of input?

Importance of evaluation

Evaluation gives evidence on the magnitude of progress or accomplish-
ment. Without the benefit of. equation, a field worker' is unable to determine
how well the programme has fared in the achievement of its goals.

Evaluation also serves as the basis for the improvenient of the_way field
activities are carried out. Regular reviews of programme activities to determine
progrqss-in the field makes possible the revision or adjustmentiof teleChing-
learning strategies and field operations to suit the ever-changing situation.

Since the. main aim or objective:of out-of school population education
programmes is to brink about chillies in people's behaviour, evaluation as a
toolsan determine the degree of -change that has taken place in the exposed
population's behaviour. Evaluation is thus also an effort at discovering
whether certain activities have led to desired effects or outcomes.

1, Cronbach, Lee. "Course improvement through evaluation," Teachers College Record
64(8): 672, 1?63. it

1
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What do we evaluate?

Effort, effect, adequacy, efficiency and process are the five major aspects
of a programme that must be assessed in order to ascertain its success or
failure.

When programme workers evaluate effort, they try to measure the quantity
as well as the quality pf available resources. _. This type of evaluation is called
input' evaluation. 3 It involves an accounting or taking an inventory of all.

available resources, both human and material (personnel, money, educational
tools, methdds or techniques), and of the activities generated by these resources.
The number of qualified personnel, the logistics required for programme oper-
ation, the number of educational materials distributed to the target audience,
the kind and number of activities conducted, and the like are some of, the
features considered in input evaluation. Evaluation Instrument Number 1 is an
example of an input evaluation form.

In evaluating effect,-the main concern is to measure the results or the out-
'comes of the efforts made in,terms of intended objectives. In other words,
programme evaluators want to know the extent to which their objectives have
been accomplished. This type of.evaluation is sometimes referred to as impact
or outcome 'evaluation. A sample outcome evaluation form is given as Evalu-
ation Instrument Number 2.

In evaluating adequacy, the effectiveness of the programme in relation to
the population it is intended to serve iS determined. This type of evaluation
is otherwise known as potency effectiveness.4 A method of measuring ade-
quacy has been suggested by Suchman.5 An index, of adequacy can be com-
puted by multiplying the rate of effectiveness by the number of people ex-
posed to the programme. The rate of effectiveness is defined as the prbportion
of the target population that has been reached by the programme. For exam-
plet if an out-of-school population education programme operating in a parti-
cular village reaches 100 out of a total of 1,000 out-of-school youths, the rate
of effectiveness of the programme is 10 peril cent. In as much as only 100 out-

.6 of-school youths were covered, the programme effects or impact will actually
be felt by only 10 persons. To make the index meaningful, it is Suggested that

- t should be compared with a pre-determined level of satisfaction (Roberto,
1975). Evaluation Instrument Number 3 is an adequacy evaluation form. It
can include more information such as the type of the learner group, and the
like.

2. Buchman, Edward A. Evaluation research: principles and practices in public service and
social action programmes. New York, Russell Sage Foundation, 1967.

3. Caro, Francis G. Reading in evaluation research. New York, Russell Sage Foun (Iation,
1971.

mot
4, Roberto; Eduardo and others, "Evaluating family planning programme effectiveness and

efficiendy." Studies in fluidly planning. New York, Population Council, 1975:
man, op. cit.
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In evaluating efficiency, programme administrators make a cost-benefit
analysis whenever possible, that is, they study the benefits derived from the
educational activity in relation to the costing of all programme activities. ,Thus,,
it is sometimes called realized effectiveness. A limitation of this type of analysis
is the difficulty in quantifying outcomes.. Itds, therefore, generally suggested
that cost-benefit analysis should be confined to programmes which are expected
to,result in, quantifiable gains or benefits. 6

In process evaluation, the evaluator is interested to know how and why a
programme works or (Ides not work, or how the different programme inputs
can be manipulated to arrive at desired results.

In addition to the development of clear understanding about the concep-
tual framework of evaluation, the field worker should also keep in mind thatevaluation is a continuous process which begins even before the institution of
a programme an has no end for as long as the programme is existent.
Schematically, the process of evaluation may be viewed as: 7

Summative
Evaluation
(Phase III)

Pre-programme
Evaluation

'(Phase I)

Formative
Evaluation
(Phase II)

Formative evaluation, sometimes called In-programme evaluation concen-trates on the design'and operational components of the programme with the
end in view of gathering data for assessment and effecting improvements. In
the typology discussed earlier formative evaluation would constitute input,
potency eftectiveness,tealized effectiveness and process evaluation. On the
other hand, summative evaluation or post-programme evaluation is the equiva-
lent bf outcome, impact or effect evaluation.

Who should conduct evaluation

In general, educational programthes are evaluated following any or a
combination of the following approaches:48

6. Hamblin, A.C. Evaluation and control of training. London. McGraw Hill Book
(ompany, 1974.

7. Unesco. A source book ... op. cit., p. 99.
8. Ibid.
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a) Self - evaluation by those participating in the_ programme;
b) Regular monitoring and evaluation of programmes by the

programming agency itself;
c) Evaluation by outside evaluators, with given terms of reference; and
d) Follow-up studies of those who have participated in the programme.

In population education programmes, approaches a, b, and c are used
singly and at times in combination with one another fo arrive at a more effec-1
tive assessment. Empirical evidence has shown that total dependence on either
internal or external evaluation fails to stud e programme in its entirety. On

ithe one harid insiders one way or the en overlook a few details. On the
other extreme, outsiders alone May f it to perceive some local socio-cultural
factors that influence programme o tputs, more especially when the evaluator
is not a national.

It is suggested that process evaluation, be carried out by programme person-
nel which should include staff members frOm all levels, and impact evaluation
be done by non-programme personnel.

How 110 we evaluate?

Salient features of the evaluation process as described fully and compre-
hensively by Byrn are presented hereafter for the guidance of field workers who
will conduct evaluation. 9

1. Identification of programme goals and 'objectives

The first step in the evaluation process is the identification of programme
goals and objectives. What are we expected to produce at the end of a pro-
gramme activity?

A I 14

Very often, field workers find it difficult to make an evaluation of any
teaching endeavour simply becauSt he does not know what the teaching activity '
is intended for: Sometimes, programmes are formulated and implemented with-
out definite and specific objectives. Teaching techniques are selected and used
without thinking of what they are supposed, to achie'Ve.

- The programme objectives to be evaluated properly must be stated in be-
havioural terms. The changes in the behaviour of people such as chang s in

-what they know, what they believe in, perception Of things, attitude , and so
forth are the outcomes all field workers are interested in. It is to these changes
in behaviour that all their efforts are directed at. To determine whether or not
these pre-determined changes take place is what evaluation is all about.

2. Examine programme activities and implementation procedures

When conducting an evaluation, it is imperative that the evaluator knows
not only the programme objectives or activity-specific objectives but also the'

activities and the manner of execution of these activities to help the learners'

9. Sabroskey, op. cit.
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achieve the programme objectives. Evaluation is not confined to the assessment
of the results of the teaching-learning activity; it also involves an examination of
the means adopted to reach the end. In reviewing programme'activities and
procedures, the field worker is better equipped to determine where he failed.

3. Indicators of expected outcomes

After defining the objectives for valuation and examination of activities
to be executed, the next step is to determine the indicators which will reveal if
the programme objectives have been achieved.

There are two types of indicators that field workers can use in evaluation.
One type is in terms of the number and kind ofhome visits made by the field
worker, teaching methods and materials used, activities carried out, number of
people reached through meetings and the like. This type of indicators show
that the field worker has done something to bring about change in people. It
also gives one an idea of the number of people covered by the teaching-learning
activity. This type of indicator generally helps in making quantitative assess-
ment of the success or failure of the programme inputs and outputs in terms
of human and material resources, and its coverage.'

The second type of indicators are those related to the behaviour of people.
These indicators help'determine the extent of change taken place in people's '
knowledge, attitudes, skills, understandings, values, beliefs, habits and practices
as a result of the-programme activities. These indicators of change when identi-.
fied and measured can tell us the amount, degree or magnitude of change. For
example, what would be the indicator that a mother has acquired knowledge
about family planning, breast-feeding and child-spacing, etc.? If, as a result of
participation in the programme, she is able to name the methods, describe how
each of the methods are used and perhaps give advantages of one method over
the others, then the evaluator can say that the programme has helped to develop
change in the knowledge of a mother about family planning methods. A pturtial
list of this type of indicators is given in Chapter Two of the Manual.,

While the first type of indicator is simple and easy it is suggested that the
second type of indicator be determiReci When making an evaluation, because
the quality of desirable change in the behaviour of the learners cannot tie
measured in the former. -

4. Data collection

The fourth step in the evaluation process is the collection of desired in-
formation information that will reveal the success or failure of the teaching-
learning activity. In the collection of data, there are two ,important things we
have to bear in mind, namely: (a) the source of information, and (b) the
method of collecting the data.

a) Sources of data .

1
4.

Sources 9f data are categorized into primary and secondary. Primary
sources include original documents such as survey instruments, the first

I .
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reporting of facts, the 'first lumping of data. Secbndary sources bring' to-
gether facts from primary sources. Our main interest here is in primary
sources since only those people whom the programme aotivity tried to reach
can provide proof of programme success or failure..A review of the learn-
ing activity and methods utilized for implementation can guide the field
worker define correctly the exposed population. It is very important ;fiat
the field worker define correctly the exposed population; otherwise, his
evaluation will be biased and unreliable.

b) Data collection methods

i)Sampling 1%

There are times when the field worker reaches or teaches a great num-
bei of people., To collect data from all these people would be tedious and
cumbersome. In such cases, it is suggested that information be gathered
from a portion of the people ,talc. This procedure is called sampling.
Sampling, when not executed properly can introduce bias on the data and
distort results.

The size of the exposed population indicates the need for sampling. If
the whole population can tre reached and studied within a reasonable time
period at a minimum expense, then sampling is not necessary. Otherwise4
sampling should be resorted to. When a sample is draWn, one must bear
in mind that the sample must be representative of the entire exposed
population.

There are a number of ways through which a representative sample can
be obtained but in dut-of-school educational evaluation work, the random
sampling techrtiques wherein every single individual is given an equal oppor-
tunity to be drawn or selected, has proved very effective, Of the several
random sampling techniques used in evaluation,-the most convenient and
conimon is list .sampling. This technique requires thata list of all the
names of the members of the population is prepared and these names are
numbered consecutively: To draw a random sample from this list would

population
be to se ct every `nth' name. For example, if one-fifth of the whole

on is needed as lample, then every fifth name is chosen; if one-
tenth, every ,tenth name. To determine the stating point, a number, from
1 to It) is likewise selected at random. Willie random starting nun er is
4, and the selection is every tenth name, the number to be picked from
the list following 4 should be 14, fblfowed by 24, 34, 44, and so forth.

ii) Data collection techniques

When the source of information has been determined, a decision has to
be made on the method of collecting information. There are several
methods available.to the field worker and these are as follows:

1. Personal interview quiestionnaire or schedule. ;Respondents are asked'
to answer questions, and their responsesare recorded by thelinter- \
viewers.. .
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The advantages of this method over the others include (a) the
opportunity afforded to interviewers to observe and study situations
and conditions since they talk directly with people and elicit their
.reactions to the prograMme, (b) relatively high response rates, and
(c) interviewers are able-to clarify questions to the respondents.

The limitations include (a) the method requires a lot of time and
money to coil-duct personal interviews, especially when the sample is
large, (b) good enumerators are difficult to find and unless they are
very well-trained and supervised, data recording may be jnaccutate
and incomplete.

2*. Distributed questionnaires or .checklists. The questionnaire is
handed over to the respondents, individually or in groups, immedi-
ately following a teaching-learning activity. The respondent after
completing the questionnaire, hand it back to the person conricting
the evaluation.

The most important advanthges of this method are the relatively low
cost involved and easy administration and completion. Also, the ques-
tions have a definite relation to specified activity objectives.

Limitations of the method-include (a) objective assessment may be
reduced since the respondents are participants of the activity being
evaluated, (b) participants may not be typical of the target population
in the area, (c) topics covered in the questionnaire are limited in scope.
3. Group interviews. The questionnaire is presented to a group of

people assembled in a place. Each person in the group records his
answers to each question read.

The advantages and disadvantages of this method are similar to those
of the individuallyidistributed questionnaires.

4. Case studies. The evaluatoraaws the development of a project or
activity, making a listing of day-to-day events.
Case studies are time-consuming and Very limited in scope as well as

number of _cases. Thus generalizations cannot be made. In spite of its
weaknesses, it has its good points. Case studies give concreteness and
authenticity to problems and solutions. They bring out the problems
as they arise and show how the problems were solved and how the
mistakes were made. They afford the opportunity for detailed -study
of processes and discover its strengths and weaknesses. They also show
how decisions are made and the importance of timing.
5. Systematic observation procedure. This method is used,during visits
to homes, farms and factories. Observation of practices which have
been recommended for the area are made and systematically recorded.

Advantages of the method include (a) since theworkerknows the
recommended practices, he can accurately record the extent to which
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the practices are adopted, (b) the evaluator gets first hand information,
and (c) "the development is documented.

A few of the limitations are (a) the tendency of evaluators to be
subjective in their judgements and (b) the method is costly and, there-
fore, impractical when much information needs to be collected.

6. Mailed questionnaire. A questionnaire is sent to each of the res-
pondents who return the accomplished questionnaires by mail.

Mailed questionnaires are useful when (a) trying to cover fespon-
dents from a wide geographical distance and (b) reaching a relatively
uniform and fairly, well-educated group. Mailed questionnaires are
very easy, quick and the least expensive of all techniques of data
collection.

However, mailed questionnaires are limited in scope because they
have to be sh9rt. They are not suitable when the literacy level of
respondents 1s quite low. Thereeis very little control on the com-
pleteness of answers thus, response rate is often very low. Moreover,
those who return accomplished questionnaires may not be represen-
tative of the total respkidents.

iii) Behavioural change rnefzuring devices

A proof of educational success is one that reveals whether or not learn-
ing has occurred or anticipated desirable changes in behaviour have taken
place. The following are samples of measuring devices iotended to gauge
behavioural changes.

1. A knowledge test which measures the amount of information
a person knows.

2. An understandidg test which determines the degree of comprehen-
sion or how well a person can apply certain acquired' knowledge
or principles.

3. Skill or performance ratings which determine the degree to which
a skill has been acqt,tired or the kind or number of skills acquired.

4. An attitude test which determines people attitudes or feelings
regarding certain issues.

5. Value scales which determine the value people attach to things.
People's actions are guided by what they think are right or wrong,
good or bad, important or unimportant, desirable or undesirable.

6. Interest check which reveal people's preferences, likes and dislikes,
interests, etc.

7. Adoption of practices which may serve as a proof ot- knowledge,
'skill or attitude change.

The person responsible for developing measuring devices should 'bear in
mind that the questions should be worded simply, clearly and carefully in
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order to avoid ambiguity and at the same time o)tain valid and reliable
data. The questions should be related to the objectives of-the evaluation
and avoid giving any clue or hint as to the answers desired. The general -
principle ,of one question one idea should be observed. Prior to the final-
ization of the measuring device, the questions should be pre-tested in
order to assure validity, reliability, and logical sequencing of the questions.

iv) Criteria for, the selection of data collection methods
In choosing \the data colledtion technique to use, the field worker

must be guided by the following factors:

1. The objectives of the evaluation study;
The type of measuring device to be used in gathering information;

3. The respondents or sources of information;
4. The resources available for the purpose;
5. The advantages and limitations of each method.

Programme eivhiation

For example, while it-has been shrn that the mailed questionnaire is
.the simplest and least expensive of all the techniques, results may be un-'
reliable especially when the level of literacy is quite low. Furthermore,
mailed questionnaires are often not returned.' The personal interview is
More expensive relative to the other techniques, but the information col-
lected using this method is relatively more reliable. The group interview
is less expensive but the results are biased because group participants tend
to give the same answers.

Taking into consideration the above-mentioned advantages and dis-
advantages of the different methods, the constraints of time and budget,\
the workload and schedule of field workers, it might be suggested that
data coil tion be made by personal interview or distributed questionnaires
either inch idually or collectively.

5. Analysis and interpretation of data
The last step in the evaluation process is the analysis and interpreteation

of data collected. ,

Information collected through surveys has no use unless classified and
condensed in some form or another. It is impossible to interpret a mass of
data in its raw form. A number, say the income of one respondent may easily
be ceinpared with another figure, but-one may not readily compare a set of,
uy30 numbers with another set of 30. Something needs to be done to reduce
tWq mass of data to allow easy and meaningful interpretation.

Take the example of data on income. Let us assume that a survey was
conducted on 50 respondents..: It is obvious that considerable time and pain-
staking effort will be required to be able to say something about the income
distribution of the sample interviewed. Evidently, some sort of condensation
or arrangement of the raw data is called for.
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Data may be presented as individual scores or they may be grouped into
arbitrarily defined classes or categories. The number of observations or respon-
dents falling under a certain class or category is called a class frequency Al-

though class frequencies can described the distribution of respondents according
to some characteristic like income, it is a practice to convert the frequencies to,
percentages for easy analysis and interpretation.

Sometimes, it is desired, to describe the characteristic of a group of respon-
dents with a single summary measure. For example, we may want to know the
average_ number of children of the group. In such cases, we compute the simple
arithmetic mean. It consists of adding all the responses obtained on the number
of children and then divided by the total number of, respondents.

When analysing the data, the evaluator slioukd examine them with ques-
tions like the following in mind:

a)-Are these proportions (percentages) high, low, expected
or unexpected?

b) What explanations could be giveln for the high/low perCentagesT

The foregoing section has concentrated on evaluation of programme im-
pact - its determination, analysis and interpretation. The following section will
present a few important guidelines for evaluating curricular materials, an equally
important aspect in the realm of educational evaluation.

Educational materials should be subjected to continuous review by subject
specialists, field workers and learners. The learners' assessment of educational
materials is very essential. After all, they would be the best critics of whether
the materials are appropriate for them and pertinent to their needs.

It has generally been recommended that the quality of curriculum mate-
rialslx assessed with respect to the following: 10

a) Relevance.and likely contribution to the achievement of
programme objectives;

b) Suitability for the age, ability and experience of the learners;
c) Relevance to the needs of learners; and
d) Sequencing land their fit into the rest of the curriculum.

Evaluation Instruments Numbers 4, 5, 6. !and 7 are sample instruments
for evaluating posters; leaflets, pamphlets, booklets and modules-; comic books
and radio script, respectively.

When-ilo we.- valuate? 6

Evaluat 'should be carried out before, during and after a teaching acti-
/fifty. Pre-a evaluation provides baseline information on knowledge, atti-
tudes, skills, of the learners. Evaluation Instruments Numbei\s 8, 9, 10, 11,

11). Unesco" ROEAO. Manual on evaluation .... op. cit., p. 13.
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and 12 are all examples of baseline survey instruments. Pre-activity evaluation
is useful because they provide information on what the learner's needs are, what'
their strengths and weakpesse4 are with regards to the subject under study. It
tells the field workers the areas to emphasize and what not to emphasize. It
also becomes useful when an evaluation is made at the termination of the acti-
vity, when we try to attribute the amount of change in the learners' behaviour
to programme efforts.

Evaluation of an ongoing progr mme is, likewise, necessary to find out
how the programme is progressing. s it being executed as envisioned? Are
there any loopholes in the programme? What problems have been encountered,
what solutions have been suggested and actions taken to attain the programme
objectives?

Post-activity evaluation will determine whether programme objectives have
been attained, and whether the learners manifest some measurable gains in,
knowledge, attitudes and skills. Tests administered before the activity started,.
could be re-administered to ascertain the amount of change that has taken placein the learner.

Sample evaluation instruments
- Evaluation Instruments 1 through 3 are specimens of office forms that

programme personnel can use in evaluating the aspects of input, outcome and
adequacy, respectively.

Evaluation- Instruments 4-through 7 are questionnaires intended to assess
curriculum materials in terms of their validity, attraction, comprehengion and
acceptability. Socio-economic-demographic characteristics are also obtained to
guide the field workers in their assessment. For example, variations in com-
prehension and acceptability may be explained by differences in'sex,.age, edu-cation and so on.

Evaluation Instrument8 is a baselihe survey form for dministration to
learners who have'attained a certain level of reading and wri ng ability. It may
also be used with the illiterate or with those who have nbt tained the re-
quired level of literacy by using a mode of instruction in w ich the instructor
or field worker reads out the items to'..the learner's individually, and writes on
the survey questionnaire the responses made by each learner.

Evaluation Instrument 9 contains a number of sample items to constitute
an instrument especially intended to assess knowledge of the target audience
about population education concepts. RespOnses could be elicited directly or
through the instructor or field worker as described for Evaluation Instrument 8.

Evaluation Instrument 10 is an instrument designed to elicit informationon the learner's values and attitudes on population and related topics. It maybe administered directly or through the instructor or field worker.
Evaluation Instrument 11 is a test'bn reading and writing. It is designed

to ascertain the level of comprehension-of the target audience. Like the other
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-three instruments, the test could be administered to t
reading to them the story, asking them to answer the
ing of response$sbeing done by the field worker adMin-

rget audience by -
ions, and the record-
ing the test.

Evaluation Instrument 12 consists of sample illustrati that can be in-
cluded In a visual perception test. In preparing the instruments, a decision
about what concepts to-present through visuals has to be made Depending on
the nature of the conMPts,la set of picture cards is prepared and arranged in

-7--

sequence. The cards are presented individually to a sample audience and res-
ponses on understanding and comprehension of the main idea presented are
recorded in a especially-prepared form. A sample data collection sheet for
this kind of,test accompanies the Evaluation Instrument.

Evaluation Instruments 1, 2 and 8 through 12 have been adapted from
the Manual on evaluation in population education prepared by Unesco
ROEAP, Bangkok, Thailand, 1979.

Similarly, Evaluation Instruments 4 through, 7 have been adapted from the
Report of a Unesco Regional Workshop on Development of Curricular M'aterials
Integrating Population Education in Non-Formal Education Progranifnes, held
at the University of the Philippines in .Los Banos, Laguna, Philippines from
3-21 -November 1980.
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Evaluation Instrunient Number I

Daily/Weekly/Monthly Activities Report Form

Name of- the village:

4.

Address:

Date and time of arrivar:

Date and time 'of departure:

Purpose of visit:

Description of learner's group:

Size of learner's group:

Subject matter discussed:

Materials and methods used:

Materials distributed/services provided:

Resource person'(s) employed, if any:

Activities carried out during the teaching/learning sessions:

Follow-up activities:

Problems encountered by the field worker:

ti

Signature 'of field , worker
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1

Evaluation Instrument Number 2

utcome Evaluation

Name of group:

Address:

Total membership:

Name
of
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.
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.

Formal
education
'highest
grade
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Evaltiation Instrument NUmber 3.

Adequacy Evaluation

Name of village:

Size of target audience:

Size of target audience
actually. reached or
covered by the programme:

Rate of effectiveness of
programme (RE): i
Where,

size of tget audience reached by the programmeRE
size of target audience

Index of adequacy of
the programme (IA): .

Where,

IAi= Rate of effectiveness

235
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Evaluation Instrument Number 4

\Evaluation o a Poster

Poster number:

Title of poster: .
Name of respondent:

1. Nhat db you think is' the message of the poster? .1.

2. Do you thliA the poster is asking you to.do something?
No Don't know

If yes, what is it?

Is there anything in the poster that is not true?
.Yes No Don't Imow.

If xes,..what jS it?*

4. Is there any word or phrase in the caption that you don't understand?
Yes No

If yes, what word/phrase?

I. the picture appropriate to the caption? . .
Yes No Don't ktow

If not, why not?
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6. Is there anything in particuflu that you like about; the poster?
Yes. No Don't knoNI.,

If yes, what is it?

7. Is there anything in paiticular that you do not-like in the poster?
Yes No Don't know

If yes, what is it?

. .8. Is ther6 anything in the poster that might bother or offend the people
who live in this village?

Yes Nk Don't know
If yes, what is it?'

1

9. How Rio you consider the follovjing features-of the picture?

Size of poster
Size of letteiingS

Size of drawings

10. What suggestions can you give to improve this poster?..

Not
Appro: appro-
priate priate

Remarks

r0

r

..

tr

-.4
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Background Informatiob about the Respondent

Age at last birthday:

Sex of respondent

Marital status*

Education completed

Present occupation

Number of children,
if .a/Splicable

I Male

r7 Female

/-7 Single

1-7 Married

Widowed/separated

Primary

C3 Intermediate

F-1 Secondary

Collegiate

No formal education

238.
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Evaluation Instrument- Number 5

Evaluation of Leaflet; Pamphlet, Booklet, Module

Name of respondent:

Address:

I. ,Do you like the design on the cover?
Yes No

If not, what design would yop suggest?

2. The title of this (leaflet, pamphlet, booklet, module) is

Do you like the title?
Yes No

If yOu don't, what title would you suggest?

3. Did ybu learn' anything after reading this (leaflet, pamphlet, booklet,
module)?

Yes
If yes, what have you learned?

No

Did you find the (leaflet, pamphlet,- booklet, module) interesting?
,Yes

If not, why not?
No

5. Did the pictures n the (leaflet, pamphlet, booklet, module) help.
you understan the message?

Yes No

If not, why not?

-239
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6. 'Was there any word, phrase or sentence that you found difficult to
)understand?

Yes No

If yes, what word, phpse or sentence is it/lire they?

7. Did you find anything in the (leaflet, pamphlet, booklet, module)
which might bother/offend the people who live in this village?

Yes No

If yes, what is it/are they?
1

8. Would you recommend this reading material to your friends and
relatives?

Yes No

If not; why not?

9. What suggestions can' you give to improve this (leaflet; pamphlet,
' booklet, module)? '

, .

1
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Background Information about the Respondent

Age at last birthday:

Sex of respondent

Marital status

Education completed

/-7 Male'.

Female

C] Single

Married

/1 Widowed/separated

/ / Primary

'L73 Intermediate

CL7 Secondary

.1 ;/ Collegiate

/ No formal education

Present occupation

. t..\,Number of children,
if applicable...

z
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Evalt1ation Instrument Number 6

Evaluation of a Comic rook

Name of respondent:

Address:

1. Do yod like the design on the cover?
Yes No

If not, what design would you suggest?

2. The title of this comic book is
Do you like the title?

Yes No

If not, could you suggest a better title? w

A/113. at is the message of this comic book?

4. Are the lActutes clear?
all are clear
some are clear
nothing is clear

Indicate which pictures are not clear.

5. Is there any lesson that you learned from this comic book?
Yes No

If yils, what is the lesson?

rito
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6. Did you find this comic book interesting?

Yes No
If not, why not?

7. Are the words phrases or sentences used in the story easy to understand?
Yes . No

If no, what are they?

8. Would you recommend this reading book to friends and relativei?
Yes No

If not, why not?

. What suggestions can you give to improve this comic book?

\k-
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Background Information about the 114spondent

Age at last birthday:

Sex of respondent

Marital status

Education completed

Present occupation

Number of Children,
if applicable

4

Cj Male.
C:] Female

Single

C:] Married

Cj Widowed/separated

Primary

n Intermediate

a/E] Spandary

// Collegiate

/ No formal education

244-
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Address:

Programme evaluation

Evaluation Instrument Number* 7

Evaluation of a Radio Script

1. ; Did you like the title of the script?
Yes No

, If not, why not?

What title would you suggest instead?

2. How did you find the length of, the script?
too' short

just right
too long

3. Did you find the story interesting?
Yes . No,

If not, why not?

.

4. Is there anything in the script that is not true?
Yes ° No-

\ If yes, what is it/are they?

. - .. .
5. . Are the words phrases.or sentences in the script easy to understand?:

,...
Yes No.

, . ...-----
If not, what are /these words/sentences?'
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6. fide there words phrases or sentences that might offend. peopli-living
in this village?

Yes No

If yes, what are these words/sentences?

-7. What is the message of the script?

8. What suggestions can yougive to improve this script?

.. .. .., ,
.

.
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bt"Background Infctrmation about the Respondent

Age at last birthday:

,

Sex of respondent / 1. Male

Female

Marital status : CD Single
C3 Married

Widowed/separated

t?'
Education completed Primary

/ \Intermediate

L7:.,/ Secondary

C=1 Collegiate

ED No formal education

<Present occupation

Number Of children,
if applicable

vl

1 ss
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Evaluation Instrument Number '8

Baseline. Survey Form -47-N

Name of village:
II

I. General information .
7

.
.

Please check the appropriate answer' on the space provided:

Respoiidenf type Marital status Religion

family head single Buddhist
.0

spouse - . married Confticiai
dependent child , widowed/ Hindu \ .

other separated
- *Muslim

Protestant
Catholic

. Others'

it:.
(specify).

Family record
Kr

Name of Relationship
family to family Eduga-. Out -Of-

member head Age Sex lion school school

Total number of persons in the family:7 persons -

If retpondent is married, age at marriage:. years
,s

Occupation:

24 8
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Main-source Of. I
income:

Other sources
of income: .

. .

e

Programme evaluation

Income from main
source:

+
Income from

othe sources:

Total income from all sources

n: View; -n populatiOn, communication and related topics

1. Irour family income adequate?

2. 64you-have any knowledge of
fifillly planning?

3./ Do you practice family planning?

4. 'Are you in favour of early marriage?
5,, Are you in favour of a large family?

Have you and your usband/wife
ever disCussed th,e number of children ,

, you want to have?

po children provide security in old
age. -

'Do children come because it is the\
will of God?

9. Do you think your country is
over-populated?

10. Do you have reading materials
at home?

Do, you listen to the radio?

12., Do you have time for recreation?

13..Do you have adequate recreational
. facilities?

4. Have you attended any seminar,
workshop. or lecture on popu-
lation education?

.2449

yes NO
.Don't
know

No
comment

.1
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15. Do you think population education
will help improve the quality of
family life'? (Standard of living,
education, nutrition, general
health)

16. Are there any existing organ-
izations in your community?
(Welfare; civic, religious)

Yes No Don't
know

No
comment

f .
s

. .

- r.

,
. , .

, ,
III. Problems and solution's

. . , . a
, , .

1. 'What problems do' you. haver in your village?

t ..-- .:

. - 4 . , . ^,
4 - . ii o :- : . 1

e (, -., t II. -
- ) - ,

t

o

, 4
T. _a

r,

,,,, . ,;.,
.

. 2. Is the community exerting efrortstowards the solution of these.
grolllems? - .,. 4

Yes a No 'e. , Don't know
.

e

a.

If not, why not?'
,

Qa

Y

7

ro

o '

4
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.

Evaluation Instrument Number 9

Questionnaire for Population Education

Name' of Respondent:

fine of Village:

....The.following statements are about population education. Please read
each statement carefully and mark the box provided with a 1" if the state- .. -

iment is true and an 'F' if it is false,
..- .:-. . ..

.1. In the absence of movement of people from one country to-another, i t.

country's population increases when there are-more-births than -
there are deaths: 4 s- ... , f 7 , .- % . ... ..

2. The presence of many industries brings, growth.. and progresi to a : . .
nation withdut polluting the environment. .. .,./ . - - . =

.,,, ':3. Throwing your garbage into the river is good for fish. _.
"

.
4, The presence of health workers in a village is necessary for

promoting healthy living in a community. . t 17-141 .. -:-

5. A low death rate in a village could be attributed to good health
and sanitation fir the community. L::7

6. -The low incidence of epidemic diseases in a village could.be
attributed 'to good' health-and sanitation in the' community.

7. Movement of people from the:village to the city generally results in:

a) ,insufficient housing for immigrant families

b)/large-scale unemployment in the cities

c) insufficient educational facilities for immigrant children
d) insufficient social, services -

e) emergence of ufan 'slums 4

41/

f) increased proportibn of old age population in the rural areas

8. Postponing marriage until late in life is one of the acceptable
solutions for reducing rapid population growth .

9. Practicing family planning means foregoing sexualpleasure.

10. Filnily planning is intended not only for 'those who would like
to space and limit their children but also for those who Would
like to have chi n.

251
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11.' Conception takes,place only when both ovum and sperm
meet in the fallopian-tube.

12, It is the sole responsibility of the mother to look after the
welfare of the family.

13. Religion plays an.important role in one's decision about the
adoption.of a family planning method.

o

O
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Attitudinal Scale

The following statements are relaTed to population education. Please
read each statement aild give your opinion by che'ciiing (V ) the
appropriate column aiaindeach statement. , ,

1. A large family is a sign of
God's ble.35jpgs

2. Children provide security in
old age

3. C ildren strengthen the bond
b een husband and wife

4. Three
.....

successive children of
iii0ame sex followed by an-

* other of the opposite sex
bring good luck

.4

'5. Having.4nany children is a
sign of ne's Manliness

6. important to hale, a son
f r continuity of family name

7. Family planning can improve
the quality'of family life

,

8. A person who begets More
childien than his-capacity for
decent child-rearing is
morally irresponsible

9. Having small -families'mein
better educational facilities

4 for the children

'
19. Large families add to the social

'probleins of the community

.4

.

Strongly
agree

.

Agree
Un-

decided
Dis: .

agree
Strongly
disagree

. .

. °
.

.

-
. ....

,
..

0 ..

I

.

.

.

.

il.' / 4

v

l

,

e -. .,

0

/ i

.

4

, 4
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Evaltiation
-
Instrument Niunber 11 1..

.-:

° " ' ReAding and Writing Test
. .

. .

r e''
%

'
. il, ' . . 4

. . %, - sr 1 . , ;
. 0.

. '... Read the follo,wing paragraphs carefully and answer the questions given * --:s , .,

below :4, . ' , , ' . .,.:.k ..
. .

Maria Santos, age 20 years, isa lovely girl from Barrio LuksuhinDShe was
married to Pedro Reyes, age 22 years,i, native of Barrio Talisay.on,30 June 1970.
The couple inherited onehectare of agricultural sugar-cage land from Pedro's .

' parents. This property gave them an income of Hive thoUsand pesos (f 5,000.00))
a year. They had a house'of the, aside from the sugar-cane field. Maria is'..,
such a good housekeeper, it made her husband very happy,

Their first child was bgrn a year after their Wedding. He was named Pedro, -
Jr. after the father. He was a very lovable andhealthyAhild. The parents loved, .
him so much and wanted hiin to be an educated man, mid so they tried to save
twenty pesos 01'20:00) a month for,his education.

71,66-6 6

A year aftr the birth of Pedro, Jr. %baby girl was born to the couple. She
was named after -her grandmother, and they loved calling her Maria Teresa.

t Then two more daughters came after `Teresa. Maria's health began to
.

) suffer because of clokly-spaced pregnancies and hduseholn chores that over-'.
burdened her. The family's income is now barely enough to meet the needs
of the family memberg. Pedro, also became sickly because he had to work
for longer hours.

Questions:

1). From where is Mrs.. Reyes?

2. Where did the couple 'live?

3. When were they married?1

4. How big' is theft' agricultural land?

5. Which of the children was named after the grandmother?

.
6. Why did Mr. ,and Mrs. Reyes want to save money?

11.
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7. How many daughters wereborp tb Mr. and- Mrs. Reyes?

I 1.
8: If their family's Income is P 5,000.00 a what is their average

m onthly ,income?

'9. What was the difference in age between Mr. and Mrs. Reyes?
I

10. If Mr. and Mrs. Reyes saves P.20.00 a month, how much will they
be able. to save in one year? it.

.

f. How long will it take them to save P 2,000.00?

t
S

$
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I

Evaluation Instrument Number 12

.t

0.

Visual Perception Test

Testing ability to receiye a messagd

Picture Not. 1 Recognition of the main message in a, picture without' details

.

. Picture No. 2 Recognition of the main message in a piCturewith many'
details

Ne

>'''..".1 ; , .erZ:=704 beIP. i

. pert
..._

e"
....1_ --
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Picture No. - Ability of interpretation

4,

.. ----, .

Programme evaluation

..,

0.,

.Picture No. 4 - Ability to understand a logical sequence of ictures
a , .

..,

0

a ,

.t

t

.4
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